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, and programmed tftts for a secordary-postsecondary-level course in
-refrjlgeration and aii Conditioning Aare ona or-a numiNr of
.ailitary-develoyil Curriculum Oacktges selectedlOr adaptation to
vocational 'instruction and, curriculum development in a civilieo
-setting. It is the firit section of a threerepart coarse (see Note'fo..
other sectionWintended to_transtudants in identification,
location, function, ilistallation, operational checking, servitinga,'
repair, and maintenance,of reSrieeration And 'air conditioming

c .

systeas. DeilIng specificalay with the 'use of hand and special tools,
refrigeration materials, ard electrical princip es', this section ,

i.contains two ')lacks corering40.5 hours of !Ans, uft4oni Fundamentals
(3 lessons) and Electricity 73 lessons).'The 'an Of irstructior .

contains az outline of the teaching steps, criterion oblectiles,
lesson lurationacorrelation of tasks.with a training standard, ahd
support materlals and guidance.' Student,-mtateiia,ls include three Atuay
luidies.With text informatioli.,/objectivea, re#iew.exerdises, and
referen.les: threi workbooks.;with perfOrmaince evercises: mind five
prograsmed texts for individualized instruction. Commercial tex4s,
Military technial.manualso'and audiovisual aids, are suggested-abut

-not proviled. Materiils nag be adapted .fpr individialize&
instruction, remedial wor)c or independent study. (YLB)
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This military tsOisical training course hai been selected and:Adapaid by
The Center for Vocationa1 EducatiOnfor "Trial Implementation of a NOdel Syitem
to Provide Military Curriculum *aerials for US* in Vocational and TICS044.-
Education," i project sponsored by the bureau of Ot4upational And Adu1712=J!itio
U.S. bopartmint of Health, Eduation, And Welfare.
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MILITAFq CUTUUctu24 /WM114.5

The militAr -deve1ced 'cuxricu4ti materials in this course
package uere-selected by the Center for Research in
vocalional Education Military CurriculumTroject for dissem-.
ination to the qix regional Curaculum Coordinatiop Centerslan
other intructional materiaiss-agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curri6ulum materials. -

&veloped by the military more accessible to weatiofiar
educators in the civilian setting. 0

The course 5materials uere aoguired, evaluated by prOject
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination.. Vaterials which were specific 'to the.nili
were deleted, copyriOted materials were eitr omitted or appro:
val for their use was ohtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials 'which can "14e adapted to support
vocational, instruction and curriculumdevelorivnt.
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Thk is the first section of it tfrayalt GIERMIMI,011 rthigeratan and aliteanditioning. The tams trains students in identifiostion. Wooden, hoiden. s'
inssailetion, operational checking, isrviciagirepeir end nrininnanips of illfriatration and dr oanditionine lawns. This section tissiesoseifically with'
the Me CA head and special t"is. refIaslon Milleribk, and ideescleei pringaPkis It Cadtelde two blocks coserine 915 Piws df idifoodldo.

Dock Fuoldualatalit contain* three lassonaand hes 211.5 hiwn of instruction. The lewone on orientation .and safety werideletwi. The
remaining IOW Wks and reapeatila hours follow:

-

'Hand Tools. Special Toon. and Shop Soulament (3 haunt
Refrigeration Line, Finkle and 1%!be Pibrioation (11 hours)
Soldering I MS hour%)

Mod' ifecfritify conseina dyes boons cowing GS hours of insiruction.
1

Wedded *rinciales and Circuits (24 hours) A

Altimatiete Cumin Wiring Systems (22 hours)
Eluvial, Troubleshooting 122 hoursi

this section containatinih teacher and student materials. 'Rioted instructor mai/dais Include a plan of initrkiction detailing the ssachini *of by uniu Cif
inetruction, criterion objectives, the duration of ere 1411101140 correlation of 4104 with a veining stendeiCanct support materiels and guidance. Student
materials include three silo, guides with UM information, obtectives, review exercises and references; three *offtboolit tslifi Peifomillsoe ssieciani Ind
five programmed texts far individualized instruition. .

,,
i

..
.

Tent informatiol le provided in the "Went however, sew* commercial texts and military technical enn;ualkern Auderieual
aids suggested for iniW the entire threttpert inciude fl films, 29 transperwity sets arid 29 charts. Mash af oh sactipn contains iKWodyory
material that an be Would for individualized instruction. TIlie section could be uled for reminliel :footle at independent study fa, toginflirtg studeirts wit;

ro
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httie axperiencain the die of took or the fundementele of electricity.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
USAF ,School of Applied Aerospace' Sciences
Sheppitrd Air Fates Base, Texas 76311

PLAN pr INSTRUCTION 3ApiltisiO
(AT() (PDS Code ATA)

Jazi,.az7 1976

FOREWORD.

1. PUR:POSZ: This pui3licRtion is the plan of instruction. (P01) WhPiit thr
on pa6 A are bound.into &ingle document. -The ROI prescribes the qftaiititilrd
requirements for Course Number 3A8R54530, Refffreratioi an4 Air Cditiatain
Specialist, ieterro of criterion objectives and-teacItin iteps presented by unitta
oLinstruction and shows duration correlation with the training itandaid, and
stepport Materials, and ituidance. Whes separated into units of instrliction, it be,....._.comes
Part I of the lesson. am -This Parvirave optcier tke proyisions of ATCR-

Instrgctional System Devilopment, and ATCR 5g:.7, Plans of Instiuction and
Lesson Plans. 4 .

41,
-2. CM= DESIGiI/DESCREPTION, The instmctional dedign for thiicourse is
Group/Lock Step, The course trains 'airmen to perform duties prescribed in ATM.;
39-1 Or Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Specialts14,AFSC 54530. Training
includes theuse of AF pirblications and forms, and commercial.'manuals related

:to identification't location, function, installation, operational cheçlkitig, servicing,
'repair and maintenance of refrigeration and air conditioning systems. The course
also included water analysis and conditioning. In addition, rplated tr4ning is
provided oivdriver edudation, troop infarmation program, commander5 call/
briefings, etc.'

IP

.1 9

3. TRAINING EQUIPMENT. -The:imbiber shown in parentheses after liquiprnent
listed as Training Equipment tinder SUPPORT MATERIALS AND4GUDWICE is.the
planned nunter of students assigned to-each equipmentimit.

R.EFERENCES. Thii plan of instruction is based on Specialty Training Standard,
54530/50/70, 18 April 1973; and Course Chart 3AaR54530, 15 January 1978.

FOR itHE COMMANDER

A. TON, Co SiF
Cide Dept of Civil Engineerini Training

A

r.

Supersedes Plan of Instruction 3ABR54530i 15 A:gust 1073
OPR: Depaltment of Civil Engineering Training

-..DISTRIBUTIOA: Listed on page A



MODIFICATIONS,

P43.e.4 J 4p , of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting thisi6terial for inclusion in die "Trial Implementation of a

4

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials !os, Use in.Vocational

add Technical Education.4 DAleted material involves extensive'use of

military forms, procedures, syskems

for ust in vo'citional and technical iducation.

etc. and was not considered approiriatig
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Ammirmempal
..riaimilLimmximahmull°1110.1m="1"onommormmmumniNem or aimmettom.bim put* PART 1 (Caeismaima Iwo) -

suppoRTMATElli*% AND OVEDANOC 4
4litucional Materials f .

4- 9 Tools and Special T9old
WirSABR5.45304-3rPlt 4 cation. and SeliCtion of Sand Toolis Special

, ?opt Poitable and- esi Shop Equipment . J

2TPT-1300-01s Colima% Hand Tqols
4.

.

, ,'N Iv. . * $

4

?f*

Tridnin0.74p4ment
Trainers Wen4Dualllype with Tool dirawer (2),,
POwe,rGrinder (12)
Powfg prin (12) a

Hand *tools %)

Methods`
Discussion Demongration (1,5 bra)
Performante (1.5 hill)

instruciional 'Guidance
P e atdeqiiate eniphasis on use of drill stand. Students ehoulci alwaisVear

lea wht.3n operating drill stand,

'or .4



'nut
3

(3/0)
Day.1

(1.8/g)

1.. Hand Tools; Special Tools, and Shop`EquIpinint

6

6
.

.1,

d. Using the workbook; select and idenWhand tools and.
special tools as to their type, size, applioatitai and care;
STS: 5at 511, Meas:. . W Pc

t

"gill.' -.(1) Types of hand tools-and their apigicatfon

th Zypes 6f special tools

(3) 'Care & hand'and,specbl twat

(4) Safety precautions wherLusing tools

b. -Using a drawinrof a drill stand, identify the =for' components 1.2 /0)
and list the` safety precautions to be observed while operating it.
STS: 5e Meas: W, PC

1. (1) tiite and care of pOrtable and ipstalleci ghop equipment

(2) Safety precautions whezi using 'shop equipment

4

e
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Pundit:mutes . r ,,
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. . . . . .

pef.rigeration Li-ness Fittings and Tube! Fabricaiion
6 r .

' 0 .
1 '- i .

4I* '"; I.
.. . '

1 it

a. Given an asiortment of refrigeration tubing, ..complete the
workbook, by ideetyying the tube by si;e. anium. STS: Sa
MeasW,-_PC' .

4 4, 1--,

' (1) -Types of. coPper tubing and their. applicitions
. ., , ...

. .

- (2) pizing copper tubing
% .,, 4

.

4 .

13, Irking..a ruler, tubing cuttel* tubing bender-, and a roll of
lir ubing, measure, iut, and bind tubing as specified in thecopp 't

avolo&,:, STS: '6d(5),. *lb, ec Meas: Wt. p.p,
t, ,

-.. _

(1) Tools for. measuring ..euttiqg and bending
. , -,.

(;) Procedures foecuttlinikand bending copper tubing

t
,1a) Safety prepautions i -

,

. (b) Cutting 'copper tubing,

(c) Bending copper tubing ,

c. Using a ruler and an- assortment of refrigeration fittings,
. identify each fitting..by size and type as specified in thevorkbook,
STS: Sd Meam W, in

V.

+ (1 ) 'Selecting and identifying refrigeration fillings

(2) Measurement of fittings
,

.
..

. ..
v

.

. 4 *

I

.

6
(8/0) .

Day 2

-(1/0)

(1;,-5/0)

.

(1. 5/0)

.

P RVISOlt *PPM WikL

tie DATE
.

OP LISSOM /MAI/ OPMIT 10
siOTuu AND DATII

v

4w.

k

SIGMATUNg

. , . ' 'N * 7

ft ...,....0
,`

.0 r tit TAUCTION NU10119t ..
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WU MI counter

d. Using a mler, tubing cutter, flaring kit and copper tubing, (3/0)
measire, cut, flare, and swage the tubing.al specified by the
workbook. STS: 6d(5), 8c Meas: W, PC

(I) Tools used for flaring and swaging

(2) . Flaring procedures

(3) Swaglng procedures

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student listructional Material
SG!.3ABR54530-1-4, Refrigeration Tubing, Fitting and Tube Fabrication
WS: 3A8R54530-1-4-P1 IdentifAng.Copper Tubing
WB 3A8R54530-1-441, .Cutting and Bending Copper Tubing'
WB 3ABR54520-1-4-P3, Identifyin Refrigeration Fittings
WB 3ABR54530-I-4-P4, Flaring. and Swaging Copper Tubing

Training Equipment
Special Tools (1)
,Refrigeration Lines (1)
Fittings. (I)
Tube (1)

'Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs)

In strUctional, Guidanc-e*
Place adequate emphasis on safety precautions involved when working with
tube fabrication and tools.
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S. Soldering.

tuiadamenta1s
douli oisiTIRT

%P. I *It * I I '

a. Using the welding trainei and the hydrocarbon torcl,is soft-
solder a copper swage with at least 75% penetration, with no excess
inside of joid. STS: 5e, 6c, 6d(1), 6d(5), Meas: W, PC

) ,

(1) Major parts of the hydrocarbon torch
Vt*
%

(2) .1Srpes of soft solder .1

(3) Pz:ocidures for soft soldering

.(4) Inspectioli, of soldered swage

b. Using the weldilig.trainer and the hydrocarbon torch, hard- (3/0)
Solder a copper swage With at lead 75% penetration, with no Day 3,
excess inside or joint. STS: 5e, 6c, 6d(1), 6d(2), 6d(5), 9.41,
Mess: W, PC

(1) Type oci hard solder

(2) Procedures for hard-soldering

(3) Inspection of soldered swage

SU IMMO* APPROVAL OP L 'MON PLAN (PART I)
$1414A IV II AND DATE SIRIMATUNI AND DATE

IN/441 OF MST Crier* NUMMI 1

3ABR54530 prESIF*Innuary 1976

ATC "I% 133 pstavious somas is ossomus
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t

COURSE CONTENT I. 2

\c. UAing the welding 4a1ner and the hydrocarbon
t4Ok.h, akminum-sol4er ai aluminum swageiwith at
least 75% penetration w#h no excess inside the plat.
STS: 5e, 6c., 6d(I) 6d(2), 6d(5), 9a(3). Meas w, PP

(1) Type of altapinum kider

(2) Praicedujes for. aliminitm briling
-2 3 ''' 2

, (3) fnspesition -of brazed swage 4

-,
d. Using the welding trainer and the oxyacetylene (7. 5/0)

torch*, silver-solder a dopper swage joint with at least Days 4
75% penetration with nosexcess inside the joint. and 5

,STS: 5e, tc, 6d(1)-, pig), 6d(5), 9b Meas: Vi, PC
, .

(3/0)
day .4

(I) .M2.0r parts of the oxyacetylene torch

(2) Types of silver solder

(3) Prociglures for silver-brazing with Sil-bond 45

(4) Inspection of brazed siage

(5) Procedures for brazin? with Sil-foss

(6) Inspection of braied Pint

SUPPORT MATERIAES AND GUIDANCE

Student Instruchonal M4teria1s
SG 3ABR54530-I-5, Soldering
WB 3ABR54530-I-5-P1; Stift Soldering .

WE 3ABR54530-I-5-P2, Hard Soldering
WB 3ABR54530-I-5-P3, Aluminum Brazing .

WB 3A2R54530-I-5-p4, Identifying Oxyacetylene Equipment
WB 3ABR54530-I-5-P5, Preparing Oxyacetylene Equipment for Use
WB 3A13R54530-1-5-P6, Mier Brazing
WB 3ABR545304-5-P7, Silver brazing Using Sil-Foss

LAN OF INSTNUCTIQN NO.

.4110/11414,.

.

3ABR54530
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c. Using the welding trainer and the hy4roda*on (3/0)
torch; alumimun-solder an aluminuin swage with aty Day 4
least 75% penetration with no exoess inside the joi*
STS: 5e, 6c, 6d(1), 6d(2), 6d(5), .9_4(3).. Meas: W; PC

, \
(1) Type of alamindm solder

(2)' Pr4cedures for aluminam brazing

(3) Inskiection of brazed swage
4

do Using:the weldinig trainer and the oxyacetyleike (7. 5/0)
torch, 'silver-soldezra copper swage joint with at 4east Day.s 4
75% penetration with no excess inside the joint. 4 .1 and 5 4.

STS:. 5e, 6co 6d(2), ed(5), 9b *Meas: IV, PC

(I) Macor parts of the oxyacqtylene tor

,(2) Types.of silver solder

(3) Procedures for silver-brazing with Sil-bon 45

(4) Inspection of brazed swage

(5) Procedures'for brazing with Sil-foss

(6) Inspection of brazed joint

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materialb
SG 3A3R54530-I-5, Soldering
WB 3A3R54530-I-5-P1, Soft Soldering.
WB 3ABR54530-I-5-P2, Hard Soldering
WB 3ABR54530-I-5-P3, Aluminum Brazing
WB 3ABR54530-I-5-P4, Identifying Oxyactitylene EqüipMent
WB'3ABRS4530-I-5-P5, Preparing Oxyacetylene Equipment for Use
W13 3ABR54530÷5-P6, Silver Brazing°

3ABR54530-5-P7, Silver Brezing Using Sil-Foss

ko AN NS, *NC? MN No.

P.011111 040.4

3ABR54530 Trj1anuarjuln.
l i m o , W i l t V . /P . vommaar, Ames win* AN. goo.'

PAGE NO.
12
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Ags
Charts, Set,- pxygesi and Acetylene 4

a

Eldpment , ..

Thbeikiegiiii Eit (1) ' ,

Tridner,;Velding Dual Typo (3)'
Soldering Equipmegt (1)

t .

monstration (6 hill)
Perfprznan hrs)

. .4

Multipie list:Odor Requktement310fatif SuPervtakru (2)

a

4

.10

. ,.

, le. .

'Inetructional
.Place adequate enlixtague PR ety precauttons invairea in the u of.)'" iii , -s.'

. i i )ife

a t torches, 'soldering equipment, hindlipg of- oxygen, and acetylene cylinders;
-and the handling of, heat metal. . ..

,

.: NIXR;:pfiro iustructors are required for -11.5 houx4 durinietu4nt - ,,

. perforibince .(4. 25 hoUrs in Day ty 625 houriln Day 4, and 3 hours in
,

a

-pay 5).

,

".4

aka_ N
PLAN (

-

SABR54530.
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ininuary 19715

4

.4
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6. Relattct Training (identifie4.in course cart) -10 4,

7. Meisurenlient Test and Test Critit'we -

.4

Ai

7

v

'17

'Ao

10^

S.

(1 .24
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*TABLE or coN4Nr,

Stidy ,Guides 3ABR1453i1- I

Number 'Title Dte .,. , 4
- .

I-1 Orientation andCivil Engiheerine Apy1141975
Orgailzation .

1-2 Safety (Use Common Study Guide- Janiiary 1975.4
-Publishedleparatelt . -

1-3 Hand TOols and Special loots April 1975

1-4

1-5

0

080 MI,M1

23,
Refrigeradon Tubing, Fittints,
and Tubing Fabrication...Soldering

Soldering
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April 1975
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43

57
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'Phis supersedes SG 3ABR54530-1-1, 1-3 thru 5, and WBs 3ABR54530-1-1-P1 thru 5-1369,-
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Copies of the superseded publication may be used until the stock Is exhausted.
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MODIFIOTIONS,

.04.4401.94.:

PAL 40, A '.i- j2.4. .4 this publication has (have) been deleted in
,,..r.

4
.

.1

.adapting thii m
e

aterial for inclusion in titt."Trial tmplementation of a
/"- ,

'C -.' ( .14.1Mbdel Sytem to'hovide,
Military.Curriculum'Mattrials.for'Use in Vocational.

,-., 0 ,

-.and Technical'Education." Deleted4ater41 involves extensive use of .
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'This study guide will hslp vou'Anbecosting'familiar with the identi-ficatiAon, use and care of varioUs hens and special tools.
'

INTRODUCTION
.

f

.Few words.have so many.meanings ss the word "tools." EaCh workmanhas certain tools which he uses in hjai work. These tools.cover A rang.from such common.things'as screwdrivers and hammers to such uncommonthings as "sky hooksmAnd "catheads." In this text, only those tool, youwill be using in yiour career field will Oe discussed, sincekthese,wfll, be the most important to you.

0 .

.

Volumes have been wr
t

,ten on e,proper use,,of hind tools but theii
th

feeling.still persists t they are so simple that no one need botherto point dot thwright
an 'wrong ways of tiling them. 2n this text, weare going to outlinl*the care, handlingl-and use.of-bas4p hand toolsjoryour guidance and information. If you will follow the suggestions given,they will pay off for you and the.Air rorie. '

atA !mechanic uses the tools in his tool kit Almost every dey. One of.thi marks of a good mechanic is the care he gives his_tools.- ,SS.prolongstheir life and increises his efficiency and the quality of hie-work )nr-keepiagjais tool box organized,
.

The check list of a good mechanic looks like this:
1. Keep tools as clean as possibly when using them,and bi sure tbclein them before putting themfaway .

2. Use each tool blay for the.purpose intended&
3. Have a special piace in the tool box for each tool.
4. Keep every tool in excellent condition. Check toolsand replace wczn cr.broken tools'promptly.
5. Nike an inVoritory of tOols after each job to preventtdols in ducts, fanstoetà.-

. 6. Keep junk and unieceisary tools Out of the toolllox.

regularly.

leaving

7. Reap tooi boxes securily locked and 'in a safe place when not inuse.

TORQUING TOOLS

Screwdriver* and wrenches are .commonly referred to as torquing tools.
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'L Before studying torquing tools, the meaning af the work "torqne* shoubd
berumderstood. It is a force that produces or tends to prodUce a gotating
or.twisting motion,such as that shown in figure 1.

. Torque ake be apgied
with any tool which is.used to produce a twisting or turning Bot4on. Too
much torque will brisk bolts (figure 2), strip threads, or cause internal
stress (strain the inside of the bolt) which weakens bolts. Technical
Order 1-1A-1 contains charts whic11 give-the safe torque value that can be
ail:plied to different bolts and nuts. Torque can be figured by multiplying
the length of the wrench handle times the paunds df force.(push or pull)
applied.

0

Figure 1. Torque Figure 2. Overtomad Bolt

If a wrench handle is six (6) inches from the center of the drive to
the tend grip/ applying a force of forty (40) piounds will ptoducs,240-inch
potinds of torque (6 inches x 40 lb = 140 inch lb). See figure 3 below;

Figure 3. Torque - Leng,.h x Force

The smaller the,opening in the wrench is, the ihorticrthe overall length,'
This propartioi%s thee leveradvantageofthe wrenchte the sise of the bolt
or stud. With a given amount.of pull on a wrench, a short length will
produce less twisting or torque, and will reduce the possibility of
shearing or stripping the nut.

24-
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- AICAZWORIVni

* These are saveral different t1Twn of ncrewdzivere. Phillipsf.Reed
'sad Prince.* and Colman. are-types of torewdrivize which:are in colim6n use.

SaCh type is designed to fit a particular,type scrw as shown in
figure 4. Within each type there are several sixs. TAil sisa of the
scrowdrivereincreasem as the silts of the screw increases.

Canon Phillips bled and Prince .

Figure .4. Screwdriver Sits and Screw Slats

COMMON SCREWDRIVER

The Coimon crowdriver.har a flat bit, the faces of the bit being
almost parallel at the pqint.

Screwdrivers are usually identified by 'size aCcording to the llIngth
of the bled, and thaytath oha_bit (ime ligur, Sorcoup-
"ditypr frontlA base of the

p
andle.tp pie tip of the bitop.This. gives

thescriliOriversioilson-garSiillare.61AV., 10*,- and 12*.

r p.
T !UDE

j',11.413

Handl a
.

1 I I I hi., 1.

Figur* S. Size of Screwdrivei
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When using a screwdriver t'olpply torque, preisure hodl: be maimed:straight down on the handle as shown in figure 6. When selecting ascremdriverfor use, select the lafgest bitethat will fiS the screw,slot. %%ere should never be less than 75 percent'of 'the iseraw-slOtfilled 110 thi bit.
I '6.

6 ti.

..
... .

.
r

.. f V s

a

Too much emphasis cennot be placed on selecting a screwdriver tfiat .fits,the screw sfot. Pigure 7.will aid you in selecting'the correctkiset A screwdriver of the 'correct site fbr'the screw slot wiill prevent
.marking, breskine;or'benang the tip of the-blade, reduce the force.required to keep the screlidriver in the slot(snd prevent damage toscfew slot. Remember, there is a properly sized sciswdriyor for-eyeryjob.

Right

0
,

f

Figure 6. -Exert Pressure Downward Figure 7. Bit Simi,.
e

Wrong

a

V

66.

a.
,
lossPorn scumparyn

Crosvoint screwdrivers (sels figure 6)-are used on Reed and Prtnceand Phillips type *crews. The crosspoint idretw4iyer is'less likelyto slip Sideways and spoil the surrdunding metal. Howevero.they requiremore downward pressure., than common screwdrivers. Whin solec$ing'a cross-point screwdriyet'fär use, select the lorgesteblade thit will fit the''screw slot. Crosspointk-sccrwdriver size it'ditirmined in the sail manneras a common screwdriver.

6

Ornizi;Ammon
The offset screwdrkyer (see figure 9) Aiss one blade-bent et riteitangles to the shiik and one-blade_forg*J4140 14th .the shank. It isuse4 3in,places that cannoi bireached by a commori screwdriver or where the'swinging *space is limited. Mien the swinging space is limited, you canchange -ends after each swing end thus work the screw in or out of'the; .threaded hole. offset screwdriver may have either a common or acrosspoint bit.

Aal scridOrivers with loose or cracked handles or with bent or brokenblides should be turned in for replacement. *

215
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Phillips Screwhesci

Reed and P'rince Screwhead

,

..

Pftillips Screwdriver
.

Reed and Prince Screwdriver

Figure 8. Crosspoint Screwdrivers

/ -
s

Figure 9. Offset Screwdriver -
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WRENCHES

Wrenches are tools tilled to turn bolts and nuta to tighten or loosenthem. The common types of wrenches are the socket wrench, box andwrench, and open-end wrench.

_SOCKET WRENCH= AND ATTACHMENTS

A socket wrench consists of a socket and handle (sits figure 10).The-bast_ socket has a 12-point opening to fit! a hut or the head of abolt. It-also_contains a square opening to receive the drive handle. Asocket can be used in close quarters because it needs to bit tukned only-ashort distance before it-can be refitted on/4 nut or bolt. Sockets.arethe wrenches used, in conjunction with a torque wrench, to apply a specificamount of torque.

12-Paint Opening

318-inch Drive Handle Opening

Figure.10: Socket and Handle

Ordinary sockets range in size from 1/4 to 3/4 inch. The drivehandle openings are aped. to fit 1/4-, 3/9-, 1/2-, 3/4-, or 1-inch squaredrives. The size of a soe-et is stamped on the side of the socket.

The five types of handlea for use.with socketware the're.tchet handle,hinge handle, speed handle, sliding T-bar, and_e11 handle.

RATCHET HANDLE

The ratchet handle (see figure 11) will be,usea'with a socket of theproper siie to speed up the removal or replacement of nuts or lts inclose quarters. 'It can be ratcheted (swung) back and forth in an areatoo small for a complete swiag of the wrench. This handle is-not -recommended for bcaaking loose or torquing nuts or bolts-. Ratchet handl',may be obtained with 1/A-, 3/8-, 1/2-.,: 3/4-, and 1-inch square drives.

HINGE HANDLE

Hinge handles (see figure 12)"can be used with a spcket to breakloot, nuts and boltik. Hâld thil'handle verticelly after loosenincuthebolts or nots,"and fingar-twist them off.. Hinge handles are designated,by-the Isguare drive size and handle length.

Tiguri 11. RatchetHandle

28

Figure 12. Hinge Handle



SPUD HANDLE

The speed handle (See figure,131
-is used with a locket to rower or
'inatall nista or boita,wiuRre Very
litttle force is required and ther4
is plentY of room. This handle is
not suitable for breaking loose or
torquing.a nut pr bolt.

S.

çFigur 13. Speed Handle

SISIDZNG T-BAR HANDLE
,

.

The T-bar (see figUre014) is.used on jobs that require.alarge amount
)of torque. The T-bar is often used with-an extension bar, atUniversal
joint, and a socket, as shown.in figure 15, to spin nuts or bolts'loose4-
fast from a difficult place. . , .I

.
,

-1

WEE.

T-Bar

Extension
Bar

6.:20411r)

14 Socket

Universal
Joint

Figure 14. .T-Sar Handle, Extension, Universal Joint, and Socket

The ell handle (figure 15) is used
with A socket on jobs that require
an extra large amount of torque.

1/4
Ell

Socket

Figure Ell Handle and Sockiet

EXTENSION

I

v

This bar is used to Add reach to the handle as illustrated-in figure'
14. This bar comes in Various lengths and enables the mechanic to get to
bolts or nuts that could not normally be reached.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

Universal jointL (figure 16) are
used so that the socket can be worked
at an angle wi,th the handle.

Selection of the type of handle
to use with a socket depends upon the
'job,to be performed.

UNVERSALJOINT

Figure 16. Universal Joint

One thidg to keep in Dind when using sockets is that' they sftould never
be 'overstressed. Always use a-socket that is big enough for t.he job. A
3/8-inqh square drive is not constructed to do the heavy work which
should kw-performed with a 1/2- or 3/4-iiich square drive.

91)
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Flues. wrenches ire called box and because they box or completely
surround the nut,or bolt head. This wrench is a bar with a 12-point head'
on each end..

A box end can bA used in close quarters to loosen or.tighten a nut or-bo t a minimum-handle travel-of 30 degrees is possib1q. In tighten-in a nut or bolt, Ehiire is little -change of the wrench slipping off. It
is slowei than other types of wrenches in that each time the nut is turned
thetwtench has to be lifted and refitted to the head of the bolt,

The wrench size is stamped on the handle (see figure 17). Notice that
0

the wrench ends are offset-T15 degrees for hand clearance whin, using the
wrench (figure, 18).

,

Shank or Handle

Head

Figure 17; Box End Wrench

II

Figure 18. 150 Offset

OPEN END WRENCHX$

Solid nonadjustable wrenphes, with openings inreach end are called
Open-end wrenches'.

The size of the openings imiween the jaws determines the size of the
,

wrench. This means.the distance across the flats and 'not the bolt
diameter.

As you look atjt.he'open-end wrenches, notice that e head and open-
.

ings are at a 15-degree angle to the shankAsee figure 19).. This offset
makes it easier to work in Ciese quarters.

Figure 19. Open-End Wrench
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An elementary trick is that of "flopping" ehe wrench after every
stroke, as shown id figure 20 - turnimit so the-other face is down'and

. the fingle of the head is reversed to fit the next two flats of the hex. nut. This mikes it much easier to loosen or tighten a'.nult. Se sure the
mzench fits the nut. A wrench that is too large will. round° off the nut.
Always pull on the- Wrinch, if possible.

.

44444,

c.

Figurp 20. Us* of OPen-End

Adjustable ?Taw. The adjuitable jaw
wrencb is similar to the open-end
wrench, except that one jaw is move-
able, enabling a single wrench to
be used on several 'Size* of nuts or
bolts (see figure 21). The size
of the wrench is determiqed by
the total length. Alwayt
remember to close the jaws tightly
against the nut or-tolt before
starting work. If this-ik not
done, the nut or bolt will be
damaged by the jaws.

ranch

Figure 21. 'Adjustable Jaw Wrenches
Pipe. Pipe drenches are used for turning pipe, round rods, or .

smooth fittings which do not offer a gripping surface for ogler types
of wrenches (see figune'22). Howeverr s!.nce the jaws have teeth whiCh
can damage the work, the adjustable, st4a; wrench should be used if.mars
are objectionable.

Allen. Allen wrenches are'marely siw-sided bars bent into the shapeof rn L. They are used to turn internal wrenching bolts and screws
(see figure 23).

Figurp22. Pipe Wrench

4

Figure 23. Allen Wrench
Application

In deciding which is the best.wrench to use, study the job to'be done
and consider the working specs. Space and conveninece greatly dictate the
type of wrench you will use. Sox and or socket wrenches.are generally
considered first choice wrenches because they are less apt to slip.

31
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CiEANZiG AND CAR; ar maims
Wash grease and dirt from wrenches with cleaning solvent. Wipe dry

with a clean dry cloth. Sdour rust from wrenches with crocus clothc5or .

aluminum oxide abrasive cloth. Apply a thin octet of oil to hand tools
which show a tendency to rust.

.)

TORQUE MMACHES

Most me9hanics havekA tendency to oVertorque. ,That is why torque
wrenches wdre invented. A torque wrench enables the mechanic to tighten
a nut or bolt with exactly the proper amount ol torque. Irk nut is lsft
loose, it does not hold securely. If it is too tight, it may break the'
bolt, strip the tnreads, or put unnecessary strain on the parts being
held together. The torque wrenchlindicates to the mechanic when the
preselected torque value is attained.

Torque wrenches sbould-be.tested for accuracy at least once a month
or as often an usage rewires. After each test, torque wrenches are banded
with a strip of color taps approximately 1/2 inch wide,'containing the date
(month and year) plainly marked thereon. The location _of thit tape is' .

Jhowa in figure 24. Torque wrenches are classifiedas a special tool, there-
fore are not issued in tool boxes. They may be,chacked out from a central
point in the orgainization to"which you are assigned.'

Figure 24. Torgue,Indicating Wrench

HAMMERS

The Ball-Peen hammer (see figure 25) is often used by the mechanic to
shape soft metal with the peen ahd and hammer harder metals with the face,rt is commonly used for driving chisela.

This plastic hammer (see figure 26) is used when working with
materials which are soft enough to be damaged by using other types of
hammers: This hammer is not used on nails, chisels, or uointed metal
objects%

Figure 25. sall -Peen Hammer

32
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Figure 26. Plastic Hammer
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Do not grip near-the hammer head because this reduces,the for
the blow. Giip the handle close to the end and strike the object w th'
the full face of the hammer as illustrated in figure 27. Hammers with.

'cracked, broken, or loose handles or a damaged face shouldsbe turned
into,supply Mar replacement.

,

inazas

Pliers of many types are manufactured for specilalized uses! However,
Ocse types haVe such a wide application that they are,found in almost
every Uechanicis tool box. These are the diagonal cuptting (dikes), long
nose, and coMbination slip-joint pliers. Pliers are,used when the grip
of"the hand is'not +enough to do-the jcbAind holding is necessary. Pliers
are holding tools and should never be used as torquing tools.

Diagonal cutting pliers (figure
28) are used foe cutting wire, remov-
ing cottlir pins, and spreading split
ends of cotter pins after the.pin
has been inserted. Whericutting
cotter pine, cup your'hand or lay a
rag over the pins to prevent the
loose ends fro& flying into your face.

Long nose pliers (figure 29) are
used toreadh where fingers cannot or
bend *mall pieces of metal to the
desired shape. 3

In rut
4 Correct

Figure 27. Use of Hammer

Figure 28. Diagonal Cutting Pliers Figure 29. Long Nose

The combination slip joint pliers
(figure 30) are more widely used than
any other type. They are used for
holding stock, twisting and cutting
wire, and holding hot or cold metal.

Figure 30. Combination Slip-.Pliers may be cleaned with a pre- Joint Pliersscribed cleaning solvent, brushed and
wiped clean with &clean cloth. Lubricate pivot points with one or two
drops of oil. If jaws of pliers are worn, replace with a serviceable
pair. The size of pliers is determined by their overall length.

SHEAMS

Shears are used for 4tting sheet metal of various kinds. Figure 31
illustrates several commonly used shears. Shears with curved blades are
convenient for making curved cuts. Scroll pivoter snips turn easily and
follow irregular line readily. Bench shears are used for cutting metal
of 16-gage or lighter.

J
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Figure 31. Types of Shears

COLD:CHISELS

BENCH SWANS

Cold chisels are tools used far chipping or cuiting cold metal by
hand before its surface has been fAled to a fitr Cold' dhisels are made of
a good grade of tool stool, hardened at the point and sharpened to a cut-
ting edge. Chisels are driven with-A hammer. They will cut tny. metal
pofter than they are (in general, any metal that can be cut with a file).
Figure 3.1 shows several types of cold chisels.

114

FLAT CAPE MUOWK plipror

Figure 32. Commonly Used Cold Chisels

Chisels are classified according to the shape of their point: the most
common shapes are the flat, cape, round6-noss, land diamond point. Best
results will be obtained if a type of cold chisel is selected that is
designed for the particular work to be done.

Flat chisels are used for cutting sheet metal. Cape chisels are used
to cut grooves, slots, and keyways. Round-nose chisels cut round grooves
and diamond-point chisels are used pv cut V-shaped grooves.

34



STOCK-HEAD SOW t

The,Stock-Head sviars sat will be used iy you sore thin Any other
layout tool. Whim tour pares. They are a greduated eteel blade, a
-stock head, level, and scriber (sie figure 33).

PROTRACTOR WAD

COMA! NG RIAD

SQUARING HEAD

Figure 33. Combination St

Graduated Steel Slade

, The blade is laid oif in inches. The inches are then divided
into 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, and 1/64 of an'inch.

The blade should not be allowed to get wet, and it should be
kept lightly oiled to prevent rust. If it is dropped or thrown among
other tools, it may be damaged and, ttierefore, hard to read.

This stock head when used with the graduatelblade, will enable you

to square" stock which is to be cut. It may also be used,.to lay off
45- or 90-degree.angles (see figure 34) and theck for level. The

,scriber is used to mark metal.

Figure 34. Checking for Squareness

Center Punch

;Utak the exact spot to be drilled has been marked, the center punch
and a ball peen hammer sre used tO make a slight hole or dent in which to

start the drill (see figure 35).

fl
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Figure 35. Center Funahing

HACKSAWS

4ff.

Hacksaws are used for cutting metals in much the same way as a
carpenter's saw is used to cut wood.

Correct Use of Hackeaw

The hacksaw should be held.
firmly to prevent blade from
"chattering" and,twrsting: It
must also be held at,such an
angle that at least two teeth
will be cutting at all times
(see figure 36). The cut should
be started with a light, s.pasodyr
forward stroke. At the ncl
of stroke, pressure should
be released and the blade drawn
.straight back. After the first'
few strokes, the stroke should
be as long as the hacksaw frame Figure 36. Correct Use of Hacksaw
will permit, and no pressure
applied on the back stroke. Speed should be held down to 40 or SO strokes
per minute, and never be more than 60 per minute. Just before the cut is
finished, pressure should be relieved from the.hacksaw and the rapidity

. of strokes decreasid.

FILES

. Files are_ used for cutting, smoothing, cr removing mill amounts of
metal.

Types of Files

Files are made with single cut or double cut teeth. S.ingle cut files
have Only, one set of teeth in parallel rows. Double cut files have two sets

,of teeth cut at en angle to each other, forming diamond-shaped teeth, which
cat faster than, single cut files (see figure 37).
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St844.0 CUT Fla

Single Cut

I

004,VeLiNCUT

Double Cut'

figure 37. Single Cut and Double Cut Files

The file should.alwaysohave a tight-fitting handle, or the ppon
us.ing it saybe injured. If the file bagmen clogged wi4N metal particles,
it will not cut but will scratch and mar the work. It may be cileanelq with
a Metal pick4'or with a file card which is a'form of stiff wire brush
(see figure 38).

Hand-Operated Drill

Hand-operated drills are used where the work canilot tkken to a ahoPk
or when there is no power-ctriven drill. Three dosuson :Tend-operated drills
are known as the hand driLl (egcbeater), the breast drill, and the brace
(see figure 39).

File

0.

Figure 39. Cleaning a File with
File Card

TAPS

-41=azczauar=

Figure 39. Hind-Operated Drills

Taps are used to cut inside threads in drilled holes or a cylinder.
-0,

r-----ThCnds of Taps -

The three kinds of taps are te"per tap, plug tap, and bottoming tap
(see figure 40).

L.

4-

Timms, Ty ,

FiOure 40. Three Kinds of Taps
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vibe toper tap is used to start all inside threads, and it may alsobe.used to finish threading when the drill hole goes all the way throughthe work. The plug tap is used where ens end of the hold is closed. Thebottoming tap is used to cut a full thread to the bottom Of a closed hole.'Neither the plug nor'bottoming tap should ever be used to start a thread.
Proper Use of-Taps"

The correct Size top must be used to thread a certain size hole, orthe threads May be cut too deep or too shallor. A table of tap sizesand matching drill sixes should be :medlar reference.,
..,

It,is very important that the tap be started straight and keptstraight. Taps, especially small ones, are easily broken if bent orstrained. After thetap starts to cut or *bite," no pressure is applied,because its threads will pull it through at the proper rate. When cuttingthreads in aluminum, a drop of lard oil and kerosene on the cutting edgeprotects the tap from damage snd results in a cleanef thread.

Extreme caution should be used
when removing a tap from a hole
_ALafter the threads are cut. Any 4
side movment may damage the tap 011111Marisiliior the threads.

If a tap does break while it is

".11k4
\Oeing'used, itcan be removed from
the hole with a imall blunt cold
chisel or a punch. The tap will
Usually start backing out when the 14'-chisel or punch is struck,lightly
with a ball-peen hammer. Once the

-711214:'

Am

broken tap is started turning, it.
. '--totiiiiik,4can be repoOed with a tap extractor. i

:
tIf there is no xtractor4 the broken N

.eztap may be backed all the way out
with the chjiel or the punch (see
figure 4

. .
, Figure 41. Removing sroksh

Tap with a Punch
ELECTRICAL DRILL'

The process of drilling holes in metal with ap electric drill ,ii ,similar to drilling by hand except that the powerLfor turning the'drill is.,furnished by an electric motor rather than by thi operator.. PLgure 42 .4shows a popular type electric drill. Notice that it is equipped with . 4a pistol grip-type handie. Some have spade type handles, and the largerelectric drills have two handles sp they ca.-4 be WA with both handslelhiledrillins%
. ,

4

When drilling a hole, the cutting is done by a drill bit made ekylerof carbon steel or a special metal for high-speeework. Before stiptingto drill a hole, the exact center should be marked end punched witri acenter punch; this keeps the bit fram creeping away from the desired holelocation. Next, the drill should be started by plaping.the point of thebit ta the punched spot and applyiag pressure. Aftirthe,bWhas just bebegun to cut, it should be lifted from the work to be sure the hole isstarted in the exact location. When drilling tke hole, the bit shouldalways be held at the right angle to th workecand enOugkpressure applied,to keep.the bit cutting at all times. Just before drilling through a piectv-of metal, the pressure should be eased to prevent breakihg the bit. Afterthe bit has gone through the metal, it should be withdrawn with thedrill running.
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Geared Chuck
4

_Figure 43. 4lictrid Drill

' Ordinarily, itraightf. shank drill
bits ari used in both the hand-
operated electric drill and"t4e
e lectric drill stand. These bits
are secured in ekey-type geared
chuck (see figure 43). The geared'
chuck automatically centers the .
drill shank. Usually, the chuck is
,matched with ttle drill so that-the
chuck will open only wide enough to
.racaiva thie Aptialum site dzi31 for'
the motor. rdr example; a l/4" .

e lectric drill will have a chlack
which will'take up to a 3.0/4* drill
bit. Figure 44. Geared Chuck

e

DRILL STAND

A:drill stand (see figure 44) aids in accurately4odating and Maintain-5'
'ing the direction of a hole to ber drilled, as well as prpviding the
operator with an easy contro,l for.feeding.the drill into the wdtk. ,A

lover is prdiviled on the stand so the operator can feed the dri$l into the
'wcik wit0 very heavy oelight pressure. When using the drill staid, care

, must be used0.n securing or hold4ng the work while drilling SQ that it f

does not movelaround and injUre the operator.
40

-
#4,

4

BENCH GRINDER

tr
riidronmshows a common type of bendh grinder frecivently used in,

refrigeration shops:tor hand-grinding operations. ComMán use for such.a
grinder is to-sAmspen chisels, reface screwdrivers, gahd drills, remove
excess Astal.from work, and smooth'stetal'surfaces..
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Figura 44. drill Stand'

ta

vIkrigure 45. Behch Grinder

When using a grindBr, th e work should be held firmly at the correct'
angle on the rests provided and fed into thiwhel with enough pressure to
remove the deeired amount of metal without generating too lottch heat

Alital to be ground should be fed against the wheel with both gandi-, The'
.hand should, never ode= within three inches of the wheel.

Before-using a bench grinder, be sure the wheels are firmly secured
,
to the.spindles by the flange nuts and that the work rests ate tight.
Clear goggles must always be worn, even if eye ahields are attached tih the
gri der. Keep in-mind that i4 is unsafe to use A grinder without wheel

ds. Also remember that it is easy to run your thumb or finger/into
101111.1 rest guards should be adjusted to within -1/1 inch of

t4le"gr1nding wheih

OWAkY
There are many types of hand and measuring tools with which you will

pirformyoUr job. Sonia of thoseAtools are the screwdrive#, hammer,
yTenches, chisels, and pliers. Bach tool has its own partieular
application and must be ufed for that purpose *4

. k

*Modern equipment would be,useless if.acourate m'asureaht and adjust.,.
sent Could not be made. In your,career field, frequent,use of lieasuring

to9,140 such as.rules, and torque *ranches, will be necessiry.

TE10.0111 must be clean. Care must be taken to uee the proper typo and

, Size tool) for 4 particular job'. Tools should be stored properly go they
.will ncit be damaged while not in use.

A

RelseMber,'regardless of the type of job to be'doneg you east select
.#asd correctly use the proper tool./ in order to do your wOrk quickly and
accurately.

. :
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QUISTXONS

.1. What is the'mmeningoytorque?

2i What aro four typea of strench9handles designed fort use with'sockeis?

.3. 'What type of pliers are usually used for cutting wire?"1

4. Why must a screwdriver be held firmly against the screw slot?

.);

5. Why,is a pipe wrench suitable for turning pipeeor rou4d iods and notsuitable'for use on. nuts and bolt ?
,

:ro what fractional part of an inch are Most ru-les graduated?

7. Why should a spot be marked with a center punch before drilling ahole? ,
4 . - .

B. When should a drill stand be used?.

, 9.- What precautions must be taken before using a bench grinder?

,

10. Wheel rest.guards must be adjusted how'cloir to the grinder wheel?

REF ERINCES

1. TO 32-1-101, Maintenance and Care of Hand Tools

2. . TO32-1-151, Hand, Measuring,'and Power To61s

AI
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4 .1

RZFRIGIRATIdk TUBIRO, FITTINGS,'AND TUBING
r' FABRICATION

4li

OBJECTIVE

To help you in learning:

- The types and characteristics of copper tubing
-.The types and purpose of refrigeration_fittings
- Tube fabrication

INTRODUCTION

j

T11441 and pipe are used.to transfer liquids and gases throughout
refrigeration and equipment cooling systems. Some of these lines must
withstand pressures up tO 500 o.s.i., and others must withstand as much. as

, 29 inches of vacuum.

When installing copper tubing, select a path that requires at least
one bend. This is to help eliminate work-hardening caused by vibration
and to allow for expansion and contraction due to temperature changes.

Refrigeiation work requires cutting, bending, swaging and flaring
of tubing. The serviceman's success depends to a great extent upon his
skill in performing these operations accurately.

COPPER TUBING

The ease of handling and high heat conduCtivity make coppel...tUbing .
highly desirable for use in refrigeration, plumbing, and heating
installations.

Although copper ttibing is in wide Use, there is an unusual amount of
confusion concerning its terminology and use. People who have handled and
used copper tubing and fittings for years still make mistakes concerning
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the sizes and, appllcation of the different typos. TO correctiy identify
copper tubing and fittings, you must consider lettere such as "X," wL"
and "114" and terms such as soft drawn, hard temper, hard drawN annealed
and dehydrated. Annealidg is the process of heating, then slowly cooling
the tubing, resulting in the tubing being soft.

Types of Tubing

Type "X" has the thickest wall. It is normally used in steam heating
and high pressure systems. When using this type tubing, you must remember
that outside diameters remain constant as the wall thickness increases
and'inaide diameters decrease. This May require using the next larger
si2e to accommodate the required liquid or vapor.

Type "L" is used in refrigeration systems in sizes above 3/4 inch.
Soft-tempered typo *L* tubing is uaed to make continuous coils because it
is so easily bent. On some installations this type tubing is used to

\ connect a remote condensing unit to the evaporator. The ease of bending
eliminates cutting and soldering. This allows installation time to be
reduced toka minimum but doesn't make a very attractive system. Hard
tampered typo "L" is used for mains herders, and risers, and should be
used in any area where the tubing might berme damaged. The use of hard
tampered tubing and soldered fittings make very attractive installations
Ind should be used where appearance is a factor.

Type "M" tubing has a thin wall and is suitable for low pressure work
only. It hip been widely used for sanitary drainage and may be used for
interior water supply in some areas. This type of tubing is manufactured
in hard temper only and in eizes 3/8 inch O.D. and above.

Type "M",tubing should never be used in the refrigeration system..

liType DWV tubing has the thinnest wall of all. It is only recommended
f installations without pressure -such as drainage, waste, and vents. =

About the only place where the refrigeration serviceman can utilize this
type of tubing is in condensate water disposal.

Type "refrigiration elrvice" is manufactured spiicifically for use in
the refrigeration industry. The wall thickness is somewhere-between types

and "M". This type of tubing is manufactured only in sizes 7/8
inch and under. It is furnished in soft tamper only and is packed in
SO-foot rolls, The tubing is cleaned, dehydrated, sealed, and annealed at
the factory. The use of this special refrigeration tubing helps eliminate
problems of moistare and foreign particles tn the refrigeration system.

ComMercial tube cannot rightly be called a type. This,term is used
to refer to any copper tube made to a customer's specification rather than
standard specification. Commercial tube is used in prefabricated evapora-
tors,,condensers, and packaged refrigeration units. It serves very
satisfactorily as long as the manufacturer makes sure the tubing will
withitand the pressures and temperaturei that the finished product will
be'expected to handle.

Refrigeration service people should never usa commercial tube unless
they are very sure of the pkessur, and temperature range.

Temper

When speaking of *X," *L," and "Mw tubing, there is same tendency to
talk about "soft drawn" "quarter-hard,w whalf-hard," and wfull-hard."
However, for all practical,purposes, these types of copper ,tubing are
either hard or soft: the in-between tempers are not signifiiçant to the
serviceman. Remember, refrigeration service tUbing is alwa soft
drawn. 44



Recommended itorking piesSures ter haVd and soft taing in aiiverf
size are identical. ihe fact that'soft.tubing-can be bent easi/ly gives

/

.

a false impression that it ill' weaker. b

Color Code
4

/

As.an aid in roducing*mistakes as to the type of copper tubing,
manufacturers are now.cOlor-coding all Oandard siFes of/copper tubiAg.
In some cases, the usual identifying words will bee in cblorvin o?oire-
cases, a continUous colored !trip appears on the-tutling. Li most cases,
coils of refrigeration service tubing.are identified by the color of the
carto .

The colors adopted by the Copper and Brass Research Association are:.
1

Type R - green
Type 14 - blue
Type M - red

-Type DWV - yellow
Type Refrigeration Service.- crian

ALUMINUM

High heat conductivity and light weight makes-aluminum tubing
widely used in the manufacture of, evaporators for domestic. (hovseholdi;:
refrigerators. \..

STEEL

Strength and high heat condUctivity is the reason steelliasbecome
the prime metal used in condensers for domestic refrigeratorir Al most
domestic refrigerators have the cofidensers mounted on the.bac ide, the
condemn tubing is prone to be beqt or'mashed in the movemen of the
refrigerator. The introduction of steel iA the manufacture a dondensers
has reduced this problem. I.

Black Iron

Black iron is Used as the metal for refrigerant lines in systems
. employing ammonia as the refrigerant. Ammonia will corrode copper tubing.

Ordering Tubing and Fittings

One of the most confusing, things about using copper taing is the
fact that plumbers use I.D. sizes and refrigeration people use 0.1). sizes .
If a plumber orders 3/8-inch'tubing, he expects to get,tubing 'with a
3/8-inch I.D. Refrigeration people ordering.1/2-inch tubing will get the
same size. That is to say, 3/8-inch I.D. tubing, and 1/2-inch 0.1). tubing
are the same siat. s

It is very obvious when ordering tubing that you must indicate
whether you want an 4.D. or 0.1). size.

.
-

The problim becomes even more involved when fittings are ordered. ,

7. y wholesalers list fittings by I.D. size only. When refrigeration
eople-order fittings, the supplier converts the order to the appropri-

ate size. However, very often the .purchaser has already converted in
his own mind and has ordered fittings based on his.own tubing size. Not
,realizing this,. the tupPlier'Coverts again and the refrigeration man gets
the wrong siAe. i.

, - .
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< *

This i* a bad situation but we cannot Change it so we must
Lt. The only thinT that Can"). done is to oaks sure our order
identifies the tubing as to-type, tamper, use, and whether the
is I.D.,or O.D.

live with
clearly
size

A typ4tal order for 9efrigeration tubing should read;

Tubing - copper, 1/2 inck O.D., annealid,'Ohydrated,cand sealed.
In 50-ft roll for refrigeration 4brk.

.

For hard-drawn tubing; the order should reed;

Tubing - copper, typer"Li 1/2 inch O.D., her -drawn, steraight,
..

in 20-ft lengths for il.f.rigeration w.
.-

. .

,

With this information you can be sire of getting the'cocrect size
and type of tubing for use in refrigenktion systems.

S.

TUBE FABRICATION

The fabrication of copper tubing is one ot'the basic responsibilities
of-the iefrigeration specialist. Unless:thb copper tubing if cut, bent*

flieds

, and swaged correctly, connections will leak and. the iefrigeration
syam wili fail.

Tubd Cutting
7

To cut *tubing, use
is preferred because a

4 tL
either a"acksäw or a tube rutter. The tube cutter
dUch smoother cut can be made with it'.

a 40 ('
TUBING CUTTER 4

The tubin4-that. is generallytused
fbr refrigeration Verk can be cut
with the tube cutter. Tdbing mar
be cut-%io exact length by placing
the cutter wheel on the measured
mark (see figure 46) and-turning
the cutter slowly around the tub-
ing. After each turn of the dbt-
ter, additional pressure (about
1/4 turn on handle ) is applied to the
cutter wheel Until the tubing
is cut. Excessive thtening of the
cutting wheel will feave burrs on
the inside Of the tube; cause it
to collapse, or become odt-or-round.,

5

A'sharp tube cutter will leavei
little burring on the inside of
the tubing; howeveri most cutters
have a reamer As shown in figure 47.
The'reamer is used to smooth the
'inside of the cut. ,When the reaper
is not in use, it should be turned

. around to prevent injury to the'
4perator. The tubing should be
held in such a position as to
insure that no chip* or filings
fall inside the tube.

46
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CUTTER 4,NEEL
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TUBING

REAMER

Figure 46. ,UsingTube Cutter

k

,Figure 47. .Usingikthe Tubing 5.

Cutter Reamer
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If a,soft tuking is ualad,ithi. end* of the portion not to be ailed
'should bw crimped', clipped or binched tekeep it clean and free from
moiiture for further use., If hard tubing is used, the ends should be
capped or plugged.

r. Some tObe cutters have a specially designed flare cut-off groove
in the roliera. If a flare should become damaged and need to be removed,
the flare is fitted into this groove and the blade cuts it off at its
base with very littleiwaste (see figure 48).

FigUre 48. using ttie Flare Cut-Off Groove

.4

a'tube cutter is sprung out of shape, the wheel probably will not
trick around the tube. It may cut a thread instead of staying in the

' same groove. Therefore, it is important that you take care of your
'cutter.

If a hacksaw is to be used, a
Olade of 32 teeth per inch is pre-
ferablea Extraicare must be taken
to insure that the cut will be'
'square: This can be accomplished with
the use'of a miter box as illustrated
in figure 49. After the tube has

be reamedbeen cut, its ends must
lor,freed from burrs.

, Figure 49.. Cutting Tubing with a

'Tube Flaring Hacksaw

The fi'rst and most important step in flaring is the preparation of
the tube. ,The ends of the tube, both inside and outside, should be
smooth and completely free of burrs.. If this is not accomplished, it is
almost impossible to produce a leak-proof connection.

A flaring kit consisting of a flare block and a yoke is used to pro-
duce flares (see figure 50). Special precaution should bertaken to

, assure that these tools are always-clean and in good condition.

To produce a, flare of the correct size, the tub* must be inserted
into the flare block so that it extends above the surface of the block a
distance equal to,the depth of the bevel in the flare'block (see figure
SI). The yoke spinner should ,then be tightened down on the tubing end
approximately three-fourths of-a tua and back it off approximately one-
fourth of aturn. Tighten it three-fourths of a turn and again back
off one-fourth of a turn. In this way's flare of the correct size and
contour is made with little or,no danger of cracking the tube.

N
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Figure 50. Using a Flaring Kit Figure 51. Recommended Allowance
for Flaring

The flare is shaped to about seven-eights of its full contour so
that when 4; in tightened into its fitting', the flare will assume the

4 shape of thi fitting? The spinner should never be tightened too much
under any ci'mumstances or the ttsibe wall will be thinned andveakened.

A completeeflare should fill 75 percent of the flare seat inside
the-flare nut. The completed flare s2iould not be large enough to come
in contact with the threads inside the flare nut as copper particles
taken"from the flare may prevent a leak-proof connection.

Care Aould be taken trinsure that the flare nut is installed on
the tube-before it is flared because it cannot be installed after the
flare has bein,made.

Tube Bending

Considerable iime and attention must be devoted to practice in order
to become competent in bending tubing. The smaller size tubing that
will be used in domestic refrigerators can be bent easily by hand.
However, a much neater and more satisfactory bend can be made with
special tools. Care ihould be taken when bending tubing to maintain the
roundness of theetube and not allow it to flatten or collapse. This may
be accomplished by betiding qte tube into as large a radius as possible.
'The Ainimium radius that tubing may bi bent is five times the diameter at
the tube. However, if possible, the tube should be bent between fiNie
and tan times the diameter. The complete bend should not be made in
one operation, but should be made slowly so as not to place too much
strain in any one place. All types of tubing.ari easier to bend if they
are annealed. However, hard tubing Can also'be bent if the proper tools
are used. When bonding soft tubing, precautions should be taken because
the Acre it is worked, the harder it becomes. Therefore, you should
determine where the.4end is to be made before starting the bend. If for
any reason you should need to straighten the tube after a bend has been
made, it is neoessary to anneal the tlibing before attempting to
straighten it40-
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Hand bending may be accomplished With the aid of a round block or,a
short emotion of A large pipe, hut to form a bend with -a high dgrefit of
accuracy, special bending tools must be used.

A'tube bending spring may be
used to bend tubing by hand when
a high degree of accuracy is not
required. These springs (see
figure 32) come in all sizes
and are made for both internal
and external use. The internal
spring is for use near the ends%
of the tubing or flared tubing,
while the external is best used
in the middle of long lengths of
tubing. The purpose for using
these springs is to prevent
buckling of the tubing.

ttatt(ef(tfttgoo

Figure 52. Tube Bending Spring

Theloencling spring has a tendency to bind on the tube. This can
be liminated by twisting the spring to cause the external spring to
expand or cause the internal spring to contract. Tt may also be elimi-
nated by bending the tubs slightly farther than is desired, and then

,backing it up to the desired angle. This will loosen the spring, thus
enabling it to be removed very easily.

Another type of tube bender which is known as the lever type (see
.figure 53) is use&to make bends in tubing when a high degree of accuracy
is required. Many times installations are made in close areas such as
closets or under staircases or foundations, and bends must be made at
specific angles in order for the.tubing to connect the units. Not only
does this tube bender provide an accurate means of fabricating bends, but
it also helps to make a neat installation. Although the lever type
bender is light in weight, it is also very strong and durable.

90° Mark coincides
with nark on block

A bend of 900
done as hown abov

Figure 53.. Lever Tube Bender

Gear-type tube benders are especially valuable-for bending hard drawn
copper, stainless steel, and other types of hard tubing. They also offer
'advantages in that they are compact and easy to operate (figure 54).
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Figure 36. Gear-Tyle Binder

The gear ratio of this type tube bonder makes it easier to bend all
types and sizes of tubing. The gear-type.bender is legerally smaller than-
e levr type of comparable size.

FITTINGS

Fittings are used to join two or more refrigeration lines together or
to connect one Q_ more lines to a unit. While all fittings have the same
purpose, they may differ in composition,, type, size, thread, and shape.

Fittings used in a refrigeration system may be made of several kinds
of metals, depending on the type of refrigerant used, pressure on the lines,
and size of the units.

Types of Fittings

Common types of fittings used in refrigeration systems consist of
sweat, flare, And pip..

Refrigeration flare type fittings differ from aircraft and commercial
fittings. This difference is in the cone angle: therefore, no attempt
should,be made to substitute other fittings of thictype.

Figure* 55, 56, 57, and 58 are illustrations of refrigeration fittings.
Study these illustrations to become familiar with the fittings: you will be
required to use-this information many times in this course and in the
-field as a refrigerant specialist.

N I MIS

LONG

COUPL ING

40° war
.

Figure 55. Types of Pipe Fittings
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COMER UM.

COMING

COUPLING (topper-to-copper)

906 ELBOW (copperto-topper)

45' ELBOW (copper-to-topper)

11.110111 STANDARD INIPt

come %sop

906 ELBOWS (copper.tndard pipe)

90° ELBOW (copper-to-topper reduction

RETURN BEND (copprto-copper)

STANDARD
PIPE

..1/2" TUBING

112

MILLI 11 132

TUBING

Teo (carp TEE (copper-to,copper)

CROSS.Icopper.to-copper)

Figure 56. Sweat Fittings (Copper)
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FLARED Corfu TURING
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ramify
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FLARED
COPPER'
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TEL Of TO OPT TO MI

ADAPTER

PIPE IOU
TUOING
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Figure 57. Flare Fittings (Braes)
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Rae ELKIN . IS TO MI

FLARED COPPER TURIN

STAN9IU10 ADAPTER NEAvy FLARE
PIPE Nil

SOAPIER OF TO PPT

cOPPER
T SING REDUCER 114;LIVINPIPGER

FLARE NUT

UNION IEDOCE1 II TO NI

FITTING 18. 11.111.1.1
NUT

rt Ant

NOTE TUGE.RUPPOOT LINGTNIAIIS
SHORT TO PREVENT WATER FROM
egikt4cTimi Ano FREEZOIG.
Lisa UF Tics NUT IS ntcosasimazo
WNERE rnornac ANC *DEFROSTING
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t{:421:5
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TURING FLARE Nui
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CCM11111Thill
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Figure 58. Flare Fittings (Brass)
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MON PIPES

Iron pipe it used in the refrigeration industry in three mijor applications.
I. In secondary refrigeration systems, it is used to transfer water or brink fromthe chiller to the cooling ;Oil
2. In primary refrigeration tyst*ms, it is used totransfer the water from thicondenser to the water tourer and heck.

In systems using ammonia Zs a refrigerant, it is necessary to use black ironpipe because ammonia corrodes copper.

Swaging

Swastwis the process by which the end &the
one piece of tubing is stretched or expanded in
order thst the end of another plea* of tubing te the
same size will fit into it. (See figure 52. ) The
joint will then be sealed by soldering or brazing. .Sy swaging the use of a fitting is eliminated.

The most important factor in joining tubing is
to have proper clearances-between the parts. An
easy slip fit with the tubing-should approximate
the range of .0015 to .005 inch. To insure proper centering of the male Part, insert itgo as to evenly contact the shoulder of the swaged member. This insures a unifordistribution of the alloy, with no voids and prevents the alloy from dripping into tb .inside of the tubing, where it could cause a restriction in the tubbig or even equ entdamage.

Figure 39. Swagitig

Swaging can be used in close places, where there is not room for fittings. A goodswage conmetion will reduce the possibilities ci leaks.

The swaging kit consists of a swaging punch and a Swaging block as illustrated infigure 60. The swaging punch has a small portion (called a pilot) which fits easily Intothe inside of the tuba-g and a tapered lead which connects this pilot with an enlargedportion whict is 51...itly larger than the outside diameter of the tube.

Figure 60. Swaging Kit

,
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Swiging should 'be accomplisbed as 'follows:

1. , Usio backsideaof block (side opposite bevel).

2. Clamp tube iito proper OW hole in block.

. 3 Extend:tube above block a diatance equal to the distance from the botiom,of the
sweetie punch to the top at the bevel, as illinitrated in figure 51.

4. Hold block firmly in hand.

5. Using i hammer, drive the Swaging punch into the tube (swaging punch should be
tumid sligbtlyeaiter each stroke.

The completed swage will have an inside diameter slightly larger than the original
outtide diameter ot Hie tube and should always have a depth at least equal to the original
Outsidie diameter.

Figure 51. Swaging Block

A iwap should not be made within one inch of the point where a flare or a bend is
located.. The swaged portion of the tubing will have a double 'thickness, making # very
difficult to bend. In flaring, it may be impossible to slip the flare nut back far enough on '
the tube to properly clamp the tube into the flaring block.

If swaging is properly accomplished, it will make a connection stronger than the
tubing itself. .

AU refrigeration specialists must have a very good understanding of tube fabrication.
This must include such things ae measuring, cutting, flaring, swaging, and bending.
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QUESTIONS

I. Why should all copper lines contain one bend?

2. What are the five types of copper tubing?

3. What is the largest size of refrigeration service tubing .obtainable?

4. What is the color code_of refrigeration service tubing?

5. What are two common.types cif refrigmtion fittings?

6. To make a flare, how muCh of the tubing should extend above the flaring block?

7. How is,the term "annealing" defined?

REFERENCES,

I. Imperial Tube Working Manual

2. Copper Tubing - Frank J. Versagi
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To help you in learning:

- The terms used with the oxyacetylene and hydrocarbon torch
- Safety precautions
- Use of oxyacetylene torch and hydrocarbon torch
- Soft soldering, silver brazing, and aluinimim brazing

INTRODUCTION

It is the refrigeration specialist's job to Make silver., brazed soft solder, and
aluminum brazed joints and ccemections. This type of work, at times, requires the use
of oxyacetylene ewipment.

The equipment used for the oxyacetylene torch consists of a source of oxygen and
acetylene, two regulators, 'two lengths of hose with fittings, and a torch tip. Al
addition, a friction lighter to light the torch, glovis to protect-the handsand wrenehes
for the various connections an the cylinders, regulators, and torches.

HYDROCARBON TORCH

A portable hydrocarbon torch (see figure 82) is usually used for heating material's
to be soldered. However, if a hydrocarbon torch is not available, other sources may
t used.

The major component parte of the hydrocarbon torch are:

I. Torch handle

2. Stem ("ripe)

3. 'Regulator

4. Fitted hose
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I. Attach regulator Ga tank.

Tighten nut with wrench.

2. Attach hose assently tc

regulator end handle.

Tighten nate with wrench.

3. Attach stem to handle.

Tiehten the Connection nut.

with your fingers.

Figure 62. Hydrocarbon Torch

Methods of Soldering

There ars tiro soldering methods: the direct flame method in which *e flame heats
the workpiece and the workplace, melts the. solder, and the indirect flame method. In the
indirect metOod, the flame heats the soldering ir4n. The iron in turn heats the work-
piece, and the woikpiece melts the 'solder.

A hydrocarbon torch or an oxyacetylene torch can.be used for the direct flame
method. For indirect soldering, a soldering irtm similar to that in ftgurg 63 can be
used.

SOLDERING

It take coneiderable time and practice to become competeit in soldering. Soldering
is the proaess of applying a molten metal to tot metals Shat are not molten. The hot
solder`flows into the pores of the Antal* being joined and as it changes state from a
liquid back to a solid, a strong jqint is obtained.

To solder satisfactorily, the surfaces to be soldered must be very clean and must
remain clean throughout the soldering process. Also, a sufficient quantity of heat must
be used.

In soldering copper tubing, the outside surface of the tube and the inside surface of
the fitting should be cleaned until the metal in bright. There should be no discoloratice,
grease, dirt, or oxides remaining on the surface to be soldered. The cleaning method,
most generally used, is to clean the outside d the tube with steel root and the inside of

Jim fitting with' sandpaper wrapped around a round object, suCh as a pencil.
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Use al Ilux
,

-4-

tiAfter cleaning a thin uniform coatis*of noncorrosis soldering .flitx should be
applied to the tulle iith ibrush or, paddle. . Thu should not be applied with fingers or,.
any nay ObJent.' 7,f the flux ii applied' - = thickly, theilexcess flux rgay form bubbles when
heated and pfevent the solder from A = into the_ joint.

Whom using flux , the following must erveit apply the flux evenly to the metal
surface, if the flux wets the'surfacii euilr smoothly this indicates the tube is clean
asd ready for joining. ff the flux balls up and spreads =evenly, the surface is dirty and
recitires 'cleaning again.

In addition, the behavior of the flux when heated can be used as a temperature guide.
For instance, osekbrand becomes white and puffy at about 600 degrees. At 800 degrees
it smooths out and turns a milky color and at 1100 degrees it turns clear and the bright
Metal sarface will show through the flux.

4

A noncorreive fluz is an antioxidizing agent and can only keep the metal clean once
it has been cleaned mechanically. A corrosive flux must not be used in refrigeration
work, as. it corrodei the metal.

A very important step in good soldering is that the materials being joined mast be
hot enough to melt the solder. This is the only way that solder will flow into the.pores
of the metal. After applying the heat, touch the solder to the Metal to I* soldered. If
the metal is clean, fluxed, and of the correct temperature, the solder will flow into
the pores of the metals to be joined. ,If the solder LI heated with the torch, a poor
connection will result.

Soft Solder

Normally, any solder that melts at a temperature of less than 6000 F is referred to
as soft solder.

A 95-5 solder (95 percent tin and 5 peroent antimony) is recommended for refri-
geration-work. This type of solder is referred to as a refrigeration solder.

Never use a solder that contains lead: The molecules of lead are so large that they
will not flow into the pores of the copper to make a refrigerant-tight seal.

SILVER BRA ZlitC

Silver brazing is the process at joining metals together by the use of a silver alloy
with a melting temperature between 10000 to 11500 F. These alloys contain around'
45% silver.

One of the essentials of a brazed joint is that there be contact between absolutely
clean surfaces. The first act al cleaning may be done with a scraper, file, emery
cloth, of steel wool. A metal that has boon cleaned immediately oxidizes on exposure

'to air. The layer of oxide, no matter how thin, will not form an alloy with another
metal; therefore, brazing cannot be performed between oxidized surfaces. Hoifevef, a
certain amount al oxidation cannot be avoided; for this reason, fluxes are used to help
Mrilmt` oxides from forming. A good flux is necessary when silver brazing. The
flux is needed to prevent midis from forming on hot metals.
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4.000

Phos copper is "adothee type of silver alloy, and miy be used to join- copper-to copper
withilut using flux. This type of,alloy has the flux or clean0g-agteut built into the roe

an advantage to use no. fluX when the tubing or parts. art joined in a system wtlich
should be kept clean.,

Reimember: A clean, dry refrigeration system is one that keeps working year after .

year without giving any trouble.

-es lnd -..se of ifferent P11131? s

If properly used, the alloys used to join metals together will become twice as strong
as the metal itself. The alloys listed are all suitable for working with copper, the easy-
flo 3, sil-fos, and phos copper are considered best for low temperature braking. Sil-
fos and phos copper are for use with non-ferrous metals only and do not require the use
of a flux.

Easy-flo 3 is 50% silver alloy, with the addition of 3% nickel. The other easy-flo
'umbers give the percentage of silver in the alloy also. Alloys with se large spread
betWeen the melting point and the flow poid are easier to work with, since the alloy with a
large spread has k better chance of making a good tight Joint before it cools and sets up
hard. The following are different types of allOys and-their working temperatures.

MELTING POINT.
Easy-flo - 50 1160 degrees
Easy-flo - 45 1125 degrees
7asy-flo 1125 degrees

- 3 . 1195 degrees
Sil- fos 1185 degrees'
Phos-copper 1304 degrees

FLOW POINT
1175 degrees
1145 degrees
1295 degrees
1270 degrees
1300 degrees
1382 degrees

Figure 63. Hydrocarbon Soldering Iron

Electrical connections are notroklly soldered with a soldering iron. Tubing joints
are soldered by the direct flame method. Figure 64 illustrates the steps to be followed
when soldering tube joints. As with any activity, there are special precautions to be
observed when soldering tubing joints, as illustrated in figure 65. Study figures 64 and
65 well; this is one job you will be required to do very aften.

60
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ALUMINUM BRAZING

Aluminum brazing is the beat method of repairing aluminum tubing such as fbund In
aluminum evaporator'. It is also mare difficult to brae( aluminum than other metals for
several reasons.

I at, the melting point of aluminum and the brazing rod are usually quite close.
Foie example, pure aluminuM has SI melting point of 1218 degrees F. The aluminum
brazing rod (Eutec #199) melts at low degrees F. A difference of only 148 degrees.
Therefore, extreme care mast be taken when applying heat.

f Second, there is no color change to aluminum as it is heated and once the Melting
point is reachedIthe aluminum tubing begins to crumble.

4

'The brazing rod and the flu; used must be desilmed for the particular aluminum alloy
being joined or repaired. Althninum brazing rods are color coded on one end according to
their type, apd the manufacbirer lists the proper flux for each type of rod.

^

It is recommende;d that le purchase ci aluminum brazing rods and the flttx be 'from
the sanie mamdacturer due to the leirement for close compatibility between the rod
and flux.
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CLEAN, tom rugiNg.

r.

Clean the outside surface of the

tubing and tho inside surface of the fitting

with steel wool until surfaces ifs- bright

and shiny. Test the Arld of tubing in the

fitting to mak certain it is freb Ao

extend full depth into the fitting surface.

FITTING TURING

am.
OM! .11W

TNIN LAYER OF EVENLY
DIOTNIIUTED FLUX

2

Seely a thin layr f suitable flys tp the

entire outside coetect surface of the

tubing and inside of the fitting.

NOTE: if too much flux is used,

some will fell inside the tubing

and clog the strainers, filters,

and valves.

c;:V341Ths
,010°

NOTATE TO 0137111111TE FLUX EVENLY

3

Insert the tubing in the fitting to

its Proper osition and rotate back and forth

to distribute-flux evenly.

4

Apply heat to thP"jOint until tt reocktis

the melting tdispegature of the solder,.

%)\

Feed solder through,the,edge of the

fitting. When a continuous ring of

solder helleare at the end of fitting,

the joint is conelote.

Clean joints with wire brush, scraper,

or emery cloth.

Figure 64. Soldering Copper Tubing
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OXYACETYLENE COMBUSTION

The flame of a hydrocarbon torch will itot heat tbe base metal hot enough for some
`soldering jobs. Therefore, when silver soldering, it is usually best to use an oxyacety-
lane flame. The oxyacetylene flame is derived from burning pure acetylene in the
presence of oxygen. By using oxygen and acetylene, it is possible to obtain a flamchnt
enough t-o melt all commercial metals.

Oxygen

Oxygen is a.very common element and one we come in contact wIth daily. For
example, water Is about 88 percent oxygen, the air webreathe is approximately 21 ,

percent oxygen, and the earth is compqsed largely of oxides which are coinpotmds of
oxygen..., Most of oxygen that is ueed commercially is obtained from the air. This is
acconit iished by freezing the air at -317°F which separates the oxygen frau the nitrogen
and other gases.

_ Although oxygen will not burn, Jt supports 'combustion very actively, more so than
air. This characteristic of oxygen makes it desirable to use with acetyleae for brazing
and soldering.

Acetyiene

Acetyleke is the fuelias of the oxyacetylene flame. It is produced by dissolving
calaum carbide in water. Calcium carbide is made by fusing limestone and coke in an
electric furnace.

Acetylene is not An ordinary gas. It has characteristics peculiar in itsflf.

It contains about 93 percent carbon and about 7 percent hydrogen. When burned in
the presence of pure oxygen, it burns at a temperature of 800F. Acetylene not only
develops a large =Cunt of heat, but also releases the heat units so rapidly that the
iiighest temperature of the flame is produeed almost instantly. At preuures greater
than 15 psi, acetylene is unstable and may split up or disassociate. When pressure'
causes, the gas to split up or decompose, this disturbance of the molecules releases
heat tmtil an explosicn of the gas is produced.

It requires two and one-half (2-1/2) parts of oxygen to consume completely one
(1) part of acetylene. It is not necessary, however, to supply all this oxygen through
the torch, because a portion of the oxygen is derived from the air surrounding the
flame. The torch is designed to supply one (1) part of oxygen to every part.of acetylene
that passes through it.

Types of Flames

The oxyacetylene torch wilt produce three different types of flames. The
refrigeration specialist should be able to identify each of these flames and be able to
adjust the regulators and torch to produce the type of flame required for each
application.
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4.1

use asbestos

eesipment.

2

move torch to distribute heat venly on

fitting. This prevents overheating of

smell area of fitting.

hield to Protect walls and

3

Protect valves and other fittings from

extreme temsratures. wrap a cloth

saturated in cold water arovnd section

of tubing between joint and valve. This

rsvents heat traveling to valve.

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

1/2 inch

Check joists for proper depth. *Tubing

joints Op tO 7/16 of an inch in diameter

should have depth qual to outside diam-

ter of tube. Tubing joints greater then

7/18 of an inch in diameter should have

depth of 1/2 inch.

PON01,13 LEAKY JOINT

5

Do not use silver solder over soft

solder. It makes a porous, leaky joint.

Protect nearby soft-soldered joints when

'Baking silver-soldered joints. Rag or

waste saturated with cold water prevents

heat traveling to next joint.

Figure 65, Precaution for Sokiering Copper Tubing
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NEUTRAL FLAME. When thit oxygen.and acetylene aril equally mixed, a neutral
,flamf results (see figure 66). A neutral flame is usually used for welding and cutting.

Oxygen

Oxygen

Neutral Mum

Leelnees Cone

Reddish Purple

Oxygen
Metal ls clean and

clear-firms easily.

Figure 66. .Neutral Flame

CARBURIZING FLAME. The carburizing or excess acetylene flame (figure 67)
contains excess carbon. This flame is usually used for heating metal for soldering
and brazing.

OXMIZING FLAME. The oxidizing flame (figure 68) results from an excess of
oxygen. We never use the oxidizing flame in refrigeration. It is sometimes used by
welders to melt rivets.

Oxygen

orb-Uri:log flame

Green Flame
Too ouch acetylene

Oxygon oxrpol
Metal boils and is

not clear.

Oxy4441 ,s44

L,

rhygen

Nidising flame
Less luminous

Cone shorter

Deeper purple

Shorter

Oxygen

Excessive foaming and

sparking of metal.

Figure 67. Carburizing Flame Figure 68. Oxidizing Flame

OXYACETYLENE EQUIPMENT

The major items of the oxyacetylene equipment used in soldering are oxygen and
acetylene cylinders, oxygen and acetylene regulators, gages, hoses, and torches (see
figure 69). Knowledge of all these items will aid you in becoming not only a good
mechanic but a safe one as well.
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a. Acetylene Cylinder Valve Wrench e. Oxygen Needle Valve
b. Torch Tip f. Oxygen Cylinder Hand Valve
C. Regulator Adjusting Screw 13. Regulator Outlet Pres Sure Gage
d. Cylinder pressure Gages h. Acetylene Needle Valve

Figure 69. Identifying Acetylene Equipment

Oxygen Cylinders

Oxygen is stored in cylinders of seamless steel made to withstand
high pressure. The initial charging pressure of these cylinders at the
plant is 2200 pounds per square inch at 70° F. Oxygen, likelother gases,
expands as it becomes heated. Oxygen cylinders have a bursting disc on
the cylinder valve that will burst, should the pressure in the cylinder
become too high.

Acetylene Cylinders,

Thor* are several types of acetylene cylinders on the market. All ars
made in accordance with specifications set up by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The acetylene cylinder is filled with porous material which
absorbs acetone. Acetone in turn has the property of absorbing many
times its own volume of acetylene gas, thus the actylene is not in a
free state and is kn(Wn as dissolved acetylene. Under such conditioRs,
acetylene can safely be compressed to a pressure of 250 p.e.i. at 70w F.
Acetylene cylinders have fusible plugs which melt when pressure and
temperature become too high.

Oxygen and Acetylene Regulators,

The primary purpose of the regulators is to reduce the high pressure
of the gases in the cylinders to the desired working pressure at the torch.
Regulators also perform the function of maintaining a constant pressure
in order that the flaWe may be perfectly steady and uniform.
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Most regulators are either of the single-stage type or the two-stage type. Single-
stage regulators reduce the pressure in one step or stage, while the,two-stage regulators
perform this same Work in two steps or $tages. Less adjustment is gtetenUy necessary
whin the cylinders are being used with two-stage regulators.

4

Regulators should always be turned off before turning on high-pressure gases to
protect the regulator valve seats.

Gages are parts of the regulator assembly. There is one high-pressure and one
low-preuure gage for ey...4, assembly (see figure 69). The high-pressure gage_phows
the pressure of the oxygen or acetylene in the cylinder. The low-pressuzie gage indicates
the working pressure at the torch.

Hoses

The hoses that connect the regulator to the torch are built to withstand high internal
pressure. The red hose has left-hand threads and is connected to the acetylene
regulator. The green hose or black hose has rigithand threadskand is connected to the
oxygen regulator.

Torches

The torch is the unit used to mix the oxygen and acetylene in thesorrect proportions
and to help control the volume of these gases burned at the tip. The torch handles are
designed with two needles valves, we for adjusting the flew of acetylene- and the other
for adjusting the flow of oxygen.

There are two general types of torches, the low pressure or injector type and the
medium or balanced pressure type. In the low pressure type, the acetylene may be used
at less than 1 psi.

In an injector type rorch, a jet pf high pressure oxygen is necessary to produce a
iuction effect which dratvs in the required amount of acetylene. This Is illustrated in
figure 70. In the medium pressure torch illustrated in figure 71 the acetylene is
operated at from 1 to 15 psi. These torches are designed to operate at equal pressures
of acetylene and oxygen. You will use this type of torch in this course.

Weisfing Head 1 oftioipe Mandl'

CODE
ID Oxygen

Acetyl's,.
li Mixed Gases

t
Figure 70. Low Pressureor Injector Type Torch,
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III
CODE ,

.. Oxygen
Acetylene

II Mixed Oases

Mixer

Figure 71. -iledium or Nalanced Type Torch

Torch tips

Various brazing and soldering jobs require differences in the total amount and con-
centration of heat. To obtain this difference, most torches have several tips of various
sizes that can be exchanged conveniently and quickly.

The torch tip sizes are designed by mimbers and each manufactgrer has his own
arrangement for classifying them. The manufacturer's charts shoull be used shen selecting
tips for different thickness of metal to be soldered or brazed.

Proper tip sizes and working pressures for the balanced-pressure type torch

Tip Size Acetylene Pressure
00

p I psi
I psi

psi
2 2 psi
3 3 psi
4 4 psi
5 5 psi
6 6 psi

Oxygen Pressure
1 psi
I psi
1 psi
2 psE
3 psi
4 psi
5 psi
6 psi

Torch tips are made of copper or copper alloy and are made so that they seat well
when tightened hand-tight. Torch tips should not be rubbed across abrasive firebrick or
used as tongs to position work. When torch tips become clogged, 'they inust be cleaned with
torch tip cleaners. Care should be exercised in cleNiing tips so that the orifices are not
enlarged. A partially clogged tip can cause popping, the torch.

CAUTION: Failure to tighten the tip in the handle or a scratched seat
can result in a flashback (burning of acetylene where tip screws into
handle).

Inspection and 'Ma int e na nc e

Oxtyacetylene equipment has been designed to operate without lubricants. Visual
inspections for wear, leaks, and malfunctions should be made each time the equipment
is used. It is most important that equipment be kept clean at all times. The presence
of grease or oil with oxygen under pressure will cause spontaneous combustion. If
troubles do appear in oxyacetyrene equipment, consult TO 34W4-1-5 for corrective, measures
to be taken.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN USING OXYACETYLENE EQUIPMENT;

An important thing for one to remember whon perforthing an activity is to work
SAFELY. The oxyacetylene equ: ment is not hazardous, but it must be remembered .-
that the mechanic is working wth gases ci high pressure and the hottest flame known to
man.. In view ci this, certain precautions are necessary for safety. The following are
precautions that a mechanic should know so well that they becorde automatic in his actions.

1. NEVER use oil on oxyacetylene equipment. bxygen under pressure is liVely
to cause an expldsion if it comes in contact with oil or grease. If the threads
of a connection will not work smoothly, merely rub the lead ol a pencil on the
threads. Sufficient grahite will be deposited to provide lubrication.

2. Wear stdtable clothing. Clothing should be fr e of oil and grease. If
clothing.is of the type %hat will burn readily, e a leather apron.

3. Call oxygen bio its proper name. Do not refer to oxygen as air, for if used
in t)lace of compressed air on oil or grease, you may cause an explosion.

4. Do not refer to acetylene as gas. Refer to it as acetylene.

5. Do not release oxygen or acetylene' in confined spaces. This sets up not only
a fire hazard but an explosive hazard.

6. Wear proper goggles. Adequate eye Protection should be afforded at all times.

7. Do aot use acetylene at pressure greater than 15 p. s. i: Acetylene gas,
dissolved in acetone and contained in an acetylene cylinder, tends to disin-
tegrate and an explosion may result.

13. Use a friction lighter to light the torch. Although the torch can be lit with
a match, serious burns can result.

9. Do not use cylinders for supports or forming dies.

10. Never lay the torch down and walk off, leaving it burning.

11. Do nct burn the place down. Torch in careless hands can be dangerous. Do
not turn your hose or your buddy. Be careful and use common sense with a
ligh.ed torch.

12-. Do not work on containers that have been used to hold gas or combustible
materials. If it is necessary to braze a container that has contained combusti-
ble materials, steam-clean it thoroughly and drift dry nitrogen through it Oaring
the brazing process.

13. Do not store oxygen with acetylene, propane, gasoline, or other fuels.

4, Never transfer acetylene from one cylinder to another.

15. If you should start a fire, shut off your acetylene cylinder before doing anything
else.
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16. Should a pashback occur, shut off the acetylene cylinder and if necessary,
increase the oxygen to the tip.

SUMMARY

The ease of handling arid high heat conductivity makes copper tubing highly desir-
able .for use in refrigerations systems. Copper tubing is divided into five different
types; however, the refrigeration specialist usually uses only one type and that is
refrigeration service.

There ,re two main types of fittings used in refrigeration work, These are the
flare and sweat types. The flare type is used wherethere may be a reason for opening
the line at some future date. The sweat type fitting is usually cheaper and easier to
insiall so they should be used wherever possible.

Q UESTIONS

I. 1.1"hat temperaNre ranges zre required for the following?

a. Soft solder

b. Silver solder

2. Hbw many parts of oxygen are required to consume one part of acetylene?

3. What are the three types of oxyacetylene flames and how can they be recognized?

4. What temperature is attainable with acetylene flame?

5. Oxygen is stored in cylinders at what pressure?

6. Acetylene is stored in cylinders at what pressure?

7. What are regulators used for?

8. What is the maximum working pressure for acet1.-ene?

REFERENCES

I. TO 34W-4-1-5, Welding - Theory and Application

; Prest-o-lite Bulletins 9514-3, F-9061-G, and 92395-D
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, ilialZBOOKS PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts are training
publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use in
ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the informatioh you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes assignments for you to read in other
publications which*contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit If instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the study guide will help you,perform the miSsions
or exercises, solve the problem, or answer questions presented in the
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and,WB material
under one cover. *The too training publications are combined when the WB
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in planned steps with
provisions for you to actively respond to each step.. You are given
immediate knowledge_of the correctness of each response. PTs my either
replace cr augment SGs and WBs.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case .problems, tables,
forms, charts, and similar materials.

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used
on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Orders
or other official publications. .
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W13 3.ABR54530-I-2-P1
April 1975

LOCATING'SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN AFR 127-101,

OBJECTIVE

To be able to use AF Safety Publications and ftnd selected information.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT

Listed below are six (6) incomplete statements taken from AFR 127-101, Industrkal
Safety Accident Prevention Handbook. Using the alphabetical index in the back of
AFR 127-101, locate and record the missing information and specific paragraph number
in which you found this information.

1. Accidents do not happen without

2. The largest percent of all Air Force ground accident fatalities can be attributed to

3. Personnel workmg with or near machinery will not wear loose clothing,

or that may become tangled in revolving parts of machinery.

4. When using the abrasive grinding wheel, the tool rest will not be more than

inch from the grinding wheel.

5. Recommended weights which are considered within the safe limits for male and
female workers required to perform continuous or repetitive lifting in compact

forms are pounds for male workers, and pounds
for female workers.

6. Most drill press injuries are caused by drills
or flying out of the spindle.

Have the instructor check your work.

Checked by
Instructor
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No .

16

17

Name Application

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

What is the purpose of the 15° angle on the box end

Portable and Installed Shop Equipment

1. Identify the parts of the drill stand assembly by writing in each circle the letter
apposite the name or the unit (figure I).

2. What is the purpose of the key-type geared chuck?

5



A. Guard G. Feed lever
B. Quill H. Motor
C. Lower table I. Base
D. Table J. Table clamp
E. Chuck K. Column
F. Pointer L. Depth stop

M. Quill lock

Figure I

3. Why should the pressure be eased just before drilling throiigh a piece of metal?

4. List two safety precautions to follow when using the drill stand.

a.

b.

Checked by
Instructor
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IDENTIFYING COPPER TUBING

OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR54530-1-4-P1
April 1975

When you have completed this project, you will be able to identify the different
types of copper tubing, as to sizes, applicatit and color codes.

1. The tubing samples on the bench are numbered. Identify each sample by writing
the type, size, and color code opposite the number that corresponds to the tubing
sample. Tinder application nig when, or where the-tubing should be used.



Sample Color
No Type Code

5

Size Application

2. Refrigeration tubing is sized by

a

Checked by
Instructor
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CUTTING AND BENDING TUBING

OBJECTIVE

After completing this project, you should be able to cut and bend copper tubing.

Curial:NG

1. Select a roll of 3/8-inch copper tubing.

2. Unroll approximately 2 feet of the tubing.

3. Measure and mark the tubing 8 inches from the end.

4. Install the tubing cutter so that the cutter' wheel is over the mark.

5. If a tube cutter is not available, what may be used to cut the tubing?

S. Tighten the cutter wheel slighhy (1/4 turn) against the tubing and revolve the
cutter slowly around the tubing.

7. Continue ^evolving cutter, tightening slightly (approximately 1/4 turn) after each
tu:-n until the tube is cut through.

CAUTION: Be careful not to drop the cutter anti tube when the
cut is completed.

8. Remove the cutter and insert reamer in the end of the tubing. Revolve the reamer
until the burr is removed from the inside of the tubing.

9. Inspect the tube. If it is still rough on the end, smooth it very lightly with reamer.

NOTE: The reaming procedures should be done with the open end of the tube
pointing down so the filings will not fall into the tube.

BENDING TUBING 1800

I. Measure the exact center of the piece you haw cut off and mark. It should be
4 inches. This is known as the "Center Mark."

2. To make a 1800 bend and have the legs of the bend the same length, measure back
to the left of the Center Mark 15/16 of an inch and mark. This is known as the
"Start Mark."

3. Select the correct tube bender for 3/8-inch tubing.
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4. Find the radius of the mandx4I (that part of the bender which the tubing is bent
around). Locate the "R" Index mark on the top handle of tube bender and the
"0" Index mart on the mandrel.

5. Insert tubing into bender, making sure long part of tubing extends to your right.
Place tubing lock on tubing.

6. Aline "R" Index mark on tube bender handle, Start Mark on tubing, and "0" Index
mark on mandrel.

7. Bring handle down until "R" Index mark and 1800 Index marks are alined.

B. Remove tubing from bender.

9. Check the bend for accuracy.

10. Have the Instructor check your work.

11. To make a 90° bend, follow above procedures, except step 3. Measure back 1/4
inch from Center Mark and mark your Start Mark. When making 90° bend, bring
handle down until "R" and 900 Index marks are alined.

Checked by

7 9

10

A

Instructor
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IDENTIFYING REFRIGERATION FITTINGS

OBJECTIVE: When you have completed this proje4, You should be able to
identify refrigeration fittings by.type, size, tpd material; know how tO
determine the size of refrigeration fittings; an be able to match
commonly used refrigeration fittingly

IDENTIFYING REFRIGERATION FITTINGS

I. Identify the following illustrated fittinas by writing in the correct
nomenclature in the spaces provided.

Example:

a. Fitting, refrigeration, brass,

L-141 #1/4.44_ "V"/44- Abor
b. Fitting, refrigeration, copper,,

c. Fitting, refrigeration, brass,

P

d. -Fitting, refrigeration, brass,

e, Fitting, pipe,

f. Fitting, refrigeration, copper,

g. Fitting, refrigeration, brass,

11

I 3/8,

1 2"

1/2- 0

1/2"

1/2" ID

1,1%111110
5"/8"

" OD

gr---1113
mom..m.111



Fitting, refrigeration, brass,

i. Fitting, refrigeration, copper

j. Fitting, pipe,

1/2" ID

1/2" ID

3/4" ID

H 4"

2. I4entify each of the numbered fittings op the fitting ring, (furnished by instkuctor)
and record the applicable information in the following blanks.

Number Nomenclature
1

Material

2

3

4 ,

5
'..---4

6.

1
,

8

9

.10
__.

, .

12 c



Number Nomenclature Material

11

12

13 .

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29 .

30

31



3. Name the three main types of refrigeration fittings.

a.

4. Name the two types of flare nuts.

a.

b.

5. How are sweat fittings measured?

Checked by

0
14
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6. Tighten T-handle 3/4 turn moving the flaring face into the end of the tubing then
loosen, contimae this procedure until the flare is completed.

7. Remove the flaring yOke.

8. Loosen the wingnuts and remove the tubing.

9. Have the Instructor check your work.

10. To fabricate a flare on the opposite end of the 90° bend, follow the above
procedures.

Checked by
Instructor

Swaging Copper Tubing

1. Ream both ends of the 180° copper bend.

2. Insert one piece of the copper tubing in the swaging block as illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 4. Swaging Block

16 f
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*...e WB 3ABR54530-I-4-P4

FLARING AND SWAGING COPPER TUBING

OBJECTIVE

April 1975

This project will aid you in gaining practical experience in flaring and swaging of
copper tubing.

Flaring

1. Remove the burrs from one end of the (30° bend.

Place a 3 '8-inch flare uut on the tubing.

3 Place the tubing in the flaring block (see figure 2).

cE PT_ OS

THE 'EV EL

Figure 2. Tube Installed in Flare Block

Flare Block

NOTE: The tubing should extend above the flaring block a distance equal to the
depth of the bevel.

4. Tighten the wihgnuts on the flare block as tight as possible with your fingers.

5. Insert the flaring yoke over the flare block (see figure 3).

r-riandle

Figure 3. Flaring Yoke

15

Fla mg Face



3. insert the proper size swaging
tool in the tubing as illustrated
in figure 5.

4. Use tight strokes with a ball-peen
hammer and drive the waging tool
into the tubing.

NOTE: The swaging tool should
be turned slightly after each
stroke.

Remove the swaging tool.

6. Remove the tubing from the swaging
block.

7. Have the instructor check your
work.

8. To fabricate a gwafe on the oppo-
site end of the 180° bend, repeat
steps 2 through 7.

Checked by

17

Figure 5
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SOFT SOLDERING

OBJECTIVE: To be able to soft solder a sweat fitting.

SETTING UP AND LIGHTING THE TORCH

I. Connect regulator (B), figure 6,
to the tank. Tighten the nut securely
with a wrench.

2. Connect hose assembly (C) to the
regulator and handle.

3. Connect the correct size torch tip
(D) to the handle. Tighten the lock-
nut finger tight cmly.

4. Open the tank litalve 1/4 turn. Use
a tank key and leave it on the tank.

5. Set the pressure adjusting screw
for the approximate pressure desired.

6. Light the flame (use a friction
lighter).

7. Readjust the regulator pressure
adjusting screw to get the desired
flame size.

8. To shut off the torch, close the tank valve.

PREPARING COPPER FOR SOLDERING

I. Thoroughly clean both surfaces.

WB 3ABR54530-1-5-P1
April 1975

Figure 6

NOTE; Metal surfaces must be very clean before they will soft solder correctly.
The surfaces should be cleaned with steel wool or fine sandpaper. Rough sand-
paper or a file may cut irto the metal and cause a weak joint.

2. Apply a noncorrosive flux (salve tyPe) to cleaned area.

CAUTION: This flux is Very irritating to the eyes. Do not rub your eyes with
fingers after gating flux on them.

NOTE: Do not apply the flux too thickly as excess flux may form bubbles when
heated and prevent the solder from flowing into the joint.

3. After the tube has been inserted into the fitting, revolve it once or twice to spread
the flux evenly.

18 S



4. Light the hYdrocarbon torch and adjust flame for soft soldering.

5. Apply the flame to coe side of the fitting.

6. Occasionally test the heat by touching the fitting with the solder.

CAUTION: Do not let the flame touch the solder.

7. Remove the flame and apply solder to the opposite side of fitting from flame.

NOTE: The metal must be hot enough to melt the solder.

3. Turn off the hydrocarbon torch.

NOTE: Most beginning personnel have a tendency to use too much heat and too
much solder.

CAUTION: Lift hot tubing with pliers and cool in water bucket on the workbench.

9. Have the instructor check your work.

Checked by
Instructor

10. The instructor will have you cut your completed joint to check the condition of the
soldered surfaces.

19



HARD SOLDERING

OIJECTIVE. To be able to hard solder a sweat fittIng.

SETTING UP AND LIGHTING THE TORCH

1. Connect regulator (3), figure 7,,
to the tank. Tighten the nut
securely with a wrench.

2. Connect hose assembly (C) to the
regulator and handle.

3. Connect the c*rect six# torch
tip (0) to the handle. Tighten
the locknut finger tightly only.

4. Open the tank valve 1/4 turn.
Use a tank key and leave it on
the tank.

5. Set the pressure adjusting screw
for the approximate pressure
desired.

6. Light the flame (use a friction
lighter).

WB 3ABR54530-I-5-P2
April 1975

Figure 7

7. Readjust the regulator pressure' adjusting screw to get the desired
flame size.

8. To s ut off the torch, close the tank valve.

PREPARING COPPER FOR SOLDERING

1. Thoroughly clean both surfaces.

NOTE: Metal surfaces must he very clean before they will solder
correctly. The surfaces should be cleaned with steel wool or fine
sandpaper. Rough sandpaper or a file may cut into the metal and
cause a weak joint.

2. Apply a noncorrosive flux (paste type) to the cleared areas.

CAUTION: This flux is very irritating to the eyes. Do not rub your
iiiiTirth fingers after getting flux on them

3. After the tube has.been inserted into &he fitting, revolve it once
or twice'to srrtzd the flux evenly.

4. Light the hydrocarbon torch and adjust flame for hard soldering.
5. Apply the flame to one side of the fitting.

6. As the copper fitting begins to turn cherry red, touch the hard
solder to the fitting on the'opposite side from the flame.

CAUTION: Do not let the flame touch the solder. The metal must be
gi5E7W017ugh to melt the solder.

20 S 9



7 Turn off the hydrocarbon torch.

CAUTION: Lift hot tubing with pliers and cool in water on workbench.

. Have the instructor check your work,.

Checked by

Instructor

The instructor will have you cut your completed joint to check the
condition of the solder surfaces.

21
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ALUMINUM BRAZING

OBJECTIVE: To be able to aluminum braze a sweat fitting.

I. Secure enough aluminum tubing from the roll pravided to make six swage
connections. L

2. After making the swage connections, thoroughly clean the contacting surfaces.

3. thsert the male fitting into the swage after fluxing.

4. Light the hydrocarbon torch and adjust to a soft flame.

5. Apply the flame to the swage joint insuring the you keep the torch moving around
the joint.

6. As you applY the heat, pla.ce the aluminum brazing rod slightly above the top of the
swage joint until the swage has received all the measured amount of melted rod.

7.. Turn off the hydrocarbon torch.

CAUTION: Use pliers to handle hot metal, cool it in the water bucket provided..

8. Cut the completed joint with a hacksaw and check for:

a. Penetration

b. Oxidation

9. Have the instructor check your work.

Checked by

9
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IDENTIFYING OXYACETYLENE EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVE

To be able to identlfy oxyacetylene soldering and brazing equipment.

IDENTIFYING urars

Identify the parts of the oxyacetylene assembly below by writing in each circle the
letter opposite the name of the unit (there are two of some items).

A. Acetylene Cylinder Valve Wrench E. Cy limier Pressure Gages
B. Blowoff Valve F. Oxygen Needle Valve
C. Torch Tip G. Cylinder Hand Valve
D. Adjusting Key H. Regulator Outlet Pressure Gage

I. Acvtylene Needle Valve

Figure 8. Oxyacetylene Equipment Assembly

2. Fill in the spaces with the required information.

a. A full cylinder of oxygen should have a pressure of approximately

b. A full cylinder of acetylene should halve a pressure of approximately

23
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c. What type of oxygen and acetylene regulators are furnished?

d. What material is used in the constructionfof the torch head and valve body?

e. All oxyacetylene apparatus and regulators must be free of

and

24
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PREPARING OXYACETYLENE EQUIPMENT FOR USE

OBJECTIVE: To be able to use safety precautions when handling oxyacetylene

equipment, set up and assemble oxyacetylene equipment, and light an

oxyacetylene torch.

REVIEWING SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Study the lollowing safety precautions and observe them as you

progress with the steps of this workbook.

1. Refer to oxygen and acetylene by their proper names.

2. Do not use cylinders for supports.

3. Use cylinders in an upright position only.

4. Never use oil or grease on oxyacetylene equipment.

Provide for adequate ventilation.

6. Do not release oxygen or acetylene in confined spaces.

Do not use acetylene at pressures higher than 15 p.s.i.

8. Turn off regulators before'turning on gases from cylinders.

9. Close cylinder valves when leaving fo7 a.. extended period.

10. Use a friction lighter to light torch.

11. Never leave a burning torch unattended.

ASSEMBLY OF EQUIPMENT

1. Place the oxygen and acetylene cylinders at the end of the workbench
f-ne acetylene in front of the oxygen (see figure 9).

2. Chain the cylinders separately
as illustrated in figure 9.

3. Remove the cylinder caps (see
figure 9) from both cylinders.

NOTE: Tight caps may be freed
by Lightly tapping.

Check outlet of both cylinder
valves for dust or foreign
particles. If present, remove
with a non metallic brush.

5. Attach the oxygen and acetylene
regulators to their respective
cylinders (see figure !0).

25
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Figure 9. Securing the Cylinders



. NOTE: The oxygen regulator
connection has right hand
threads, and the acetylene has
left hand threads.

6. Secure the nuts with the wrench
provided with the kit. - -a

7. Attach the oxygen and acetylene
hoses to the outlets of their
respective regulators (see
figure .11),,

NOTE: The oxygen hose connection
Fhas right hand threads, and the laure 10. Attaching Regulators

acetylene has left hand threads.

8. Attach the torch handle to the
hoses (see figure 12).

REMEMBER: Oxygen Connections
have right hand threads and
acetylene has left hand threads.

9. Attach a tip to the torch handle
(see figure 13).

Figure 11, Attaching Hoses

Figure 12. Attaching Handle Figure 13.

TESTING EQUIPMENT FOR LEAKS

Attach Tip to Handle

1. Close torch handle valves, open cylinder valves, and turn the regu-

lator handles to the right to allow a little pressUre to.build up.

2. Test all,jdints for leaks with soap and water (see figure 14

NOTE: Leaks can be detected by the appearance of bubbles.

3.. Stop all leaks before going any farther.

26



Figure 14. Checkina for Leaks

A

Figure 15. Lighting the Torch

LIGHTING TORCH

1. Adjust regulators to indicate pressures of 1 p.s.i. above tiO SiZe.

2. Open the torch handle acetylene valve approximately 1/4 turn.

3. Open torch handle oxygen valve approximatel 1/8 turn.

4. Light the gas flowing through the torch tip (see figure 15).

5. Open the acetylene valve until the base of the flame leaves the
tip 1/16 inch.'

6. Slowly open the oxygen valve until a neutral flame is obtained.

SHUTTING OFF THE ACETYLENE TORCH

1. Shut off the acetylene torch valve.

2. Shut off the oxygen torch valve.

3. Close the acetylene cylinder valve.

4. Open the acetylene torch valve allowing the acetylene to escape from
the regulator and hose.

5. Turn the acetylene regulator adjusting screw counterclo*:wise until
it turns easily.

Close the acetylene torch valve.

Close the oxygen cylinder valve.

Openithe oxygen torch %)%lve allowing the oxygen to escape from the
regu1ator and hose.

g. Turn the, oxygen regulator adjusting screw counterclockwise until it
turns freely.

10. Close thetcXygen torch valve.

11. Coil the hose, and hang it and the torch on the hook and, rack provided
for that purpose.

1\1

Checked by

27
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4.

OBJECTIVE: To be able to light, and adjust Ur oxyacetyleLe torch; and to silver braze
swiat_fittings:

1 Secure enough tubing ir9en the tubing barrel to make six ewaie cennictions.

2. After making the siVage connections, thoroughly clean the contacting surfaces.

. 3. Apply a_silver solFteritg flc,Fc to the male fitting. -
sp; -

4. insert the male fitting into the swage. aodceivolve it once or twice to spread tbe flux
evenly.

A
. Light the oxyacetylene, torch and adjuit to z carburizing flhave.

, .

. 6., Apply the flame evenly to one side of the swage bringing it to a cherry red.
..,. .. \. .

, NOTE: Silver:soider melts atiktemperature of 10000 to 11500 F.

, 7. Apply the solder to the top of the fitting on-the opposite sicre Iron, flame while
42Ir

applSing heat near the bottosil of the swage.

NOTE: If the iiet is applied near, the bottom of the swage, the solder will be
drawn to the bottom!. .

8. Turn off the Fyacetylene torch.

. CAUTION: Using Pliers to handle hot metal, oolit in water-bucket.

9. Cat th(' cOmilleted jiilte with a hacksaw kii.d,,Ifteck far:

.a. Penetration
g.

. .

b. Excess flux

c. Oxidation ' -

d. Excess solder- -1

10. Have the instructor chelk your work.

I'

dr.

heckedby
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OBACTIVE: To be Ole to silver solder a sweat fitting.

WS 3A3R54530-1.4V7
April 1275

1. 'Secure enough tubing from the barrel to nuke si: swage col:sections:

?WE: 811-Foss soldering rod contains its own 'Utz and cleaning agent.
The tubing does not have to be cleaned or fluxed.

Insert the male Ming into the view.

Ligit the acyacetylene torch and adjust to a carburising fire,

4. Apply the flame evaily to one aide of tie swage, sbringing it to a Zherry, red.
s .19

NOTE: .rSil-Fossi soldering rod melts at a tempirature of antand 12500 F.

5. Apply the give; solder rod to the lop of the fitting on the oppositeside from flunes
'while applying beat near the bottoin of the wage.

NOTE: If the heat is applied near the boktom of swage; *the solder be
drawn to thkhottom.

Turn off the oxyacetylene torch.'

CAUTION: U. pffers to lift hot metal a'nil cool in.water bucket.

a

-

A

7. Cut the completed joint with a hacksmw and check for:

a. Penetration.

b. Oxidation

c. _Excess solder .

13, Have the instructor chee.k your wort:

tN,

4

a irs.-riagrararrare ars rata. re..sits

Checked by

A

9c
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Matta CONTINT

b. Using workbooksN'and multinzeter, measum voltage (6/0)
and reidstance on a multimetertrainer to an accuracy of Day 7
+A, observing all applicabltsafety precaution's:
STS: 5b, 5d, 6d(4), 10a; 1.0d, 10g(1). Msas: W, PC

(1) Faitors relating to magneti

(2) Purpose and application of the voltmeter, =Dilater,
-and ohmmeter

'I
(3) Safety. precautpluzs when. using meters

;

.

c. Using workbook and wiring t far,. conitruct an (6/0)
operative series and parallel circuit. T.tslng multimeter, Day 8
apply Ohm's law and circuit characteristics to iind-the
unknown factors of each circiiit, observing all applicable
safety precautions. STS: 15f, 6d(4), 10a, 101), 10e(1)Q4,
10e(1)(pl, l0g(11 Maas: W, PC

(1) Ohm's law and the operating characteristics-of
a series circuit

r '

-712) Ohm's law and the operating characteristics of a
parallel .-circult., ck.

d. Uz, workbook, znultimeter and electrical trainer, 16/0)
locate 100 of the opens shorts and mechanical malfunctIonsx Day 9
observing all a.pplicablle safety precautions. STS:
10e(6), 10g(1), logo), lOg(3), lOg(5) Maas: W, PC

(1) Troubleshooting a circti# to locate opens

(2) Troubl7shooting a circuit to locate shorts

(3) Tranbredroting a circuit to locate limy power and
4m,hanital malkunctipis
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%SI OPNIITCT1OItIUl KA PART I (Casimake boo)

csuasa

SUPPOr MATERIAL AND =NVACE

nt Instructional Materials ! A

3ABR545t0-11-1, Electrical Princ4plel and Direct Current
WB 3ABR54530-11-1-P1, Identifying Electrical pails and Circu
WS 3ABR54530-11-1-P2, Multimeter Riding
WB 3ABR54530-11-1-P3, Wiring a SeileteCirouft
WB 3ABR545301-1I-1-P4, Wiring a Parillel Circuit
WB 3ABR54530-11-1-P5, Circuit Analysts
2TPT3100-04, Electrical Rin4a42entalstRemedial).
2TPT3101-07, Basic Electricity, Ohm's-Law and DC liwer.
2TPT310-08, D.C. Series Circuits (Remedill)
2TPT3101-09, Parallel D. C. Circuits (Remedial)

Audio Visual Aids
Chart Set, Electrical Meters
Trankparencies, Set, Electrical Principles
Training Film: TF-6081, Basic ElectrAcity

Trainthff Equipment
Trainer, Fundamental Electrical rienciples (12)
Trainer, Maltimeter Reading (1)
Trainer, Multimeter (12)
Trailer, Electrical Circuits (1).
Trainer, Electrical Cirftits and Meters Reading (1)
Bench Item, Galvanometer (12)
Bench Item, Rectifier (12)
Bench Item Dynamo, and7Operated..(12)
Multimete;

li
(1) ,

oar

'Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration, (8.5 his)
Trainthg Film (0.5 hr)
Performance (15 hrs)

Maltiple Instrtictor Requirement -

Safety, Equipment, tupervision (2)

, Instructional Guidance .

'4

(
p.

FP

a

.3

Place adequate emphaiis on safety precautions involved in use of electfical.
test equipment and on careful handling qf delicate and exttensive test
equipment.
MIR: Two instructors requited .for 12 hourf during student. perforiinince

(4 hams in Day 7, 4 ,tioys Day and 4 hours in Day 9),

.14

I.

Puma qr UNTRUCTIOW

:43AI:454530 .
Apfil°Mitt 133A

Manuari:19riti
IIISPLACES ATC IrOdiS114117A0 NAN 714 AND MA, *WM* Mai
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Electric

1

.7.11 TiNg

Alternatling Cutrent
,

.

.
. ,

a. Using,the workbook,
a. c. dzcuits containing
STS: .10a Meas:

*iiing Systems

identify operating
capacitance and indUctance.

W. .
,

between a. c. and d. c.
,

cycle, alternation, and

a. c. circuit
.t.

in an a.. c. circuit ..?

.
transformers

.

trainer; connect 110Vs 220V
components td a power supply,

and safety precautions.
Ws PC .`

three-phase transfor*er

. -.

pertaiitingio wiring
(

trainer, install,- wble, check
workboOk reqtfirementgrand

6d(4), 101(6),, 16071, 101(8)

.

1

.

.

charact;xistici of
-.

electricity

sine Wave

.

..

.single-phase
obseiving

STS: 6d(4),

and the two-, e-
,

.

2

and service a .

safety
Moms: Ws PC

startth.

starter, ,

-

s

22 ,
418/4) N
Days 10
thru 12

(6/0)-
Day 10

-

.

(6/2)
Day 11

.

....

(3/1)
Day 12

,

i(1) Differences

(2) Frequency,
a(3) Coil than

(4) Capacitor

(5) Single-phase

b. Using will*
and 220V three-phase
workbook requf.rements
10e(g 10e(5) Meas:i_

(1) Wye-type
and four-wire sTystem

(2) Safety precautions_

C. Using wiring
_moto; starter obseerving
precautions. SIM:

(1) iturpose

-(2) Pirts of

.

%of the acrose-the-line motor

the across-the-iine motor
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..........PLAN fir INVNUCTIONILUION PLAN PAIti I (Cwisawkin
Aminemasionoormumir

fl COURSE COMO .

cl. Ustig wtring trainer, install, wire, check, and serrice (3/1)
. a motor, observing workbook requirements and safety precautibns. , Day 1

STS: ed(4), at(l), 10f(2) 1.2M, 10f(5), 2112(2); 21b(3). .
Meas: W, PC .

ate

(1) Major components of motors

(2) Principles of operatidn and application of
. .electric. motors

4(3) Maintenance of electric motors
fa.

, SUPPORT MATIRIALS AND GUIDADICE

:4\ Student inst Materials - -

SG 3ABR54530-11-2, -Alternating Current Wiring Systems, 1
WB 3ABR54530,11-2-P1, CharacteristicS of Alternating Current: Circuits
WEi 3ABR54530-11-2-P2, Checking Voltage on Tktee-Phase.Transformers
WB 3ABR,§4030-11-2-p3, Making Pigtail Splices v. f
WB 3ABR54530-11-2-P4, Wiring 220-1,,olti Your-Wire.Syetems
WB 3ABR54530-11-2-P5, Wiring the AciosS-tlee-Line Motor Starter
W33ABR54530-II-2-P6, Operating Characteristics and Wiring .of a

. InAuction Motor J 4

a

#.

,Aildio Visual. Aids
Charts, Set, Alternatini Current Generation
Transparenciedefet, Alternating Cirri* Wiring Systeits

/

..T.BLnent
Trainer, Three-Phasq Wiring Opekation (12)
Trainer, Moto Starter agy
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.13I-ECTRICAL PRINCIPLES AND DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS

,

OBJECT;VE

.1. This stUdY-p4de, will gid y9e in becoming familiar with: 4

* THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRIY'

SECTION I

OIRECT:-,CURRW ELECTRICITY
,

* %THE

THE

SYMBOLk.AND TERMS PERTINENT:TO ELECTRICITY

TYPES 4ND OPERAIOH OF ELECTRICAL METERS

* SHE i'YPES ANg CHARACTERISTICSV.ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

* ELECTRICAL.TRO4LZ-ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

INTRODUCT,XON,
' I

Stop for fola ffulierik and try to imegitte.that the-r- is no electricity

around.yoq. What would be miesing?' Lights, fan, rad o, TV, razor,

!stove, toaster, refrigeretor, washing machine, teleph ne air conditioner?

?he list 'seems almOst endless.when,you think of all the electrical devices

.thgi seem so commol.'

/493

Have
switch?
text ypu

,

you.ever-wondered just what happened when you turned on the

lr, why r.othing happened when you turned on the switch? Ie this

will find the answers to both of these questions.

You may question-why a refrigeration specialist, studies electricity.

The ansier is simple. It will be your job to determine whether a

refrigeration malfunction is cauied by the refrigeration system or the

'electricarsystem. Approximately threeafourths of all refrigeration

malflknctions: are caused by electrical troubles. Therefore, a fundament

knowledge of electricity will be essential in doing your job.

CONSTRUCTION OF MATTLR

To understand the nature of-electricity, a discussion of matter is

necessary. All matter, sUch as metals, water, rubber, and air, is.made

of smn.11 particles called moleculei. (See figure 1.)

-1

Figure 1. floklecule of Salt

1
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Mglecules
i

A molecule iS the smallest particle of any compound that can exist and
still have the same substance. For example, a molecule-of salt_is the
smallest particle of salt that can exist and still be salt., Let us , .
examine a siingle molecule of salt more closely. If we were to divide this
one molecule of salt, we wouldn'E'have salt any more. We would have one
atom of sodium and one atom of-chlorine.

At01115
. -

A\oms.are so small that t4o hundred Million of them of them placed',
side bie;side would only measure one inch. In spite of this, we have a
very'cleai:idea of what goes on inside an atom.

.Construction of an Atom

Ybu may be familiar with the fact that the eart'snNfotates around the
.sun in,a path called an orbit. (See figure 2.) The relationship of the
S,un And earth is known as the solar system. The sum is the core and the
eaeth is one planet of the system.

An atom is constructed in a manner which greatly resembles the solar
system of the sun and the earth. Each atom has a core (like the sun) and
one or more planets (like the earth) revolving about it.

. The hydrogen atom is the simplest of all atoms. It has just-One
planet revolving about its ccire. (See figure 3.) In'an atom, the
planets are called electrons (negatively charged particles).

1

EARTH ..40:111111(
4111(1'4:::ss44:

SUN

Figure 2. Solar System

These electrons, together with
and neutrons (neither positive nor
matter is composed. The electrons
nucleus. (See figure 4.)

OfelT

\

ELECMON

PROTON

Figure 3. Hydrogen Atom

protons (positively charged particles)
negative), make up the atoms of which
are in constant motion about the

2
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*Pi

%

- ELECTRONS a .. . A.
....-"- --- ...; ...

-..._
e l'Ar, e-_,

-
---7---i416;tA

NUCLEUS OF.

PROTONS 40_

AND

NEUTRONS COPPER

'Figure 4. Construction of anAAtom. 1

Some of these electrons are ,loosely held by ,the nucleus and w1,11,move
freely when an electrical pressure is,appliad. Theolniform flow cof these
electrons is called electric current. If a subptance hias,a.lirgd number
of free electrons and allows EURFCE to flow eakily.Ue substance is
Galled a conductor.. Other substances, such as mica0'g1ass, and rdober

- Have few rinirs717Etrglis and prevent the.movement ofitheir eleCtrons.
These substances are called insulatogE.

ELECTROMOTIVE filta.cE

Aie.araaall familiar with the fact'that it takes-pressure to push
. 'water th*ough a hose. In the city water sysyni we have 60 psi. This w

pressure %till push a certain amount of water through a 1/2-inch garden
hose. ,

It is u nderstandable, then, that to have electricity we mUst first
'produce electrical pressure which will forci the electrons through ea
wires and through the electrical appliance. This pressure.is called
'electromotive force; voltage, or difference i',11 potential. *- These terms

, have the'same meaning.
7.

EActrical pressure is.obtained by converting heat, mechanical and,
chemical energies into electrical energy. The-batteryi;on your car ir an
exaFple of Chemical energy which is converted into an'electrical energy.
The main source of voltage, however, is the conversion of mechanical.
.energy into'electrical energy,41 in the case of the generator. To
generate a voltage mechanically, three things are needed. Yot must 'have
a conductor, a magnetic fieldoend relative motion. Combine t4ese three,
move the conductors or magnetic riel,arr=rrotage will be'generated.

Electrical devices are represented in symbol form. :Symbols are a
'shorthand msthod of representing the unit; they 'Save tiMe and space. The
symbols for a battery and generator can be seem in figure S.

Same facts about voltage that
you should remember are:

- e unit of measure for
electromotivs force (EMF)
Th

is the VOLT.

- -EMT is measured with a
VOLTMETER.

- .The SYMBOL foe EMF is "E."

The EFFECT OF EMF00 that it
causes CURRENT to flow.

4

Battery

Generator

Figure 5. Symbols

3
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CURRENT

A

-%. .
. The yard "èurrent" means motion or moVement: t.irrent is the uniform

-movement,of electrons. (The pressure which moves them has already beeh
. Implained%)

*
. .

.

Let's examitie'a pie.e.te of copper Wire. The Wire apioears to be a Solidpiece ql"material; hoWeyereeliswire; as you have learned, is made up of.millions andlillions'of electrons. If one extra electron.is pushed into*
one end of the-wire, the atba has..-an extra elearon. ' Et 'dial now push
this Itxtra.,electron'over to the next atom. This atom will repeat the
process' until the end-of'the wire is reached. At the end of the wire the'
elect.rori.?4ill jump to-any:other'object that.needs an electron. This is
what:iz happening when you see an electric "spark." The magnified
&action of copper wire'shown in figure 6,'illustrates the movement ofelectrons along the wire. If they flow in only one direction it is saidto bp direct current (dc)s

11ple
Figure 6. Direction of Electron Flow,

It is very easy to measure the ad4unt of water flowing in watersystem. This might-be one,gallon per secoid or 50 gallons per second.
.)4here water flow is measured by the galloneelectron flow is measured bythe ampere. In the simplest form, an ampere is 6,260,000,000,000,000,000
electAm passing a given point iNiongi second. Of coursm. this figure isnot used in practical ,application;-but it'does prove that an ampere is a-given amount. The syMbol for current is "I." The meter used to Measure
elearon flow,is the ammeter (+ A

The movement of electrons through a conductor will cause four
different effects.

First, current always causes
HEAT. The amount of heat produced
'depends on the amoun't of current
flowtng and the material of the
conductor. Copper conductors give'
very little-rise in tempbrature,
while nichrome is used in heatipg41
4lements. The conversion of
electrical energy into heat is used
in suc-1 devices as electric lights,
stoved, and soldering-irdts. (See -

figure 7.)

0

es.

Figure 7. Heat,

t .001c



, A wand effeet,of current is
CHEMZCAL CH4MCZ (allure 11) As .

through.iMpure
wat causes a chemical change-.
An example of this is,the breaking
down of water into mines and

, hydrogen. This effect ot currant
isalso used to plate metals.
'Another use of cOemic4 change
is to charge batteries.

#.

-, A third effect cl current is
SHOCK (figure 9). At cprrent
pases through the body?it pro-
duces an-effect knowil as *physical
)6111=k." Hospitals use this in
,the treatment of, some illnesses.

has no useful purpose as far
as the refrigeration serviàeman
is concerned; however, it can
'caust death if you become careless'.
Vnderfideal cOnditions 1/10 of an
amp cah kill you!

A fourtA effect of current
MAGNETISM (ligu,re 10). Magnetism
swans the Oility to attract iron.
Copper willgnot magnetize but

u5urrent through a copper wire will
set up a magnetic field about the
wire. Tbis magnetic effect of'
current is used in electrical'
motors, generators, and
iklectromagnets.

RESISTANCE

%ICJ,
(-aka

Figure 8.. ChemiW (lima-age

Figute9. ithysical Shock
A

. Figure 10. Magnetiam

Thd opposition to the flow of current offered by the conduatore and
electrical appllances is called resistance., The OHM ( 11 ) 'is the:unituof
measure for sistancb. The meter used to measure resistance is the
OHMMETER (

Tilers are four factors which affect the resistance' of a' conductor.

5
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;

A

\Omeltactor affecting reeistance i* CENGA. Referrinq again to the
water s stiM, if we had a hoSp.50 feet long', we would expect a lot of water
to flow tt4o gh it. If the length of the hose were iecreated to 100 feiri, .

trhat would h pen to the flow? The same thing htppe4i,in In electrical
is-conductor.- e longer the wire, the higher the resiltance,and the less
curtent will flow through it. (See figure 11.)

e

. ,

A second tor affecting resistance is AREA or DIAMETER. Both
,the hoses in Xue 12 are the'44ame length, but the diameter,otone
twice that of the otlier:

Figlire 11. Length of Hidse

IP

Figure-2.2. .Diameet of Hope

The iarger hose would,naturally be ixpected to d iver a larger flow
of water. The same,Vling happens in an electriFal cdpductor. The larger
the area of the conductor, the greater the flow of el ctrons. ,

The third factor affecting resistace is MATERIAL., y substancelin
which an electrical prespure Can separate large quantities of electrons
,from their.aiome and forcethesi electrons to move in the substance is a

good coeductor. (Silver is one of the better conductors.) When.the
.material of a concluctor is 'changed, the resistance of the conductor

changes.

'"
6. 1 1_

J
I.
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The fourth -factor affect,in
resistance is UNPERATURE,%.

ature.is the speed of: the,'.
molecules in a substance. If the
molecules ars moving, the atosas
ars:also moving. If the tempera-.
tura bf the conductor increases,
the speed of the atoms increases.
Tkial increale in speed makes it
more difficult for vOltage to
sdparate the electrows from their:
atomsf consequently, current. .

decreases.

Basic electrical factors can
4

be ieen in'y figure 13.

CONDUCTORS

illtisTANcs.,)

EISCTOION

1 all
14141
-I c-oes

.
,

....'

AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
A

4t

k
1 -*

An electrical circuit is a clo*ed path idyl which electrans. can flow.

. The four basic requireuents of a'ctrcuit ars (1) negetive conductor,

.
(2). positive conductor, (3) asource.lbe ana (4) unit of resistance.

x t

r The negative conductor the connection mAae from the ati4tive
terminal of the source of, PWf to the 'unit of 'resistance,'"

o
1

, The positiime conductor is the connectionr'iaafile iram the1 un*t of

resistAnce to the' positive termiskal ot the source of sower.
-,... - . , 4, .

. .t

4 . Vie !source of power or voltage iii,,suilly .a Chemical or mechanicr.1,

energy converted into electridal . ener .

The.unl.t of reiistance is the opposition placed..in' the path of- current,

such as ..4 Iigh, fan, motor, or tefrigeritor. ,

0 ,
,

( The/foil, basic parts qf .the e\iiduii c ,seen in' figure 14.'

, .

.
. c

, POSITIVE ComouCTRA 1

/09

;1.

SOURCE Or
100*ER

FOlyte 13:i Besic Electribal
4- Faetors

OATTERY

k

, .41.40

NEGATIVE, CONDUCTOR
/

iIG/4T
UNIT OF
RESISTANCE

Vigere 14. Four. Bala. Parti'of a Cii.cuit

a

7
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A

.Th figure 15 arii three. illustrations of circulis containing:
resistance.

sueD INEWITO/V

Figure 15, Resisitance

The circuit for safety irid ativenience should contain protective
devices and control devices.

I.

'CIRCLUT PROTECTIVE DEVICES'

It is reasonable to state that
if nothing were to_oppoie WI' movement .

of electrons, there would be exces-
sive current flow. The c ct
resistance and presaure i:rge
circuit will maintain safe and
correct current flow. However,
malfunctions may occur, such as the
ne4ative coniuctor, coLng in direci
contact with the posigve conductor. A Figure 16. Negative Conductor
(See figure 16). Touching a-Positive /Conductor,

0

In figurells16 the arrows show the ciirrent taking the path of least
resistance: With no opposition in the path of the electrons., the current
will increase. 'You have learned that current caaes haat. In figure 16
thefe is nothing,to burn but wires.

gro-ITIP

tr

To protect the 4irsTcuit there are various circuit
fuses and circuit b ers.

Fuses

A fuse is a strip of metal with
a very low melting point, connected
in the circuit so that all current
in the circuit must flow through
it. (See.figure 17.)

An alloy of tin and bismuth is
used in most fuses. A ,fise
melt and brefk the.circuit whenever

,the current biecomessexcessive.

protectors, such

1E01.4;701

as'

Figure 17. All Current Flows
r .Through the Fuse

Since a fuse is'a proective devide, it is important to use one that
fits the needs of'the qrcuit'in which it4s to be used.

8
004,



Circuit Breakers (PI tr\
0 4.

A cirCuit breaker,ira &ivies that:bra/kis the circuit when tit* 'Curieni-%'
reaches a predetermined value. The feapurg which distinguishes.a circuit. .

4 breaker from a fuse is tfiat a circuit breaker can be,repet while a fuse
mUst be replaced. The circuit breaker is connected inithe ircuit*in the.
same manner as the fuse.

.141

.1

Circuit breakers,,like fuses, must be ticiie weakest part of the circuit.
They contain a strip of metal that will move when heated. 'This stripof
metal'acts as.a lock to hold a spring-loaded switch closed. As the current
flow increases4 it heats ,the metal stripp this causes the .thetal strip to
move enough to allow the ipring-loaded switch,to'opeh. After cooling, -

. circuit breakers can be reset. ,
. .

/ .
. A ,

As a mAter of)64fety, uever7use.a coin in place.of a protective de- ..
. vice. The wiring-trill beeoirEffe weakest point.. As the current incteaseS,

the wire will becalm hot and a fire may bekstarted inSidt the Walls of the,:
.. building. An oversized eme:w111 have the samki effect.

. I
N

The rating of the circuit protective device (fuse or circuit breakerl .

is,datermined by the te size, or current carrying capacity. Hea4ris one
th

A.
of e effects.of curr t. As current increases, temperature of the .

conductor increases. The following table shows the American Wire Gauge
. siies and amperages for conductors. Tkte amperages are 'the maximum for the

conductors listed. An'increase beyond the maximum listed ratings create's
excessitra heat. Fuse or circuit-breaker amperages should neyer be larger
thab the wire is capable of carrying. For conductor amperage capacities

. in conduit or special applications; consult the National Electrical Code.

Conductor 'Size
AWG#

Maximum Current
Capacity (for Rubber

InsulaticSns

16 6

14 15

12 20

10 25
e

8 35

6 50

4

2 90

CONTROL DEVICES

To conveniently open or close the circuit, several types of control
devices may be uked in electrical circuits.

0
9

2
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4
Push Button tit

4)

A switch of this type. alsq used to control the light in the hglase-
. hold refrigerators.

1,

- a-.

The knife switch consistsepf a4movable metal bar With an insulated
haRdle. It is used as 111 aafeft devitcsioat the electrical entry. Opening
thissigitatoptheflowof4electricitytoaaarea.of the building.

Types°

The different typel,of knife switches can be identified by the number
of poles and throws. The pole,of a switch refers to the movable contactor.a__
and tile throw refers to theicircuit cor circuits whi.h7tjle pole can complete.

The
movable

The
:MOvable

, time.

' The
movaitle

de.

single pole, single-throw (SPST or --0--le) switch has sal
contactor and.can complete only sa circuit.

.
4

single49olet, double-throU.(SPDt or--4 if4,--) switch has" one
contactortand two circuits can be completed, but 9nly on--"it a

.

. . \) .. k..
,

--el"6.-
double-pole, single-throw (DPST or, __vie ) switch has two .

contactors and can open both lines of.the electrical circtirE. -

dego,

-1 ,...is

.
. The double-pole, double-throw (DPDT or ....4 60#.0.-- ) switch,

. a.

has two movable contactors. This switch is used,to control a motor .

.
where the direction of roation needs to be .changed'often. On one position,

4 -the motor will run clockwise; in the other position,,it will run counter-.,
clockwise. This type switch is Also used to control a two-speed motor.

Toggle

This type switch has a toggle
open or close the circuit; Types

, the same as for.the knife switch.
control ligHis in a room. Figure
circuit. .In illustration "A" the

'4* illustration "3" the switoh is in

A

,that can be moved back and forth to
of toggle switched and their Symbols are
To4gle swii.ches are normally used to .

18 shows the wiring of switches in a
switch is in the OFF position in
the ON position.

A . 4

Figure 18. Switch Posittons

10
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Rfai"ey

'The relay switch operates on the principle of elictromagnetism.
sorenoid consisti of a coil of wire wound around a hollow cylinder. Itis uied to produce a magnetic fipld. When a movable core.of smft iron is-

.

pladed inside the hollow cyl4pder, the fiel4 of the coil tall tend to
.csonter the core into the coil when-there is currerit. Solenoid coils with
movable cores.ars used in many controls'(euch.as line starters) in
refrigerat,ion and air-conditioning units.' -a

I*

SUMMARY

Current is the flow of electrons in'a closed path.11(They are forced
to flow by applyinq an electrical pressure., Resistanc is the oPposition
to the Clow of electrons.

e
' Four effects of arrant are heat, magnetism, shock, and chemical

change..

\

Heat, chemical, and mechanical energies gan be c9nverted to electrical
Ainergy.

l

. .k
. .

A-
O

Resistance of a conductor is affected by length, size, temperature,
and material.

!

AI circuit is,a closed path for electrons-to flow from'a source of
pressure., through resistance, and back to the source of pressure.

.
.

Fuses ind circuit breakers are used to protect the circuit in -case
of an overload.

Switches are used to control tOte circuit conveniently.

QUESTIONS

1. What is current?

2. )Jame an effect of electromotilie force.

3. List three effects of current.

4. Whit are two factors that affect resistance?
k - 0

5. What is an ohmmeter used to measure?

6. What is the unit of measurelor.voitage?

1. What is the symbol for current?

9. Name the three thing. neiessary to generate voltage mechanically.

9. Nami three methods by which An electrical pgessure can be produced.

10. What ii.the purpose of a voltmeter? -

11
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INTRODUC/rIbM

SECTIbM II

MAGNETISH AND METERS

P;acticaily'all electrically equipment with which you wZ11 be working
will depond.on the action of magnetic fields. In this section cif the
study guide,'magnetism'as-it is used,in electrical measuring instruments
will be discussed. The latter part of the study guide will deal with the,
use of the meters.

PRINCIPLES

magnet is ip object which has
the ability to attract iron. Any

,Object which acquires magnetism
when placed in a magnetic field is
said to be magnetized. Before an
object isuch as a steel bhr) is
magnetized, the molecules point
in all directions, es shown in
figure 19.

When the steel bar is placed
, in contact with a magnet. The
molecules will be rearranged as
in figure 20. The steel bar is
said to be magnetized, and thus
becomes a magnet.

4' It is'easy to arrange the
molecules of 4oft iron. But when
-the magnetizing force is removed,
its molecules will return to the
position shown in figure 19. Bow-
ever; in hard steel, arranging the

,molecules is more'difficult, but
the molecules remain alined.

We can conclude from this that
there are two fypes'Of magnets,
and soft iron is used in making
temporary magnets.i

-In any magnet the ends aie
called the magnetic poles (north
and south). If.a magnet is cdt
into pieces each piece becomes
a separate magnet with_a north'
and south pole (See figure 21.)

If two magnets are suspended
and are ftee to Move, their like
pole% will repel each other, and
their unlike poles will attract
each oihei. (See figure 22.)

OF MAGNETISM

1.

Figure 19.. Arrangement of.
.Molecules in an Unmagnetized

Steel Bar

figure,20. Arrangement of
Molecules in a Magnet

14
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Figure 21. Breaking a Magnet
"Makes Each Piece a Small Magnet,

13
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Unlike Poles Attract

Figure 22. Attraction

Lines of Forck

The space around a magnet in,
whioh its force may be detected is
its MAGNETIC ZIELD. The magnetic
field is made up of LINES OF FORCE.
(See figure 23.)

When the theory of the magnetic
force was proposed, it was be-
lieved that magnetic loops, or
lines, emerged from U poles and
entered S poles as shown in figure
23. The theory founded upon this
belief has never been disproved.

Altho.ugh you cannot iee a
magnetic field, you can prove that
one does exist.by placing a bar
magnet Under a piece of plastic 'or
white paper and sprinkling iron
filings-on top of the paper as
shown in figure.24.

This experiMent 'also proves
that magnetic lines of force caP
pass.through plastic or paper.
They will pass? Ahrough all sub-
stances, including air. In fact,
there is no known substance that
will insulate magnetic lines of
force.

14
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Figure 23. \Magnetic Field
Around a Bar Magnet
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F gure 24. Pattern pf'
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When a piece of soft iron is
gamed in the air between the
'poled ore magnet, the magpdpic
*lines will take the-path of least
resistance. Consequontly, the-
linep-will pass throtqh the,piece
of non-rather than-the,air.
4See figure 25.) %.°1'

e

Magnetic Induction
.

When an unmagnet0.zed bar is
placed within the magnetic field
of another magnet, the lines of
force will pass through the un-
izagnetized bar (see figure 26),'
alining its molecules. When the
molecules are alined, magnetism
,resUlts. This is called induced
lekg.net4.scu. When magnetisE7177--
inducedinto an unmagnetized
object, it'will assume a polarity
that is the reverse of the
magnetising force.

WI;
111

# 1

SOFT IRIVi KEEPER

A f

a.

Figure 25. Effects of Soft
Iron Bar on a Magnetic Field
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Figure 26. Induced Magnetist

f

Electromagnetism.:

Magnetic. fields re atso produced by eLectric current. (See figure

27.} 'Such fields arif called electroMagnetic fields and -are =polled of
lines of force_like all other magnetic fields. The force of the field-is
serongest clOge tO the wire or condActor.,

. c
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Figure 27. Magneiic-Lines of Force Around a Current Carrying Wire

A stronger magnetic field can be obtained by looping tlie conductor to
form a coil ap shown in figure 28.

MAGNETIC FIELD WIRE COIL 7

MAGNETIZING CURRENT

Figure 28. A Current Carrying Coil has a Magnetic Fit.

'if the coil is wrappql around a bar of iron as in figure 29, the
magnetic.field becomes still stropger. This is because iron, as. has
already been stated, offers an'easier path for magnetic lines of force
than does air, and because the bar becomes magnhtized and its lines of
force add to 'those of the coil. 'The iron bar becomes ,ap Alestmstlat5_
hav*Ing.polarity and all the Characteristics of anY other magnet.

r. WIRE COLL.

MAGNETIZING CURRENT

Figure 29. The Electromagnet

16



Left-Hand Rule

The left=hand rule for determini,ny the polarity of a coil is
illustrated in figure 30.

If you place your fingers around the coil, pointing in the direction
of electron flow through the conductor, the thumb will point to the.nerth
Isola of the coil. It is understandable that reversing the current flow

through the conductor will reverse its polarity.

THu1111 POINTS TOWARD
NORTH POLE OF COIL FINGERS PCHNT

IN DIRECTION
OF CURRENT

Figure 30. Left-Hand Rule for Determining Polarity of an Electromagnet

Three things determine the strength of an electrOmagnt7A:

material in the core

Nulther of turns in the coil

Amount of current through the coil.

As longlis current flows in the c9nductor, the lines of force
sur ound it. But when the current ceases td,flow, the lines collapse ani.'

iron bar loses its magnetism. Therefore, it is called a teri..porary

gnet.

With an understanding of magnetism, you are now ready to study tile

operation of meters

DC nETERS

The refrigeration specialist needs to kriow ow to use ihe voltmeter

to measure the difference in electrical pressur the ammeter toNmasure
the current flow,And the ohmmeter to measure resistance. All of these
meters'usie a permanent magnet and an electromagnet in their meter

_movement.

0.

17
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Meter Movtment

lb

,

,

The D'Arsonval Obter movement donsists 'of an e1eA4emagrie,t. rotatimi-
in the /ield O: 8rrnanent magnet. (Seeligure 31.).

4.

dud

Thelfcurrent enters at terminal
"C" and causes coil *"AB" to become
an electromagnet: By applying the
left hand rule for coils, you can
see that "B" is bile niorth pole and
"A" is the south pole. Since unlike
poles attract, "A" will'be attracted
by the,north pole of the permanent
magnet and "B" wi.l be attracted by
the south pole of 'he magnet,
causing the coil to rotate clock-
wise and ihe pointer to move clock-
wise. If the amount of current
through the coil iS increased,
naturally the magnetic field be-
comes stronger and the amount of
rotation wil,k.increase.

Y.."\

'.

Figure 31. SchematiciDrawing of
the D'Arsonval Meter Movement

If the direction of current flow is reversed, the eoil tendg to rotate
counterelockwise. Therefore, dc voltmeters, and ammeters must be con7
nected into the circuit with proper polarity, The terminals og these
meters have their polarity marked.

. 1 /

DC Ammeter

The ammeter is used to measure
the amount of current flow in the
circuit. Consequently, itill be
connected in series with the
operating unit as sho -in',figure 32.

1414.

Figure 32. Ammeter Cortnected
in Series wilth Cie Unit

The eoil of the:4eter movement is not alWays capable of1Carrying the.f

current flow of the circUit. In order to enable the ammeter.to megsure a
greater rate of cu rent flow, it is only necessary to add a bypass for
current or a shun ; A shunt is a strip of metal having low resistance.
It is connected aCross the meter terMinals'to'carry most of the,curre t .

It allows only a sm'all part of the current te flow thourgh the coil.
,

shunt may be inside the meter case or it may be connected externAlly.
(See figure 33.)

as,

ri
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Figure 33: Ammeter.Construction

Remember:
1

An dmmeter is conmected in series'.4ith the unit.

Connect the positive terminal of the aTmeter toward the positive side
of tae circuit. (See figure.32.)

Know the ammeter current rating and the circuit current before making
any connections.

DC Voltmeter

The voltmeter is used tp
measure: the difference in potentia/.,
or voltage drop between
two points. The voltmeteT is-con-
nected in parallel to the operating
unit. (See figure 34-.),

s 11C

Figure 34. Voltmeter Connected
rarallel to the Unit

As you earl see,frqm figure /(---
34, the voltMeter'is the only
unit in a path.df current flow.
To protect the coil ofthe meter
movement a resistance must be
connected in seriesit it. (Se
figure 35. ) .

i 4

The purpose of this resistance NIGH ,

RESISTANCEis to Limit. e current flow

aithrough the ter movemeq. Since
the res'ist e of the meter is 44.

fixed, the Amount of voltage .

applied to the-terminals determines
the amount of current flow through
the coil, thereby determining thd * Figure 35. ,Voltmeter Meter
pointer movement.

sdk
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Remember: .>

A voltmeter is conneOted .

parallel with the unit.

Connect the positiVe terminal
of the voltmeter toward the
positive sideraf the circuit
as shown in figure 35.

The range of voltAge you are
checkine. t

Ohmmeter

An ohmmeter is used to mea ure
resistance. It contains a batt ry4
and a rheostat in series with th
coil. (See figure

The battery upplies the power
to operate the meter movement.
Therefore,lithe main power soerce
must be disconnected when using
the meter- Severe damage to the
meter can occur if this precaution
is disregarded. ,

When ohmmeter terminals are not'
connected to a conductor, the cir-
cuit is open',-consequently-tsince
there is no'conhection from-the'
negative side of the battery to
the positive side of the battery,
the coil cannot be energized, and
the pointer rests at infinity.
Infinity means that the resistance
is too great to be.measured. In7
finity is represented by the
syMbol Cm shown in figure 37.

When the terminals are con-'
nected to a-resistor, the circuit
through the coil is completed.
The pointer moves to indicate the
correCt resistance. If the ter-'
minals were connecte6 across a fuse
or switch, tor example, thetre-
sistance would be too small to
measure. The ohmmeter should
indicate zero resistance. Note in
figure'37 that 'zero is at the .

opposite end of the 'Scale from
infinite resistance:

MAXIMUM
RESISTANCE-

ZERO
RESISTANCE

0

-NS

METER
MOVEMENT

RmEOSTAT

ZE.RO
ADJUSTMEtiir-

BATTERY

TERMINALS
,e4

Figure 36. OhMmeter

METER
MOVEMENT

RMEOStAT BATTERY'

'ZERO
ADJUSTMENT

FUSE
1,

Figure 37. Ohmmeter Indicates
Zero Resistance Across Fuse

1?.7
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The current output capacity ot i battery may decrease with age.. or
abuse. A. rheostat iA the circuit compeneates for the change. Turning
a "zero adjusti4g" lamb varies the resistance, thereby allowing More or
less current to flow through the coil.

To adjust the.pointer to zero before measuring resistance., the ohm&
meter leeds-are toucheditogether to allow the pointer to moveito zerp. If
it does not, the leads should be held together while the zero adjusting
knob is rotated until pointer does move to zero.

Remember:

The ohmmeter has its own source of pow. Circuit power must
be OFF. 4

Adjust the pointer to zerb before using the meter. Use the
proper range jack for accurate reading.

Multimeter TS-297/U

The mu timoter, TS-297/U, is a meter for measuring ac and dc'volt45es
direct current, and resistance. To se;.ect the desired meter, a SWITCff
KNOB is set on OHMS, ACV; DCV, or MA. (See agure 38.)

VOL T AGE
A14 GI

JACK S

4CV

Cif

SCAL ES

RHEOSTAT
KNMII

COMMON

J ACK

SWITCH

oem#
Di

CURRENT
1.

100MA

SOMA

RESISTAJIME
LANGE
JACKS

astoo

0
AMA

Figure 38,Dtitimeter TS-297/U

RANGE iACKS
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The multimetei has a black and a red lead. The black lead is always

placed in thd -common jack. (See figure 38 to locate this jack.) The red
leadivis placed in the jack'accordips to the function desired. The 4V
throdgh 1000V.jaeks are for a9 or deGvoltage meaSUrements. For example-,
if you wanted to measure a ,48V de power soliarce, the switch knob would be .

placed on DCV, the bladk lead.placed in the common jack and the red lead
placed in 40V. .

*

The R X lolt X 10, and R X 100,iacks ars used for measuring resistance
and. the 4 MA tr., 400 MA jacks are used fkor measuring direct current.

The dial is marked with three
scales as shown in figure 39.
The scale to be read.depends on
the switendb setting and the
range jaa into which the red lead
is placed. The top scale is,used
for measuring resistance. It
ranges from toe°.

ommSS ALE

oc SCALE

c SCALE

Figure 39. Three Scales on Dial

The center s es are used for dc voltage measurements and dc milli-
amperes. The scale ending in 40 is used whefilthe red lead is ih a range
jack beginning with "4." The scale ending in 100 is used when the red
lead is placed in a range jack beginning with "1." (Sec figures 38 and
39.)

The lower icale, labeled ac used. for measuring ac voltage. It
also has two sets of calibrations - zee° to 40 and zero to 100, usediin
,the Same way as the dc.

The RHEOSTAT KNOB is used to adjust the meter pointer to.zero
the multimeter is used as an ohmmeter.

Remember:

To prevent damage to the multimeter when measuring voltage,
current, or resistance, always start with the highest range to
obtin the approximate reading. Then use the 'lowest range
posti;le as indicated by the reading.

Be sure to read the correct scale.

High voltages are dangerous apd may* be fatal. Follov: pest d
safety rules.

Shut off power when measuring resistance.

Isolate components for accuraCy.

DO NOT LEAVE THE SWITCH ON owls WHEN THE MULT::IET27.
IS NOT IN USE, BECApSE ACCIDENTAL SHORTING OF THE
TEST PRODS WILL TEND TO DISCHARGE T'!E BATTERY.

SUMILARY

4

Magnetism means the ability to' attract iron. Hard steel is used in
making permanentmagnets and soft iron is used in making temporary magnets.
All magnets have-a north and south pole and a magnetic field surrounds the
maghet.

9 9
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Electromagnets aro made Wirserting a soft ironcorwithin an
energized soil of a conductor.

Permanent and electromagnets are used in meter movements. 'Meters used
by tile refrigeratio9 tpecialist are the,dc and aC voltmeters, the'amMeter,
and the ohMmaer.

Polarity must be observed when connecting ammeters and yoltmeters in a
circuit. Power must be OFF.when connec#:ing an ohmmeter in'a circuit.

The multimeter can be used as an ohmmeter, an ammeter, and a
voltmeter.

QUESTI04;

1. List three thing that Aetermine the strength of an electromagnet.

2. What does the symbol Oa mean?

3. Which meter has its own source of pciwer?

4. What does any dc basic metermovement'consist of?

5. What is an electromagnet?

6. How can the polarity of an electromagnet be determined?

7. What is'the area of attraction around'the magnet called?

2 3
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SLCT!eN III

=I'S LAW Aim CIRCUITS

Your abj.lity to analyze electriCal troubles will depend upon your
knowledge of the circuits involved. This section orthe study guide
explains the types of circuits, their characteristics, and the relation-
ship between voltage, current, and resistance'in each type of circuit..

oHn'S LAW

There is a definite relationshil; between current, voltage and re-
sistance,of any circuit. If the voltage is ,increased, the current in-
creases proportionately. If the resistance is increased, the current
decreaseS proportionately. This relationship is known as 9hm's law.
Ohm's.law can be stated as follows: The current in a circuit is-equal to
the voltage divided by the resistance. Mathematically it is written as
follows:

I = E

The letter I stands for current; E stands for voltage or Er.F; R stands
for relistance. When voltage is known to be 17V and resistance is known
to be 4 a , these known values are substituted for their corresponding
letters in the formula. The formula now reads

. 12v
-CT .

Current may then be found by dividing. I will equal 3 amporOs

The equation can be converted to read R T Let us suppose that

the known factors are 12 volts,and 3 amperes. The known values are again
substituted in the formula.

R =
sA

By dividing we find the resistance to be 4a

Still another equation is available, E = IR. Suppoee that the known
factors are 3 amperes of current and 4 fl of resistance. After sub-
stitution, the formula is E = 3A X 4a . By multiplying in this instance,
voltage is found to be 12 volts.

These three equations will enable you to find any of three factors
(voltage, current, or resistance) if you know the other two. .Ameeasy way
to remember the three relationships is to place them in A triangle as
shown in figure 40.

25
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TO FIND N ONUS) PLACE
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Al INDICATED

;AMPERES

TO 4fro13.4 IVOL,TEI PLACE

?NUM. CovEN I NO NUL TIOILT
af /NOICA TEO

011.10P4MS

, Fipre 40. Ohm's Lay Chart

,If you place your- inger over the factor you do not know, the relative
positions of't4e other two*known factors will toll you what to do.

TYPES OF CIRCUITS

Electrical circuits cah be divided inte three general classifications:
. series, parallel, and se-ri'es-parallel.

Series Circuits

A series circuit zan be defined as one in which there is only one
path through which the vOltage can force'the current. In figure 4T-1.78 a

diagram of,a series circuit'.

C C 141111

Figure 41. A Series Circuit

CHARACTERISTICS OF SERIES CIRCUITS. Since there is but one path,
for the current, all the current is forced through each resistance; con-
seguently, current is the eame throeghout the circuit. In figure 42,
the ammeter has been wired between the 6 0 -lamp and the 2 Q resistor.
The VT is 24V. The ammeter is indicating 3 amperes of current.

Z4V
tr\it

4

CC-1440

Figure 42. Amm6ter,Indicates Thgee Amperes

26
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In figure 43, the resinance And Ei.:F havkremained the same. You
will note that the ammeterlias been wired so that itsis now between. the
/amp and the switch. Since resistance and.voltage determine current fkiew,
and these hive remained constantethe amMeter still indicates 3 amperes.

24V

6 U
3A

gc.41.

Figure 43., Ammeter Contiftes to Indicate Three Okleres

The secOnd characteristic of a series.circuit is.tht the sum mlf the
volta.e dro s across each of the resistahces should e toil the total or
app e vo tage. se igure

Z4v

IC-,113111

Figure 44. 'Addini Voltage Drops

The third characteristic is that the total resistance is equal to the
sum of the resistances of each unit. (See figure 4-5*)

6 + = f2

Figure 45. Adding Resistances

Parallel Ciwuits

A parallel circuit is one in which there are two or moreyaths for
voltage to force current through, containing pnly one uhrt of resistance
in a path. (See figure 46.)

[C-041121
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Figure 46. A -Parallel* circuit
. CHARACTERISTICS OF PARALLEL CIRCUITS. The Notal aurrept in -the circuitis equal to the sum Of the currents flowing through all the paths..

I

(See'fig re 47.) SA . -e- ---- - ---- - - - - -- --,.1.1M.M.,

Figure- 47. Adding Currents
From figure 47, you can :see'-i.hat the total amount of current 'isgreater than the cFrrent. in: aril, 143dividua1, path. ..

,. The secgnd characteristic ifs th-at the. voltaqe across each janit. inparsael is tne same. (See- filjure 48. )
.---- ,

tt.L

Figure, 48. Voltage Drops the Same

T

The total resistance, that is, the resistance of th circuit as awhole( is less than ihe smallest resistance in It. By re err nq tofigure 48, nste dist the resistance of L1-is 6 Q and the resist/ince of L_2is 3 U . The total resistance of the cireuit must be less than 3 y
,

28
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Series-Parallel, Circuits

i...Useriesvara;ilel circuit is die is 'which soma. units Axe in SOries4

and others are ini*Parallel. A diagram,of a series-parallel circuit can
be semn in figure 49.,

Figure 49. A Series-Parallel,Crcuit

'From figUre 49, you can see that the two resistors.are, in seri:,es and

R1 -and the light are id Series, but that R2 and the light are in

parallel.

,CHARACTERISTICS OF SER:IES-PAMI.I.EL AIRCIM;A.. the characteristics f9r
the series-parallel circuit are a combinatiod of ,those for the-seriet

and ihe circuits. Study figure 50. ?

SUMMARY #
.

%
.

.,

V .

The relationship between voltage, current, andresistan2e is.called
Ohm's law. Te use the Ohm's law triangle two factors mus,tTie known.

*-I

-___ ...

.-.---,--1

Figure 50. Vbltage and Currein a Series-Faraljel CircuA
i

4

There'arethree types of ciLuits; series, parallel, and .

s,eries-parallel.
's

Each type of circilit has Koecific characterisiics concerning'voltage,Y
current* And resistance.

. *

.

C

In A series cilcuit current is the same,voltage drops ca*e added,

and resistances can be added. -1

In a parallel circuit, only the currents can be added. Voltage drops
arehe..same end total resistance is less than the smallest resistance. .

29
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ANESTIONS

1. 'Oat is the defipitioh of a seri,es cirCuit?
, , .

2. How can (Runts. law 8e tise0 to find current?

3. 'What is the Charactexisticsiof Voltage in a series circuit? .

4. Haw can total curxent be determined in a.Paral):elNircuiei

5. In which tyPe of circu.t.t camthe volt4ge drops,be added?.
-

b. What does the lOtter I stand for'in,Onm's law?

%,
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' SECTION Iv.

TROUBLLSHOOTING DC CIRCUITS

INTROUUCTION

/3/

Trouble with a refrigeration often inVfolves electrical priob/ems,
.The refrigeration specialist should be able to troublehoot electrical
circuits. He can simplify his problem by determining if the malfunction
is electrical or mechanical. Troubleshooting can be defined as a
"systematic method of locating faults in an electrical circuit.'

WIRING DIAGRAMS

A wiring diagram of the electrical system on which you are working
should be obtained so that you will understand 6he type.of ciruits and
the units involved. In figure 51, a wiring diagram of two circuits is
shown. By studying themi you can sde that circuit.A consi`sts of a fuse,
switch, conductors, and two lights wireid paollel to eadh Other. Circuit
S consists of the same units. A picture orthe circuit will aid in
froubleshObting ahd making operational checks of the units.'

A I

A

A 3

s t 4

A 4 A 5

A 9

0

L
2

It C. lib 7

Figure 5"\ A Wiring Diagrain

OPERATIONAL CUM:

After studying the diagram, check the circuit for normal operation.
An operational o:Ieek of circuit A, figure 51, would be performed by
'closing the switch..ana checking to see whether both lights burn. If they
do not burn, or if they shouldbe burning with switch Ain fhe OFF
poSition, tnen the circuit is considered faulty.

3 1
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TYPES OF TROUBLES

An important fact to remember is that 4ere are only three types of

/1
troubles; opens, shorts, and low power).

Opens'

an open circuit is One that has a'break somewhere in it. 'This break
could be located in the wire, in the switch, fuse, or. in the unit of
resistance. In fact, it cOuld exiit anywhere. Naturally, if ighere is a
break, therecan be no current flow; consequently, the unit ofFresistance
would not be opeating. (See figure 52.)

Figure-52. -Open Wire

There are four ditferent testers that can be used to find aul open.
These are the voltmeter, continuity tester, ohmmeter, and test light.

LOCATING OPpS. The exact location of an open can be found by using
the voltmeter. You should, first'of all, understand what a voltmetaT
indicates in a normal operating circuit. Figure 53 illustrates normal
voltmeter readings throughout the circuit.

Figure 53. Normal Voltmeter Readings
C 3 4

A voltmeter connected positive to negative should always indicate the
difference in voltage across the two points. A voltmeter connected
negative-to-negative or pesitive-to-positive should not give a difference
in electrical pressure. . (See figure 53.) Readings other than these are
considered abnormal. Exact location of an 8pen can be found in the
positive ol negative parts of the circuit between a normal and an
abnormal reading.

1
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Figure 54 illustrates a voltmete being used tolind an opdh in wire
A-4. Note that wire A-4 is in the positive part of the circuit.

28v

A-7

42 A

NORMAL

READING

AONORNAL
READING

.5 A-15

fa 000
28V 20 21v 28w OV OV

'Figure 54. Locating an Open in Wire A-4

kIn figure 55, 3 voltmeter is being used to locate an open.in the
negative part of the circuit. The exact location s wire A-6.

Figure 55. Locating an Open in Wire A-6

The Same procedure is used in troubleshooting an open with a test
light; however, a test light will not.give an indication of the amount
of voltage present. All you know is that there %.!as enough current
available to burn t:le light .

opens can also :be found by using an ohmmeter or a continuity meter.
Power mus't be off and the circuit isolated when using continuity testers.
In figure 56 an ohmmeter is being used to lccate an open in wire A-6.

F10,2,r 36. 7_ocating an Op,2r. nm er

33
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. . 4 .

In'figure 56 rou t,;ill notice that the ohmmeter Should haveen
.

registering continuity all the way through the .circuit; the open is found
1.)etween the continuity reading ,(0 a ) andetrie. :

SHORTS t

:

9

A short means that therb is contact.t.There there should not be ooTtact;
consequently thero is current flow Wl%ere there should nOt be -current fkow-.
Indications of shorts are units operating that should not.be operating,
blown fuses, and tripped circuit breaKers.

Direct Short

In the case of a direct short,
.a negative lead is in contact

. with a positive lead, by passing '

the unit of resistance.

From figure 57, you can see
that current in this situation will
take the path.of least resistance,
The excessive current flow will
cause the fuse to blow, or if the
protective device happens to be a
circuit breaker, the circuit
breaker will trip, opening the
circuit.

!
I

40k.

Figure 57 Direct Stliort

LOCATING DIRECT SHORTS. Some kind of a pontinu ty tester, such as
the ,7,1.mmeter, continuity meter, or continuity light, should be used in
locating direct shofts. The positive leads should be isolated and the
testing device connected across the isolated leads. Notice in figure'58,
an ohmmeter is being used to locate contact between isolated positive
leads and the negative lead. Only the &meter connected-to A-4 lead
indicates continuity (0 0 ) ; therefore, -A-4 lead is shorted to the
negative side of the circuit providing a short cut for current flow:

e A?

A3 A4

Figure 58. Locating a Direct Short

*4 . 4
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CrOss Shorts

Whereas the direct short: is contact between the positive.lead of -a
circuit and the neijative lead of 4 circuit, the Croft short it caused
'oy the potitive leads of independent ciccuits ccming in contact*with each
other.

, 1 ' . , it
1.L

During an oPerational check a crOss short is indiCated by two
.independent unitt operating from the tamp switch. fn figure 59,.positive
lead A-8 is touChing positive lead A-3. Everrthoilgh the switch which
controls L2 is open, there it a-complete path for querent flow trom
A-3 to A-8; consequently, L2 burns. li

f
FVurv 51. Cross Short.

.

4 A-, ' L
LOCATING CIZOSS SHORM x*The sa testing devices and procedures f

are used in locating cross shoqs as were usedin locating direct shdrts. ,

Powor must be off and the positive40.eap of both circuits isolated. (See
figure 60.) i

4

Figure 60e. Probable Leads Isolated

After bOth circuits are'itolated, the tesAng.device is connected
across the pro.Jaole leadt, such as A-3.to A-7, A-3 to A-4 to
or A-4 to A-7. .Note that any of thesdrcombinations would have the same
effect. In figure 61, the ohmmeter shows the cross short to between

%

A-3 and A-8.

35
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Figure 61. Locating a Cross Short

A shorted switch is one that fails to break contact whoilkit is placed
in the, off'position. The effect of a shorted switch is that the unit
operates continuously. Any,testing device can be used to detetmine whether
the "switch is defective. In figure 62,.an ohmmeter indicates,the switch
is shorted.

A.

t

Figure 62. Checking for a'Shorted Switch'

Low Power

This condition is often found in old buildings or in areas where the
electrical 1d has been increased Without increasing the size or number
of electrical circuits. A low power condition is indicated by sluggish
operation of units and dim lights.

If a low power condition is.suspected, All the electrical units on the
circuit should be turned on. This should create maximum current flow.
Voltage drops across the units should be compared with total voltage.
Figure 63 shows a line loss check.

Figure 63. Voltage Drops Should Equal Total Voltage (

36
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N

ig a low power condition is discovered, the electrical load must be

redubed or a-new circuit installed.

SUMMARY

TroUbleshooting is a systematic means of locatizfg malfunctions in
a circuit.

The three types of troubles aro: opens, shorts, and low power.

Opens prevent tile flow of current, whereas a short allows it to
flow where it is not wanted. Low power causes sluggish operation of
uftits.

ANThe tepting devices are the voltmeter, continuity meter, ohmmeter,
continuitywlight, and test light.

Continuity devices must e used in circuits where the power is off and

the circuit isolated. Voltneter and test light are used in circuits
- where the power is left on.

QUZST:IONS

1. What testing.device cannot be used in locating a crps short?

2. What is the indication Si a direct shoOt?

3.. What,is one cause of loW power?

4., ;plat testing devices are used in circuits yhere power can be left on?

S. ithw is the.circuit checked for low poxer?

6. What is the effect of an open circuit?

7. What is a7orted switch?

REE,PENCES

1. leldern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning', Althouse and Turnquist.

2. Commercialland Industaial Rifrigeration, Nelson
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, heRKBOOKS PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts art training .

lublitations authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use in
ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents,the information you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes assignments fa* you to read in others
publications which contain the required information.

Thl WRKBOOK (WB) contains work protedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unitcof instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the study guide will help yo rform the missions
or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questi presented in 'the
workbook.

The STU6Y GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) Omtains both SG and WB matirial
under one cover. The two training publications are gombined wten the WB
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in planned steps with
provisions for you to actively respond to each step. You art given
immediate knowledge of the correctness of each response... PTs may either
replace or augment SGs and WBs.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form orflow ctlarts, block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tables,
forms, charts)pnd similar materials. 1 yr,

/

Training publications are designed 'for ATC course use only. They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used

on the job as authoritative/references in preference to Technical Orders

or other official publications.
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WU 3ABR54530 -11 -1-P1
April 1975

IDENTIFY ELECTRICAL UNITS AND CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVES

To aid you in gaining, practical experience in identifying eliktrical
symbols, using electrical diagraMs, wiring electrical circuits, apd
chetking current flow in circuits.

PART I

I IFICATION or UNITS'ON THE TRAINER

A. B.

A.

F.

C.

a

D.

E.

OE

E.

A Diagram of the Trainer

1. Above is a .diagram of the trainer to which you have been assigned'.
Under each unit on the diagram iS a space provided to write the name of
the unit. Identify each unit by writing its nomenclature OA the heavy
black line.

1

1
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PART II

AN ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM

- .
1. Before wiring any electrical circuit, a diavam of the circuit

should'be drawn. The units to be included in the diagram are a circuit
breaker, a SEW switch, an ammeter, and a light. Draw lines on the,
following diagram to represent the wires you will.place on the traiter.

OWN

2. Have the instructor check your diagram.

Ea.--4EED

41-

,PART III

WIRING AND OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT

CAUTION: Wamove all jewelry.

1. Wire the circuits on the 'drainer assigned to you by the instructor.
Use your diagram as.a guide.

NOTE: Use the Yarger bulb.

2. Have the instructor check your wiring.

3. Turn the circuit breaker and the switch to the ,ON position.

a. 'How much current is in the circuit?

b. What meter is used to measure current?

c. What isLl'it4it.unit of measure for current?

d. "at is current?

4. Turn the switch OFF.

5. Replace the bulb with a smaller bulb.

6. Turn the switch ON.

a.- How Mdch current is in the circuit?

b. Did current increase, decrease, or gamin the same?

e. Why?

' "eC%,

)0-

WON%



d. What,determines the amount of current flow in the circuit?

REMOVE ALL WIREB

7. The units to be included in the circuit are a circuit breaker', a

rheostat, an ammetee, and a light. Draw lines on the following diagram
to represent the wires-yOU will place on the trainer.

8. Have the instructor check your diagram.

9. Wire the circuit on the trainer.

4.

10. Have the instructor check your wiring.

11. Turn the circuit breaker to the ON position.

12. Turn the rheostat as far to the left as you can without turning
the light off.

a. .How much curent is in the circuit?-

b. Does the light burn "bright" or "dim"?

13. Turn the rheostat as far to the right as- possible without turning

the light off.

a. How much current is in the circuit?

b. Did the current increase, decrease, or remain the-same?

c. Does the light burn bright or dim?

14. Beside each of the following symbols, write its name.

a. 111111 Name

b. Name



'4

I

f-

h.

j

n. ,

Naas
r

Name

NaMO

Name,

Name

NaMe

Name

Name

Name

Name

4

al..
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r.

S.

Name

-

Name.

Name

Name

,Name

t . Name

gi
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MULTIMETER READING

OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR5453Q-1I-1-132
April 1975

To learn to set the multimeter and measure dc voltage, ac voltage, and
resistance.

PARenI

USING THE MULTIMETER AS A DC VOLTMETER

1. Draw on the following meter faces, the indicating needle in its
proper position. Then fill in the blanks below the meter faces to show
the proper setting of switch knob and range jack tor the meter.indication
given

Indicating 24 V DC
Switch Knob
Range Jack

Indicating 1.5 V DC
Switch I:nob
Range Jack

6



2. In the diagrams below, different range'jacks are listed below

each meter face. Write whairthe meter would be indicating on each

specific range in the blanks provided..

a.

30
20

75 4 DC 10 50 401X
100

Range Jack Reading Range Jack Reading

1000 V Volts 400.V Volts

100 V Volts 40 'V Volts

10 V Volts 4 V Volts

C. d.

Range Jack Reading Range Jack Reading

100 V Volts 40 V Volts

4 V Volts 100 V Volts

1000 V Volts 10 V Volts

10 V Volts 4 V Volts

3. On the trainer assigned to you by the%nstructor, put the trai-s=r

cord plug in a 110V ac receptacle.

4. Set the trainer switch to DC position.

NOTE: Red light should burn.

5. Set the multimeter to measufe dc voltages.

Alt



6. Maks arid record voltage measurements between trainer terminals
indicated below.

Trainer Terminals

1 to 2

2 to 17

1 to 6

4 to 8

4 to 17

5 to 10

6 to 12

7 tO 14

10 to 13

12.to

14 to 16

14 to 18

15 to 17

16 to 17

17 to 18

yoltage



Using the Multimeter

Draw on the following meter faces
position. 'Then fill in the blanks
proper setting of switch knob and

C)
1000V

0
400 V

100

0
40V

C)
10 V

4 V

0
OKMS
-OCV
.-4AA
ACV

C)
OHMS ZEIM ADJUST 400MA

AcvOHMS DCV
MA

R!.; RXIO RX100
0 0 0

0
40MA

4MA

Indicating 110V AC

Switch Knob

Range Jack

9

40, /

as an A.C. Voltmeter

k.hekindiciting needle in its proper
below the meter laces' to Show the,
range jadic for the-meter indication

C)
1000V

0
400 V

C)
100

0
40V

10

0
4 V

0
OHMS
-DCV
-MA
ACV

OHMS ZERO ADJUST 400.4A
ASVOHMS DCV 0/ MA

RX1 RXIO RX1000 0 0

1001,14.

C)
40MA

C)
4MA

Indicating 220V AC

Switch Knob

Range Jack



2

meter
range

In the diagrams below different
face. Write what the meter would
in the blanks provided.

a.

Range

100 V

40 V

10 V

1000 V

Volts

Volts

Volts

Volts

range jacks are listed helow each
be indicating, on each specific

b

Range Reading

4

no V

400 V

1000 V

3. Set the trainer switch to AC position.

NOTE: Red light does not burn.

4. Set the multimeter to measure

5.. Make and record voltage measurenents
indicated below.

ac voltages.

between trainer\terminals

Trainei Terminals

2

4

1

3.

to 17

to 17

to 2

to 6

5

6

7

10

12

14

14

15

16

17

to 10

to 12

to 14

to 13

to 17

to 16

to 18

to 17

to 17

to 18

F.

6. Uhplug the trainer.

1 0

Volts

Volts

Volts

Volts

1 5

Co



WI' III

. US'iilb THE AULTIMETERAS AN AMMETER .

1. Draw on the following mhter laces, the ind?cating needle in its

proper position. Then fill in the blanks below the &later faces to show
the proper'setting of switch knob and range jack for the meter indication
given.

i

O 0 0 0
1000V OHMS 1000V OHMS

tzar
12,

O ACV 0 ACV
400V 400 V

CI e%
L, 0 0

100 V Own AcuusT 40010 IOO V OHMS Z 41'1ADJLIST 400MA

O OHMS D
MA
CV 0 , OHMS , DCV 0,

40V

.

loia, 40V
MA

100MAk

O 0 0
10 y 4OMA 10V 40MA

7

4

4 V 19A 4 V 494 A
RX100 RX1 MOO RX1000 0 s 0.. 0 0

Indicating 5 Ohms

'Switch Knob

Range Jack

11

Indicating 2000 Ohms

Switch Knob

Range Jack



1) 2. In the diagrams below different range jacks are liited below each
meter face. Write what the meter would be indicatig on each specific
range in the blanks ptovided.

a.

Range

R x 1

Reading

R x le

R x 100

Range

Rxl
R x 10

R x 100

Reading

3. Set the trainer switch to the OHMS,position.

4. Set the multimeter to measure resistance.

5. Make and record measurements be4ween trainer terminals indicated
below.

Trainr Terminals -Resistance

1 to 3

1 to 5

1 to 11

2 to 10

2 to 12

3 to 13

4 to 10

5 to 11

5 to 13

7 to 9

8 to 16

9 to 17

10 to 12

11 to 13

16 to 18

12



Alor,

PART Ni

CHECKING UNITS4TH Ag OHMMETER

\, 1. In the diagram bew, write-what the meter indication (010 r
o path I now, 0 for pat for I flow, 0+ for path for I flow with some
R in it) wodld be if the units were good.

a.

Reading

b.

Reading

d. e.

Reading Reading

g

Reading

C.

Reading

f.

Reading

h. i.

)

Os

Reading

5'33



Reading

k.

Reading

14
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WIRING A SERIES CIRCUIT

OBJECTIVES

WB 3ABR54530 -II -1 -P3
April 1975

To aid you in gaining prac ical experience in wiring series circuits
using electrical diagrams, ing Ohm's Law in series circuits, and
checking voltage and current in series circuits.

CAUTIONS

Remove jewelry

Turn electrical power OFF before wiring circuits or removing units.

Be sure of correct multimeter setting before making measurements.

1. In the space belOw, the units to be included in the series circuit
are a circuit breaker, an SPST switCh, an.ammeter, and two lamps. Use
lines to represent the wires you will place on the trainer.

4-

2. Have the instructor check your diagram.

3. Wire the circuit on the trainer using your diagrap as a guide.

, 4. Have the instructor check your circuit.

NOTE: Circuit ammeter will be used to measure current. A
multimeter will be used to measure voltage drops and applied
voltage. Ohm's law will be used to determine resistance.

5. Turn.the switch ON and complete the following for the circuit.

1 LAMP 1 LAMP 2 TOTAL

15



6. La the diagram below, use lines to yepresent how the fixed resistor
would be wired in series to -our circuit.

sr-

7. .Have the instructor dheck your diagram.

. Turn the switch ON and cowlete the following for the 'circuit.

LAM15 1 LAMP.2 RES2STOR TOTAL

9. Remove the wires you placed on the trainer.

10. Camplete the.following statements.

flow.
a. A series circuit is a circuit with path for current

b. The sum of the voltage drops should equal the
voltage..

c. Current is the throughout a series circUit.

d. Total resistance may be found in a series circuit by

the resistances of all units.

e. As units of resistance are added in a series circuit, will.

the current flow decrease, increase, or remain the same?

f. As dhits of resistance are added in a series circuit, will the

total resistance decrease, increase, or remain the same?

t

18
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11. Solve the following circuit problems.

a. Probiem No. 1.

it'. 40 A.

E

?rill in the blank,q below

LAKP I.

t.

40A.

b. Problem No. 2.

LAMP 2

20

10

TOTAL

*30 JI.

24 V
L2

Fill in the blanks below.
LAMP 1 LAMP 2 LAMP 3 TOTAL

1=111
n 30 \ 20 0

17



c. Problem-No. 3.

Fill in the blanks below.

LAMP RESISTOR

16V

d. Prcblem No. 4.

TOTAL

28V

-.2A

16 V 8 V

Fill in the blanks below.

LAMP 1 LAMP 2 RESISTOR TOTAL

18



WIRING PARALLEL CIRCUITS

OB,SECTIVES

WE 3ABR54530-II-1-P4
- April 1975

To aid you in gaining practical experience in wiring parallel circuits
using electricalddiagrams, using Ohm's Law in parallel circuits, and
checking voltage and current in parallel circuits.

CAUTIONS

Remove jewelry

Turn power OFF before wiring 'circuits or before removing and
adding circuit.components.

Be sure of. correct.multimeter Setting before making
measurements.

. 1. In the space below, the, unit,s to be included' in the circuit are a.
circuit breaker, an SPT Switch, an ammeter to indicate total current
flow, and two lamps in parallel. Use lines to represent the wires you will
place on the trainer.

2. Have the instructor check your diagram.

3. Wire the circuit.pn the trainer using your diagram as a guide.

4. Have the instructor Check your circuit.

NOTE: Circuit ammeter will be used to measure currnnt. A
multimetez will be used to measure volt ge drcps and applied
voltage. Ohm's law will be used to determine resistance.

5. Turn the switch ON and complete the following for the circuit.

LAMP 1 LAMP 2 TOTAL

19



6. In the diagram beloW., use lines t6 represent how a third light
would be wired in parallel to yoUr circuit.

-

7. Have the instructor dheck.xour diagram.

8, Turn the switch ON and complete the_following for the circuit.

LAMP. 1 LAMP 2 LAMP 3 TOTAL

9. Remove the wires you place on the trainer.

10. Complete the following statements.

a. A parallel circuit is one with or more paths for
current flow.

b. The voltage drop of a un.t in a parallel circuit should be

equal to the voltage.

c. Total current is the of the currents from each path
in a parallel circuit

d. When additional units are added in parallel in a circuit, will
the total resistance increase, decrease, or remain.the same?

e., When units are added in parallel in a circuit, will the- tolial

current increase, decrease, or remain the same?

c.

20
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11. Solve the following problems using Ohm's law.

a. Problem No. 1.-

24 V 40 (E) 30-n (i)

Fill in the blanks below.

LAZ1P I. LAMP 2

b. Problem No..2.

LAMP 3 TOTAL

Li
Fill in the blanks below.

LAMP 1 LAMP 2 LAI1P 3

21

L2 L3 L4

LAMP 4 TOTAL

ev



ProLlem No. 3.

24 V

Fill in the blanks be

LAMP 1

Li

LAMP 2 TOTAL

22

L2

/6-1-



WB 3ABR54530 -II -1 -P5
April 1975

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVES

This project will help you in learning to:

- Use electrical meters.

- Analyze electrical circuit o determine the location of opens,
shorts, and low power.

- Determine defective electrical units.

PART I

1. When a wire is broken in a circuit, it is- known as an
circuit.

2. What is the indication of an open circuit?

3. Meters that can be used to locate open circuits are

a.

b.

C.

USING A VOLTMETER TO LOCATE OPENS

4. Study the diagrams below and list the lOcation of the opens.

NOTE: Wires are identified by code, A-1, A-2, etc.

Location

23



b.

A

Location

C.

Location

24

0,1,.



Study the diagrams below and write the correct voltmeter readings by
each voltmeter on the circuits to.1wlicate the location of the'opens.
(Use 28 volts.) %

a. Location of open is switch.

b. Location of open is A-7 w,ire.

25



c. Location Of open is fuse.

d. Location of Open is- coil.

(e. Location of open is motor.

f. Location of open is L3.

26
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/6
USING THE OHMMETER TO LOCATE 9PENS

1. Study the diagrams beiow and list the location of the opens.

a.

A t Al
Is n

A4 'A5 A6 A7

b.

4- A1

Location

A-5

Location

C.

27
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PART II

1. When a positive wire is grounded and causes current,to besre-

turned in shortcuts to the source of power, it is known as a
short.

2. A positive-to-positive short is called a short when

two independent circuits will operate from switch.

3. A circuit that causes a fuse to blow or a circuit breaker to trip

has a Lrouble called a shcrt.

4. Meters that can be used to locate shorts are

a.

b.

5. Always
circuit with an ohmmeter.

6. Study the diagram below. From the meter indication, Ehre trouble

is

a circuit before checking the

4

is a

cc

7. Study the diagram below. From.the meter indications the trouble

short and its location is

AI AZ A3
flipl

28

A4e--49

AIS

401104,



/
8. Study the diagram below. With your pencil, draw in a probable

location of the short.

oc-I o so

A.

9. Study the diagram below. With your pencil, draw in a probable
location of the short.

PART III

NOTE: The diagram following will aid you in determining possible
locations of the trouble before you begin troubleshooting with the
correct meter. For instance, if the trouble occurs in circuit NC,"
study the diagram of circuit kV before using the meter to
troubleshoot the circuit.

29



1. What meter would be used to check your analysis?

a.
A -3 0

b.

13-3

A =4 A 75 A =I5G

8-4 11=5G

A diagram of the Trainer

E -3 E -4

30

...1111 sop

A

)90

Omit,
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NOTE: On the trainer assigned to you, be sure all the tro,.ible switches
to your left are OFF. 'Operate all circuits. No troUbles
should exist. Now.you are ready to troUbleshoot. Begin by
turning trouble switch No. I ON. Operate all circuits and
determine the defective circuit. Fill in the blanks below.

--TpousLE
SWITCH

DEFECTIVE CIRCUIT
OR CIRCUITS

(List letter of -circuit, A-E)

,

TYPE OF.
TROUBLE LOCATION

1

.

,

.

.... ......,

,

4

,

5
.

.

.

. .

,

S

.

9

10
_

vc.Sy$10410 ARO ,1 TU.-11HW

Owcked by

31
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PURPOSE OF STUDENT STUDY -GUM AND STUDENT WORICBCXMCS

Student Stud:. Guides and student Workbooks are train ing publications authorised ny
Air Traliting Command (ATC) for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDENT STUDY GUIDE (SSG) presents Ow information you need to complete the
unit of Instruction, or makes assignments for you to r ad in other publications which
contain the required information.

The STUDENT WORKBOOK (SWB) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowindge acquired from
US i ng the student study guide will help you perform the missions or exorcises, solve
the problems, or answer questions presentod in the workbook.

The STUDENT STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOrig MSG/WM contains bath MG and SWB
material u n d - one cover. The two trainlitg pubLicaticeis may be combined when the
SWB is not designed for you to write in, or when bath SSG and SWB -ad for yaw
to keep.

SSG. and SWBo are designed for ATC mann use only. They are upt,ited s -,,ecensary
for training purposes, Ltd axe NOT to be used on the le* as authoritative references
in preference to Technical Orders or other official publications.



VALIDATiON DATA

This programmed text on Basic Electricity,
Ohm's Law, and DC Power has been validated

on 75 students. Target population consisted

of 35 A3C students awaiting formal training
and 4t) students enrolled in ABR 54330, Elec-

trical Power Production.

The criterion test has a total of 32 responses,

with 30 out of 32 being. the standard of per-
.

formance. Any 30 correkt responses is 100%.

T!'e following results indicate time taken to
complete the ogram and scores obtained on

t.. criterion test.

Time

Scores

Range Average

7V



- Objectives -

After completing this unit of instruction, you wi'l be
able to accomplish the following:

4111
Definition of a basic elec rical circuit
Three basic parts of a circuit
Two devices used for circuit protection

1111
Device used to control the circuit
Twelve electrical symbols

4110
Definition of a voltmeter

Method of connecting a voltmeter in a circuit
Definition of an ammeter

Method of connecting an ammeter in a circuit
DefiriLion of Ohm's Law

Formula for determining current value in a circuit
Formula for determining voltage values in a circui:.
Fc,rmula for determining resistance value in a circuit
Definition of power

Unit of measure for true electrical power
dr Formula for determining true power in a DC circuit

Use applied voltage and total current flow to com-
pute the amount of power consumed in a DC circuit

go Four electrical safety precautions when working on
e le trical circuits

Ii



7CP
1. As a rower Production Specialist, you will hav occasion to work on electrical

circuits. Understanding electrical circuitry is easy if you understand and utilise
principles that always apply.

For example:

BsAtery
Power Source) F41.11'7111balise

Circuit
Breakei

Resistor,,

Figure 1. Circuit Diagram Wire is tn 1

Princip ea
1. Definition of an Electrical Circuit: A. lectrica1 circuit is

defined as a cloned pal& of current flow.

2. A. Baeic E1ectrica7 Circuit: The three basic pertsaian opera-
time circuit consist ora 'Ewer source, conductor, and a unit cat resisnance
which form a riddled (co., or current flow. (flee Fig. -I. )

3. Protectie Devices: Protective devices protect circuits in case of
o*--:-Fds or malfunctions. Protractive devices conetst af fusee and circuit
br fakers.

wi tc h es : A switch is a derice used to control the circuit try making ?r
changing connections.

Carefully study Figure 1 and the four
principles, then turn the page and
answer the following questions.

1



Electrical circ its are represented by wiring diagrams where symb3ls are used
identity spou.fic electrical =its, just as symbols are used to identify °heads

\ on a road map.

2, 1

a.

S.

liefer to the circuit diagram and principles on tbe previous page and
write the name beside each of tbs following symbols, and Label those
ttat are protective devices With a "I:":

R!tflbOj Name Protective Devices

F4ure 2

Place

wilm11

VIMMIIIMI!,

POW Tin MOM TO*
-r
it!lowut souft a

MIST
CONOucT1)01

Figure 3

2. '41 an "X" bedside each of the following True statements:

a. Figure 2 above is an electrical circuit.

b. Figure 3 above is a basic electrical circuit.

Figure 2 is not an electrical circuit becikuss it is °pea
and therefore not a complete path for current flow.

a. Figure 3 has the 3 basic parts of an electrical circuit.

An.swera: 2.1 a. battery 2. 2 X b.
b. resisior X c.
c. fuse P --7 d.

circuit breaker lY
e. switch



2. S

!Vire 4

Refer to Figure 4 above anal place an "X" beside each True statement listed
below:

...M11..

a. If the switch is in the closed position th,..!re would
be a complete path for current flow.

b. Thera are four protective devices in the circuit.

C. There is a power source, conductors, and two resistors
in the circuit.

There is oe.ly one control device in the circuiL,

1 2. 4 Write the missing Winne in the following statemerts: (Refer to Figure 4
if necessary)

a. An electric circuit is defined as having a

current flow.

b. The three basic parts of a circuit are the

and units og

C. Teo devices used for circuit protection are and

d. The device uaed to control the circuit is tie

2. 5 The three basic or essential parts of an electrical circuit are

path for

source,

.11=.111.1MIWIRK.

.01.11..!WYNIIM

Ammer*:

2. 3 X b.

2. 3

fusee, conductors, and switches.
power source, resistance. and conductors.
battery, insulators, and resistance.
fusee; power source, and conductors.

2.4 a, complete
b. power, conductors. resistance
c. ruses, circuit éers

switch

3
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Much of your time will be spent troubleshooting equipment you are required to
maintain. In order to understand bOW a system or a component operates, you
Lauat be able to identify the following electrical devices end their symbols:

Devic e illustration Symbol

1. Battery

Baiter,' Call

3. T-trap

10.

1 2 ,

Switct

Ground

Fuse

Circuit Breaker

Fixed Resistor

Rheostat

D. C. Generator

Voltmt ter

Ammeter

da:z6

1111

--I IL-

OEM



Refer to tbe previous page (only if you need to) and Label each of the
following cymbals:

Turn the page d check yuur answers



Answer: 3. 1

General=

1.1a.a1P

Ammeter

fazza

Fix d R &stator Fixed Resistor

IlattgzyS,EIL_

Fuse

Voltmeter

tiala tat

Ratiery

/F./



3 2 Match each electrical device with ita symbol by placing the number of the
device in tbe sr wrists blank.

Device*

1. D. C. Generator

2. Ammeter

3. Ground

4. Battery Cell

5. Voltmeter

IS. &witch

7. Rhoontat

8. Circuit Breaker

9. ruse

Lamp

U. Fixed Resistor

12. Ninety-

....1111.

1.11

011,1..

7

Symbol

=e

-NAMF-



Answers: 3.2

Devices

1. D. C. Generator 12

2. Ammeter

3. Ground 10

4. Battery Cell 6

5. Voltmeter 3

6. Switch 9

7. Rheostat 8

8. Circuit Breaker 11

Fuse

Lamp

11. Fixed resistor

.0111

5

12. Battery 2

^..°...11#



MEA.SUREMENT OF VOLTAGE

4. Measurement of Voltage (EMF): The instrument for measuring voltage is the
nungrarg. Figure 6 illustrates the correct way oi using the voltmeter to read
the voltage drop of the load resistor. Note that the voltmeter is connected direct-
ly &erase dui load - parallel.

BATTERY

Figure 6. Voltmeter Connection

4, 1 A voltmeter ix a device used to measure the difference in
force between two witita.. in a circuit.

4. 2 To connect a voltmeter in a circuit, you would always connect it in
(circle one) with the load.

4. 3

series - parallel

Remember, a voltmeter is cotmected in par&liel directly
ACROSS tbe load to messure its voltage drop'. When con-
necting a voltmeter &cross a battery, connect positive to
positive, and negative to negative. (This is referred to as
proper polLrity). To measure voltage output of a power
source the voltmeter is connected across the outNt terminals
of the power source.

Figure 7

The voltmeter le Figure 7 is connected
in (select one)

a. parallel with the load.
series with the load.

Answers: 4. 1 electromotive 4. 2 parallel

9

4, 3 a,
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MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT

5: Current ilk measured with an AMMETER. Figure 8 illustrates the proper
wuy of connecting tne ammeter. The instrument is put in SERIES with the
load (resistance) so that the total current flows through it. Notice that the
positive terminal of the animeter is connected to the positive terminal of
the battery. If the connections were reversed, the meter would deflect in
the wrong direction and the impact of the needle against the stop marker
might bend it ns iderabl y .

Ammeter Cannot-Um (arisa)

Figure b.

5. 1 The ammeCer is used in a circuit to meabare

,I,

a. voltage.

b. resistance.

c. current.

d. power.

Answer: 5, 1 X c.

10



Part B of Figure 9 shows the WRONG way at using the ammeter. Notice that,
with this circuit, tte tssimeter Ls directly across the battery terminals. The
carter is not designed to withstand even moderately high voltages. Consequently,
connece.ng an ammeter across the line will usually burn out the meter movement.

- Correct Lie

Figure 9

- Incorrect Lie

6.1 in wtach at. he'risslic. in Figure 10 below is the ammeter properly

connected - (1), (2), or (3) ?

(1) (2) (3)

Figure 10

rule nw .
1W. A (2)

/



5.2 To measure the current flow in a circuit, you would connect the

ammeter in

11100

5.^

a. Parallel with I. Ad by connecting the negative
.14

side of circuit and positive lead to positive side.

b. Series with the load by connecting the negative

lead to posit:14e side of the cIrcult and positive

lend tci negative side.

c. Parallel with the load by connectirg negative

lead to positive side pf circuit and ijositive

lead to negative side.

d. Series with the load by connecting the nwative

lead to negative side of circuit and positive lead

to positive side.

Answer: 6.2, X d.
1

12

4.

Ntt



G. 3 Label the voltmeter and ammeter tbat are properly kooneeted in the
_following circuits and

to identify the deviee used:

B.

Answer:

7,

6. 3a r

13

6. 3b
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Thereis a definite relationship between Current IA Voltage CE), and Resistance
(11) in circuit. This relationship is known as Ohm's Law.

Ohm's Law states that current varies

directly with the voltage and inversely

with the resistance.

From this laW you can see that' there are two separate relaticinships that affect
current:

a. The relationship of current and voltage (current varies directly
with the voltage).

b. The relationship of current and resistance (cuirent Varies inversely
with the resistance).

A

First let's discuss the Mat relationship - that of wrent and voltage. We said
that current yaries directly with the voltage. Simlfy stated this means that
current increases as voltage is ihcfeased. The reverse is also true.

el`

7. 1 Place an X by the true statemente.
a

a.

b. Current varies inversely with the voltage.

c. Current varies dL ectly with the voltage.

d. When voltage decreases current dicriases.

When voltage increases, currelit decreases.

Answer: 7. 1 X c.
X d.



The seiond reionship that affects current is that of current and resistance. We'
said that current varies tnverssy with the resistance. This means thst current
decreases as res1i1i1iiised. Inversely in this senil means that, as
one value (resistance) increasest. the other value (current) decreases. The re-
verse It also true.

7. 2 Place an X by the true statenienis,

1111!

Current varies.,inverseli with resistance.

b. Current increases as rests

C.

ce is increased.

Current increases as resistance is decreased.

Current varies directly with the resistance,

7. . COMplete Ohm's Law by inserting the missing words in the spaces

provided.

Ohm's Law states that current

with the voltage and

resistance.

with the

4

15
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8. Ohm's Law is expremissed in formulas. These formulas are used to solve for
values of current, voltage, and reiistance in circuits. Before ybu'can use these for-
mulas you must learn the symbols for cur-.'ent, voltage, and resistance.

4.

The electrical symbol for current la 'the letter I.

The electrical symbol for voltage or eXectromdilite force is E.

The electrical symbol for resistance is ft.

8. 1 a. E is the electrical symbol for

or

b. I is the electrical symbol for

c. R is the eleCtrical symt61 for

4!

enIMMIIMIMIMINIWII=1!

A.

Answers: 3. 1 a. electromotive force
b. current

resistance

16

or voltage



r,The Ohm's law triangle will help TN understand the relationship of current,
to_4age and resistance.. It will also aid you in determining the correct formulae
for solv.ing problems of -elect:deal values\

The letters of this triangle are arranged into the followirro formulis to shOW the
relatiOnship of eurrents voltage, and.resistadce.

The forniula for 'computing voltage it, E s Is R.

The fortoula for coMputing iesistance is R

ii

-"f

9. I Now you use thephm's Law triangle to determine theA formula for
ciirrent. Write your answer in the space provided.

Answer : 9. 1 E

17

19c).
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a

Vt.

a,

ka

.-

.4 A

9. 2 In the incomplete Ohm's Law triangles below, fill in the, missing letters.

a. a.

Vie three equations will enable you too find any on; of the three factors
(current, voltage or resistance) if you know the other two. An,easy waY
to remember the °three relationships,is to use the'Ohm's Lavkidaagle as
shown in Figure il below.

re time ItawyelltOrlsCS
Mose ral I *se Strife
IC eV I Li mpicavls

r Flee II tempi ptacit
neo ve. i aP eivVIS
$11 1$111C$TIM

T$ flee I RINCVs/ PIACI
room evil t1/4Ame eekTITLY
111Aveter.leie

Z r alt

By placing your fthger over the us;known factor, the relative positions
of the other two known factors will tell you what to do.

If one is above ttie other, divide. 3If they are beside eacdother, such
'as 1 and R, then multiply:

Figure 11 explaiaS this in detail.

et3

4fr

a

.10

.

AngW,311:

#r
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f

149V9.3 In the blank Ohm's Law triangle below, fill in all the sy lir Garrote -
yoltave, and resistance.

9. 4 Using the letters you insrtecl in the triangle - complete the formula for
computing voltage.

.r

9.,5 Again, using the letters in the triangle, complete the formula for emu-
puting current.

9.6 Complete the formula for resistance.

4

a ,

Dar

/Answers: 9.3 9.4 E =. I z it 9.5

R 9.6

19

1/I



1.

f

10.1 Place each symbol in the-Ohm's Law
sents:

4=1111111...1.1111a

16.0.m.

Power

Resistance

Electron

Voltage

Current_

Ion

next to the term it repre-

10. 2 The formula for computing current in a circuit is

a. I = Ex R

b. l = E/R

c. R E//

d. I = R/Ei

....11!.=

10.3 The formula for Computing voltage in a cirtuit is

..1117.1.

a.

b. R

C.

d. E Ix R

10.4 The formula for %Coniputing re4istance in a circuit is

a. I E/R

.. b. R =

c. Rx E/
I

d. H =ExI

,=11111.11.

Answers: 10. 1 R Resistance 10. 2 X b.
Voltage 10. 3 Ir

-T. Current 10.4 rc.

29
20
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I

11.1 Ctimplete the following statements.

a.. The formula for computing current in a circuit

I.
b. The formula for computim %vita° in a circuit

c. The formula for compu resistanctrin a circuit

is

AV

Answers: 11.1 'a.
b.

C.

21
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0 a

14,
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12. Power is simply defined as the rate of doing work. The unit of meastre for
true electrical power is the watt or kilowatt.. A kilowatt equals 1000 watts.
A 100-watt electric light bulb requires abdut 1 amper:e of current. A 10 horse-
power motor rehuires about 75 amperes or, roughly, 7500 watts.

12.1 Powetr is defined as the

.44.1.1.4

a. rate of enetgy used. 4*

b. rate of time iequireil to use energy.

e. rate of doing Work.

d. - rate of work required for a horsepower.

12,2 The watt it a unit Of measure for

a. apparent power.

b. voltage.

e. total amperes.

d. true power.

ME4M[1.1MMIIMa

GEN,,14.10

Answer: 12.1 X C.

12.2 - X d.

22
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13. It is important to know the values 4 voltagi, cUrretits abncrtesistance in a cir-, ff.
cult', although we are really more concerned with ele4trical power (watts). liar
determinalhe watts at electrical power being consumed in a. circuit, the power
formula' PExI may be used.

12 2 Watts

Voltage (Measured in volts).

Current (measured in 'Amperes)

k circuit with in applied voltage of 120 volts and a curreni flow of 5 amperes,
will consume 120 z 5 or 600 watts.

a.

t

.1*

13.1 A formula for computing DC power is

=11.111. a. sp = I x R

h. P E.111110

c. P = E -x I

Answer: 13.1 X c.

23



.

... 13.2 aexiptitT and e!ater the ,;r4Aue of tx)wer of the ioilowts$ schematic.

rraps is the speces;pdisfi rovided, ak...,i

13.3 The formula. tor CO lower

watts

loswer., 13.2 a.. watts 13.3 P S%1
b. P s 330 watts
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14. Most electrical injuries ere caused by carelessness.; or overconfidence in hand-ling equipment. Most personnel are likely,to Ma* in terms of high voltsge, butdeath lies in the low voltages too.
,)

Electric shock may cause instant death or unconsciousness, cessation of breath-
ing. and burns of all degrees.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN WORIaNG ON
ELECTRICAL ,CTRCUITS ARE't

Use ,nsulating matting

Remove hand jewelry

Wear dry clothing

Avoid touching exposed terminals

Safety is a part of everyone's job. It is the responsibility of every person to
exercise precautions to insure that personnel will not be injurel or killed.

21
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14. 1 Place an X by the four electrical safety precautionS to be observed
when working on electrical circuits.

=111!

*LP

a. WEar steel-capped safeihy 5hoes4wheh world* on

eleciTical equipment.

b. Stand on insulated matting.

c. Use cloth matting.

d. Remove rings, watches, etc.

e. Wear rubberized suit at all times while working

on electric:401 circuits.

f. Wear dry clothing.

Use both hands while touching exposed

terminals.

h. Avoid touching exposed terminals.

Answer: 14. 1 X b.
-3r d.

f.
h.

a
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Nt

IIIITERJON EXA.MI.NATIoN
(Place check ( I) by the cogsect answer in the followillg
questions)

I. An 4elseti:ical circuit is defined as having a
a

a. . potential voltage and resistance.

complete path for current flow.

c. complete path for reiistance.

S set of fuses and Switches.
A

-,4

2. The three essential parts of air electrical circuit are
_

a. cond.ctori, fusessand switches.

b. fuses, power source, and conductors.

c. power source, resistance, and conductor

cl. insulators, power sourcetandresistaiide.

Two devices used for protection of an electrical circuit are

Insulators and switches.'

b. circuit breakers and switches.

c. fuses and circuit breakers.

d. switches and fume.

27.

oi

4



each electrical device with its symbol liiiplacing the limber of the'
the appropriate blank.

Devices

1. D. C. Generator

Z. A.mmeter

Ground

4. Battery Cell

5. Voltmeter

G. Switch

1. Rheostat

8. Circuit Breaker

9. Fuse

10. Lapp

11. Fixed Resistpr

12. Battery

EMMIII

.44 wo4,4.,,,

28

bfmbol

$--11
4- -

4

-41
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4. :114 qr.

The °plummet used to control'an electrical circuit is 116

a. fuse.

fixed resistor.

C. switch.

d. voltmeter.

,
wommesomm

k.

Th,è device Used to measure the difference in electromotive fOrce between

çi points in a circuit is the-

wwwFlo..1

veltmeter.

b. ammeter.

ohmmeter.

d. wattmeter.

The method used to connect a voltmeter in a circuit is by connecting it in

a. parallel with the bad.

b. series with the load.

c. frontal the load.

d. back of the load.

mill11111111

=111M.

=.....

3. To measure the currott flow in a circuit, you would use a/an

a. volttheter.

b. ammeter.

c. ohmmeter.

d. wattmetir9."

29
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9. To measure the current !Loa' in a circuit, yvu would connect the ammeter in

eNEMMITI!

am.elelMe

a. series with the load by connectiitg the itegitive lead to
negative side of circuit and positive lead to positive side.

.
b. - series with the load by connecting the neeative lead to si

poeittire side of the circuit and positive lead to negative
side.

c. paraAel with. the load bY connecting the negattive lead to
negative side of circuit and positive lead to positive side.

-d. parallel with Mit load by connecting negative leads to positive
side of circuit and positive lead to negative side.

Iv4
A

10. Ohm's Law states that current varies

mom.

a. directly with the voltage and inversely with the resistance.

b. inversely with the voltapi add directly *ith the resistance.

c. directly with the resistance and invereely with the poxiier.

d. inversely with the resistance and directly with the power.
A

(
11. The formula for computing current value ta circuit is

etmemeler
a. I E

b. E IxR

d. BE

30

(

or,

e

e
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12. The form.uk for conspeting voItage values is a drott Is

ONIMMMINERIN

13. The formula for computing resist:Kr

a. I =

b. E IxR
C. R E

d. E z I

14. Power is defined as the

a. rate of doing work.

b. arnount of eneriy used.tommINM

circuit is
.

a

wc. time required to use energy.

d. work requiied for a horsepower.

The watt is a unit of measure for

apparent powir

b. resistance.

C. true power.

d. knovitt=8,...

4

31
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18. The formula for computine DC power is

a. PzIxli
b. P z E

c. IxE.
d. P z E

17. The amount of po'wer consUMed ill this DC circuit is"

.1

a. 88 watts

b. 188 vbzatts.?

c. 288 watts.

d. 388 watts.

'14

tt

18. Check ( Il) the four electriCal safety precautions that should be observed when

working on electrical circuits.

...
a.111MIO

It-N, Use insulating matting

b. kUse any type of matting

c. Remove hand jewelry

d. Wear dry clothing

e. Have potential voltage at all times

1. Have meters available

g. Never compute voltage of a line circuit

h. Avoid tauchirg exposed terminal'

32
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES AND WORKBOOKS

Study Guides and Workbooks are trainiqg pUblications authorized by Air Training
Command (ATC) for student use in ATC courses.

-

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need, to complete the unit
of instruction, or-makes assignments.for you to read in other publications which
contain the required information

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you achieve
the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge acquired froni
using the student study guide will help yoU perform the missions.or.exercises,
solve the problems, or answeTestions presented in the, workbook.

ME STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SGIWB) contains both SG and WB material
- under one cover. The two training publications may be conibined when the WB
../ is not designed.for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issued for you

to keep.

Ili

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are update4 as nec-
essary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative
references in preference to Technical Orders or other official publications.



A

VALIDATION DATA I

This programmed text on DC Series Circuits has
'be4en validated .un 33 air.men enrolled in Al3R 54,330,Electrical Power Production Course.

.2/6

Tt le Criterion Examination has a total of 15 responses,witW14 out of the 15 being the standard of per.formance.Fourteen correct responses is 100%.

The following results indicate time taken to completethe program and scores obtained on the Criterion
Examination.

TIME

SCORE

IIANGE

25- 90
Minutes

AVERAGE

54
Minutes

80 - 100% 94(g)

Ninety-four percent of the students scored 90% or better.



4.

- Learning Objectives -

After completing this unit of instruction you will be able to accom-
plish the following:

4

Recognize from a list of statements the one that
defines a series circuit as having only one path for
current flow.

from a list of statements the cffiracteristics
of ies circuit as being:

Current flow will be the same.througholit
the circuiL.

Applied voltage is equal to the sum of the
voltage drops across all resistors.

410 Total resistance is equal to the sum of the
individual resistors.

Solve for unknown values of voltage, curient, resistance,
and power using electrical formulas and circuit charac-
teristics when given series circuit schematics and
sufficient known values.



INTRQDUCTION

z

In any- type of work that utilizes the effects of electron flow, a

krlowledge of series cireuits is desirable. None Of the effects

accompanyinkelectron flow.. . . . heat:Jig, Iighting, or magnetic

effects . . ; would be possible withcut the use of electrical

circuits. ,

Many electrical devices can be utilized more effectively if the

operator has a knowledge of the circuits used to supply the current
4b

for the operation of the device. The purpose of this package is to

give, in simplified form, conventional methods of solving problems

involving current, . voltage, and repistance by the use of basic

formulas and the characteristics o: the series circuit.

A



In the drawings below, yOu will -see how a series circuit compares to a
hydraulic tyste m.

SEITRICTION

S.

1

ISLINSTOttlt)

NESISTORMI

You will notice that in both drawings the fluid 3r current has only one path
to flow.

Check (I) the true statement..

) 1. A circuit that has Mo or more resistors connected end-
to-end to form two separate paths for current flow is a
series circuit.

:4

( A circuit that has one or more resistors connected to
provide only one path for current flow is a series ccuit,

( '3. A circuit with tWo or more resistors each providing a sqaarate
. ,path for current flow is a series circuit.

Answer: 2.

2 i 9

4



In any practical circuit certain components are necessary. in a series
circuit, the rage#red components are a source of voltage, conductors.z afuse or other prbtective device, a switch for circuit control, and one orMore units of resistance. The components must be connected with onlyone path for current flow.

Place a check (1) by the circuits that are connected in series.

1.

1.

2.

OPEN

4.

ca/1

Answer: 1.
2.

3

-0



A series _circuit is one in which
,there is only one path through
which the voltage can force
current.

7

A circuit which has two or more
paths through which current can
flow is called a- parallel circuit.

A circuit that has two resistors,
each with a path for current flow,
and one resistor through which all
current rpust flow to return to the
voltage source Ia a series-parallel
circuit. As its name imPlies, and
the drawing illustrates, series-
parallel circuits are combinations
of series and parallel circuits.

RI

4 \.#Rrl10='dV\AAr
CURRIEPIT FLO*

MEMO

mice- CIRCUIT

ONE PATH ma

I 2
PATH PATH

Q/5

RI

3

PATH

CuitiwAT PLO

4V
PARALLEI.
CIRCUIT

11MMIIII!
4V AMID PARALLEL

CIRCUIT

L--41. CURRENT PLOW

An electrical circuit that has only one path for current flow is known as a

=11WIIMMWIlib

,=de

a. 'parallel circuit.

b. parallel-series circuit.

e. series-paiallel circuit

d. series circuit.

(Check the correct answer),

Answer: d.

4



Now that you know the deliAition of a series circuit, let us discuss its
acteristics. ,Firsto we sellearn the char4cteristics of resistance. The
total resistance is the sum of the individual resistors in the circuit. Thus,

.,* 20-ohm resistor and two 50-ohm registors connected in series would
hive a total tesistance (Rt) of 120 ohms.

Study the diagram below.
Symbol for Ohms

POR 'WOMBS

RS SO".

IQ 4%' 40 00 4 + SO4"' ISO

oit

1204%

Place a check (I) by the statement that describes the characteristics of
resistance in a series circuit.

1. The total eesistince'is equal to the voltage divided
by the sum of the individual resistors.

2. The total restitance is equal to the sum of the individual
resistore diiidee by current.

3. The total resistance is the sum of the individual resistors.

Answer:

4.



cs2/7

The total resistance in a series circuit is equal to the sum of the individualresistors. Written as>a formula, we have Rt Hi + R2 + R3. This formula
merely means that to find total resistance of a series circuit, add up all theseparate resistances in the cireuit. If you had a circuit where the resistance*of R1 was 5 Ohms, R2 was 10 ohms, and R3 was 15 ohms, the total resistancewould be 5 + 10 + 15 30 ohms.

The total resistance-ior a circuit is determined as illustrated in the diagrambelow.

R 50

Res 25 41-

R3* 75".
R tI 50 41-

RI- 50-n-

R

Place a check (I) by the statement that describes a characteristic of aseries circuit.

1. The total resistance is equal to the sum of the
individual resistors in the circuit.

2. The total resistance is equal to the sum of the
resistors divided by the number of resistors in
the circuit.

Answer: %./ 1.

6
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Now; lot.'us make'sure we understand the information presinged up to this
point. If .you do not select the correct answers to the- following questions,

, return to Page. 2 and review the information. If you ielectithe correct
answers turn to Page 8 and continue through the package.

A circuit that has reclaims connected eo that there is only one path
for current flow is known as a

parallel-seiiee circuit

parallel circuit.

series-parallel circuit.

series circuit.

(Check the cbrrect answer)

2. This formula Rt =.Ri 4- R2 expresses the chazacteristic of a

a. simple circuit.

b parallel circuit.

c. series circuit.

woolwlmOINIIIP

d. series-parallel circuit.

(Check the correct answer)

3. Determine the total resistance of this circuit.
Nieto".

Rt

Rt = NI MI

JIM

Answers: 1.
2.

404%.

7

.

4
1,



The next characteristic of a series circuit deals with current. In a Vies
circuit, thete is only one path for current flow; when it leaves the volhtge
source it is forced ttriugh each resistor Therefore, the same ambunt of
current ?tows in each part of the circuit.-

Place a check (I) by the statement(s) that define(s) the characteristics of
a series circuit.

1 The total resistance is equal' to the sum of the
individual resistors in the circuit,

2. The current will divide equally between thp
resistors in the circuit.

3. IThe total resistance is equal to the sum of the
-individual resistors multiplied by the number

L_.

of resistors.

4. The same amount of current flows through each
resistor in the,circuit.

aft.

Answer: ,/ 1.
V 4.

8



siiieries circuit the same amount of current flows in each part of the
circuit. This statemenfmeans that ityou have iwo amps of current at
the first resistor, any other place in the aame circuit will have two amps .

of current. Wf measure the curieent with akammeter. Regardless of whexe
we place the ammeter in the circuit it wtilNwead two amps.

\,
&tidy the diagram below.

si

The current through R R2, and R3 will be two amps; total current will
be two amps.

Place a check ( /) by the statement(s) that describe(s) the characteristics of
a series circuit.

=1

=IIII

=1.1VIMMIN.

1. The current flow is equal to the sum of the amps
at each resistor.

2. The current is equal th the sum of the amps at each
resistor multiplied by the total resistance.

Tha total resistance is equal to the sum of the
individual resistors in the circuit.

cPA1

4. The total resistance is equal to the current times the voltage.

, 5. The c-urrent flow is equal to the resistance times the voltage.

The current flow is the same throughout the circuit.

Answer: 3.
V 6.

9



Opposition to current flow through a resistor causes a voltage drop acrossthe resistor. In other wofds, each resistor consumes a share of the avail-
able voltage. Each resigor, then, uses less than the total voltage applied
to the circuit. However, the S um of the voltage drops will equal the applied
voltage. The formula for finding applied voltage, then, would be Et = El +E2 E3 etc.

Study the diagram below.

The amount at Ei, E2, and
E3 is the voltage drop at that
resistor.

E1 = 50V
Ea.= 25V

=75V

i, A

Place a check ( i) by the true statement.

01MIN=1..

NIP Rs Ts."..

Each resistor will consume the same voltage,
regardless of the amount of resistance.

The same voltage flows through each unit of
resistance.

3. The sum of the voltage drops in a series circuit
is equal to the applied voltage.

10
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You min novi see that .characteristic of a Series circuit is that ths
applied voltage is equal sum of the voltage drops across all resis-
tors. Or, stated another ways applied voltage will equal the sum of all
the separate voltage drops.

Place a check (A by the. statemengs) that describe(s) the characteristics
of a series circuit.

1. The current flow will divide among the resistors
according to the amount of resisUnce.

2. Applied voltage is equal to the sum of the voltage
drcips across.all resistors.

3. *Total resistance is equal to the sum of the individual
resistors in the circuit.

Applied voltage is equal to the current divided by
resistance at each restator.

5. Thetotal resistance in the circuit will be less than
the sum of the, individual resistors.

.0

The current flow is the same throughout the circuit

Answer:

11



Let's review the information on the definition and characteristics of a
series circuit. If cyou,do not select the correct answers to the following
question, return toRitge--irand review the information. If.you select
the correct apswer, continue through the package.

Check ( 4 ) the statements that define or describe the characteristics of
.a series circuit.

=nme

11

=11=1....

1. A circuit that has only one path for current flosi.

A circuit that has more than one path for current
flow is a series circuit.

3. . The total resistance is equal to the sum of the
individual resistors in the circuit.

1 4. The current flow will divide among each individual
resistor.

5. The total resistance will divide equally among the
resistor

6. The current flow is the same throughout the circuit.

7. Applied voltage is equal to th`e sum of the voltage
drcps across all resistors.

The voltage drop at each resistor will be the same.

fr.

Answer:



,Now that you know the definition and characteristics of a series circuit, let
us briefly review Ohm's Law before proceeding into circuit analysis. We
find that current in a circuit is directly proportional to the applied voltage,
and inversely proportional to the resistance. ,Ohm's Law, then, can be stated
as a mathematical formula I = E/R, R E/I, and E = I x R. Knowing any
two of the quantities in the formula (I, R, or E), the third quantity can be
calculated. Example: Given E = 10V and R = we can find I by using
I = EIR. I = IONT = 2A. The Ohm's Law triangle will help you remember the
formula. -11--

The formula for finding the unknown quan-
tity or value will be given by covering
the unknown factor of the triangle and per-
forming the simple mathematical problem
left showing.

Example: Given E = 701(and I = 7A,
solve for R.

In the triangle you cover the "R," which
telfit you to divide the value of I into the
value of E. Then R = 70V = 10

7A

Solve the problem below, an91'mark through the letter in the triangle that gives
you the correct formula.

I 2A

= 15

go7P..(

Answer: 30V

13
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We use. Ohm's law t9 determine the total %slue of curtent, voltage, or
resititance of a circuit. We also use Ohm's law to determine the value
of current, voltage, or xesistance*.at each resistor. Let us analyze a
circuit Ihatlas a 120 volt source and twp .30 ohzin resiitors in series. ,

In itis cue, we know the total
voltage is 120V. We add the value
of the individual resistors + 30' .
= 60 -4%. ) to determine the total
resistance.

ma SO .1%. Now we have two.pf the total values':
1.20V anci:60-A- . We use I = E/R

RI 10-0-

4. to determine the current - 120V = 2A.
1-07.

Now you try one. What is the total current flow in the lollowing circuit?

1

, 4

Answer: 3A

14



Now we will determine the' voltage values (voltage drop) at individuaI
reilatort and the total circuit values (applled rltage). detennine the
voltage drop at a resistor, we must know the amount of resistance in the
resistor and the durrent flow through the resistor.

In ads circuit, we know the amountoi resistance at R1 (25-n- ),, and the
current through Rt (2A). The voltage drop at R1 would equal 25-eN- x 2A.

The voltage drop at R1 would be 50V.
The voltage drop at R2 would be 50V.

Determine the voltage drop at each resistor in the circuit below.

I* 2A

Answer: Ri = 60V; R2 = 60V.

16
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When we determine the current through an indiVidua.1 resistor, we must
also know two of the three values at the resistor.

We know two values at R1

60V and 30 We use the
4

formula I = E/171(

60V = 2A. We have determined

the current flow thrciugh R la

Since the current is the same throughout the circuit, all we must do is
determine the current at one point to know the tail current in the circuit.
Therefore, the total current through the circuit above is 2A.

What is the total current flow in the following circuits?

1.
4-

ffT:11,0 Ra 6 304

8 3 6 110 1%^

2.. E1 .40y

.ETIrICOlf RI KIP".

I M.

Answer: 1. 2A
2. 4A

15
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. Now, lets.us determine the re t tance. of an individual resiltor, and the total
resistance of a circuit. n Ohm's law is applied to an individual resistor,
we must know the % A drop at the resistor, and the current flow through
the resistor.

)

A

.
To determine the ohms at R1, we
divide the amount of voltage drop
(2(W) by th,e amount of current (2A).
The formula is R = 111 20V 10.A.

The resistance at R2 is 15.",

.if we.know. the resistance at each resistor, we add these values to obtain the
total resistance in the circuit.

De.ermine the total resistance in the circuit below.

ft so v

12A 111 1111

Answer: BO

18



As you know, the total voltage of a series cir,dit is equal to the sum of the
voltage drops in the circuit. Therefore, if we determine the voltage drop
at each resistor, and add these values, we know the applied voltage.

,sio-n-

s sit
Another method used
Law. We must know
cuiL When we know
ing equation: E = I

0.23'

First we determine the voltage drop
at R1. 10-06 x 3A = 30V. Then
we determine the voltage drop at R2.
10-eu x 3A = 30V.
Et =30V + 30V = 60V.

na la 10 all.

to determine the total voltage is through the use of Ohm's
the total resistance and the current flow through the cir-
the two values (resistance and current) we use the, follow-
x R.

R1 ;0."..
First we must find total resistance

+ 10-A- = 20 .

Now, we multiply the total resistanced,
) by .the current (3A).

Et = 3A x 20-ft = 60V.

Determine the applied voltage of the circuits below.

1. 2.

Answer: 1

2.
120V
150V

17
)
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TO determine the tOtal resistance nf a circuit, we must know the applied
voltage and the current flow in the 'circuit. If we knOw the two values.
(applied voltage and current), we divide the current into the voltage to find
the total resistance. Use. the equation: R =

If we knçw the applied voltage and
the current, we divide tile current ,
into the voltage to determine total
resistance.

180V = 454t-47
Notice that we do not determine the
resistance of each resistor.

Determine the total resistance in the circuit below.

ni

Answer: 404..

19



At this point, we know hovi-q determine the total voltage, durrent, -and
'resistance of a circuit;, we .4.e....1mow 'how to determine the values of
Individual resistbrs./ Now, we will determine the power eipended in a
circuit or resistor. When voltage causes Currept flow in a circuit, work
is dime.. The rate at which this work is done is'called the power rate,
and it is measured in watts. The symbol PjadicateS electrical power.
It is equal to the voltage across a circuit multiplied by the current through
the circuit. Thus, the basic power formUla is P E.

In this circuit, we haire the
required values (total voltage
and current) necessaiy to2

ETsfapv determine the _Pciwer.4
I ,4

P=IxE= 4A x 120V = 480 Watts

Determine the)2ower consumed in the circuit below.

a2)

Answer: 300 W

20
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To determine the power consumed at an individual resistor, we must
know the amount of voltage drop and the amount of current at the resistor.
Remember, you multiply the current times the voltage to determine thepower. .P .5 current x voltage.

z
Determine the power consuied at each resistor in the circuit below.

To determine the power at RI, we
would multiply the amps times
voltage.
P=IxE=2Ax4OV=80W.

Power at R3 would be 120W.

P1IL

RI WA.

I I A

*41

Answer: P1 = 120W; P2 = 40W; P3 = 60W.

21.0.



Now, 'let us inalyze.a circuit and utilize some of the information just
covered. In the circuit below, we must determine b3tal resistance,
voltage drop at R2, and the resistance at R3.

+

10 A + 30-A-

First, we determine the voltage
drop at R1.
E=Ix11=4,Ax5"- = 20v

N.

ET tIOY NT*

I 4411

We divide 4A into 40 volts to
obtain the resistance at R3

40v = 10-A-

.

22

Pt& iiA
Lie

2 )'')

c33

Next we determine
the voltage drop at R2
4A x 15-A- = 60v

We now add the two values
(20v + .60v = 80v) and subtract
this value (80v) from the
applied voltage which gives
us the voltage drop at R3.

120v (Et) - 80v = 40v



Determine the unknown values in the circuit below.

If

4

Ras tea%

Atesib.

Answer: Ri 10.4% E2 = 15V; Rt = 30^-

23
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When analyzing a circuit, make use of the known values, and remember the formulas:

R = E//, I = E/R, E = I x R, and P = I x E.

5. 30%' (E1) + 15V (E2) + 45V (E3) = 90V
or

30-r%-(Rt) x 3A = 90V

6. We multiply the
current times the
total voltage to
determine the total
power.

3A x 90V = 270

1. The two known values in this case are at
R1. We divide the 10."- into the 30V to
determine the current in the circuit.

30V = 3A

PTs._JW

c235-

2. Now, we know two values at
R2 - Current and.Résistance.

Rig10.A. 3A x 5-rt. = 15V
El 830V

11215ft
E2

WI
R3 n -A-

E3 45V
P3

We also know two values at
R3 - Current and Voltage.
45V =

IA- I

4. To determine pt)wer at 2 Resistor, we
multiply the current times the voltage
at that resiEtor.
3A x 45V = 135W

4""



Determine the unknown values in the circuit below.

1
Ras so...
Is a 9471,

lit* iiho6I. V

Answer: = 3A; E2 = 120V, Et = 270V; Rl = 20-0N-
Pt

Rt
= 810W

= ;

25
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CRITERION EXAMINATION

(You mus-t answer correctly 14 out of 15 items
to satisfactorily complete tiffs unit)

I. An electrical circuit that has only one path for current flow is known
as a

=111111EVINI

a. parallel circuit.

b. parallel-series circuit.

c. series circuit.

d. series-parallel circuit.

2. Place an "S" by each statement that describes the characteristics of
a seC.Is circuit.

1111W

..rwa.11

a. A circuit containing two or more units of resistance,
each having a separate path of current flow.

Total resistance is equal to the sum of the individual
resistors in the circuit.

c. The current flow is the same throughout the circuit.

d. The same voltage value is applied to each unit of
resistance.

e. Has only one path for current flow.

f. Total current divides among reststors in proportion
to their resistance.

Total resistance is less than that of any single resistor.

Applied voltage is equal to the sum of the voltage droce
across all resistors.

26



Determine the animoun values in each of the following' circuits. =II
Ili id%

RI go .ofa..

NI 111 *%.

lig io-n-
Ira elolf

27
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z

Et = V

A

133 = W
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E3 = V
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VALIDATION DATA

This programmed text on Parallel DC Circuits has
been validated on 39 students.. Target population con-
sisted of 39 students enrolled in ABR 543 3 G, Electri-
cal Power Production Course.

The Criterion Examination has a total of 29 responses,
with 26 out of 29 being the standard of performance.
Any 26 correct responses is 10 0%

The following results indicate time taken to complete
the program and scores obtained on the Criterion
Examination.

RANGE JAVERAGE

Time 42 - 160 105
Min Min

Scores 50 - 100
%

, 92.1%
I
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OBJECTIVES

After completing this unit of instruction, you should be able to

accomplish the following:

Identify the definition of a parallel circuit.

Identify the characteristics of a parallel circuit.

Identify the various arrangements of.parallel

circuits from an illustration containing circuit

scheniatics.

Solve for unknown values of current, voltage,

resistance;-and power using electrical formulas

and circuit characteristics when given parallel

circuit schematics and sufficient known values.



Nfr

Follow These Steps:

1. As you study the text, you are required to solve problems,
complete information, and circle or check items from a group.

2. Questionsiancl answers are separated. Use a 5 x 7 card, or
heavy paper you can't see through, as a marker. Slide the
card down until you expose the divider.

You now have one problem exposed.

3. Read the information given and work the problem. Write your
answer in the space provided.

After you have made your response, slide the marker further
down the paper and compare your answer with the correct answer.

a. If your answer is right, continue working the problems.

b. If your answer is wrong, restudy the information and
work the problem again.

Then proceed to the next problem.

II
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At Christmas time when you have finally decided to check the Lights for
the trie, you may have noted that there were.two different types.' One
set of lights was a particular problem because, as one of its lights burnedout, all of its lights would go out. was a series-connected circuit.
The set of lights that suited your purpose best was connected in parallel.
In working on this set you found that when onelight went out, the others
still continued to glow.

I. A parallel circuit is a circuit containing two or more units of
resistance, each unit havi5Ig a separif path of current flow.

From the circuits shown below, .select those that are parallel
by drawini a circle arourid its corresponding letter.

a.

c.

b. 4

d.



k

One character4itic of a parallel circuit is that the sapae voitage is
applied to each'unit of resistance. The formula which gives this relation-
ship is Et = E1 = E2 = E3.

2. Which of the circuits below demonstrates the voltage characteristic
of a parallel circuit? (Circle the letter of your answer.)

E = 6V1

C.

ET=100V

d.

3. Find the unknown voltages for the circ4its

a.

b.

RI
60V

E

R 2 J..

E1 = V

E2 V

V

E2 ! V
MIMMIPIIMMP

50 'V



other characteristic of a parliel circuit is That total current is equal to the
a of the currents through all the paths. This is expressed in formula form

= Ii 4- 12 4- 13. Total current divides among the resistors inversely pro-
wl:tonal to their resistance.

the circuit be -w, notice that the sum of the currents in the branches equals
total current. It's also important to see the reiistance current relation-

/3. RI', which is thy,* times larger than R2, has one third the amount of
rent flowing througNit as R2.

4
1":4A 4

Select the circuit below Which demonstrates the current characteristic
of a parallel ei;cuit. (Ci'rcle the letter of your answer. )

A

a.

30A 10A

Qq5"

b. C.

3
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*Ow

5. Which of the, circuits below demonstrate the correct current division
in a parallel circu,it? (Circle the letter 'of your answer. )

4A

a.

10 t-t-

2A

3A

35A R
1
:--29 I

1
7:20Ac

C.

b.

40

2A

C.

6. Complete the statements below:

a. A ilarallel circuit contatns or units
of resistance, each having a path for current flow

b.

two more separate

The voltage applied to each resistor in a parallel circuit is the
as the total or. applit.d voltage.

same

4



A

c. Total currpnt in a parallel circuit is the
current through the individual resistors.

of the

SUM

d. Current in a specific resistor of a parallel circuit will be
proportional to its resistz 2e.

inversely

Total resistance in a parallel eascuit is always less than the smallest valued
, resistor in the circuit. When the r\esistor values are equal we'can find Rt by,dividing the value of one resistor bk the number of resistors in parallel.

Example;

In the above circuit the total resistance would have to %e less than 100
the smallest valued resistor in the circuit The four resistor values are equal

. so we can divide the value of one resistor (100-(N by the number of resistors
having that value (4).

t = 100

5
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7.

b.

In Circuit a. the total resistance would have to be less than

6

In Circuit b. the total resistance would have to be less than

12

6



8. Solve the circuits below for Rt.

a.

&ow

00 100 Rt

b.

25 -A-

R t

C.

R t

20 -A-

aq 9



Identify the characteristics of a series and parallel circuit by placing
an "S" by each series characteristic and a "P" by each parallel char-
acteristic.

a. Has only one path for current flow.
b. Total current divides among the resistors inversely

proportional to their resistance.
c. Total resistance is always less than the smallest valued

resistor.
d. Same voltage value is applied to each unit of resistance.
e. Current flow is same throughout circuit.,
f. Total resistance is equal to sum of individual resistors.
g- Circuit containing two or more units of resistance, each

having a separate path of current flow.

h. Applied voltage is equal to the sum of the voltage drops
across all resistors.

a. S c.
b. P d.

e. S
f.

When answering the next several questions, you'll find
the answers in the left margin and just below the question-ing area.

Let's review reciprocals and the addition of fractions as they are
important to our knowledge of parallel circuits.

The reciprocal of the number 8 is 1/8, of 100 is 1/100.
The reciprocal of 1/50 is 50, of 1/35 is 35.

10. Find the reciprocals of the numbers below.

80, 20, 45, 1/6, 1/130, 1/1000



cP /
Now let's add the reciprocals of the following numbers.

20, 30, 60
We would add these values this way: 1/20 + 1/30 + 1/60.
To add fractions we first mutitlind the least common denominator.
(The lowest value 20, 30 & 60 will divide into),In this case it is
60.
We now have 60, 60, 60 or 3 + 2 + 1 .

TS ID gtr 60
This gives us 6 or 1 .

11. Add the reciprocal values of the following numbers.

6, 12, and 4

The above problem could have been worked in this way.

0 1 + 1 + 1 least common. denominator 12

0 2 + 1 + 3 = 6 or 1-
12

.40

One of the methods used to find total resistance of a parallel
circuit is by use of the Reciprocal formula.

Rt= 1

1fRi + 1/R2 + 1/R3
In using the formula we substitute the numerical resistance
value into the formula.

9
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Below is an example of using the reciprocal fo;mula to find total resistance.

Steps:

A. The formula f9r finding total resistance is Rt = 1

1/111 + 1/-R2 + 1/R3
B. Substituting the values in the problem gives us Rt = 1

1/8 + 1/10 + 1/40
The least common denominator must be found. It would equal 40.

D. Nott you must change all denominators to 40. The formula: would then
look like this: Rt = 1

4/40 + 1/40
Next, add tbe denominator: Rt = 1

T6740

F. You now have the problem in solvable, workable terms. Your next step
is to begin to perfo?m the division:

Rt = 1/1, 10/40

G. Using the rule for division of fractid4, you invert the fraction and
multiply. This gives you

Rt = 1/1 X 40/10

H. Then,- Rt = 40/10 or



12. Complete the formula below for the given circuit.

Rt = 1

+ 1/ +

1
a. Now the least common denominator

It would equal ?

must be ,found.

1/4 4- 1/5 + 1/20

20 b.
,

This means we have Rt = 1

/20 + 4/20 + 1/20

5 c. Then Rt = 1

---5-F

. 10 d. Then Rt = 1/1 4,
.

10
20 e. Then Rt = 1/1 x /

20 /10 f. Then Rt = 20/io =

2

11

53



13. Now see how well you can do on these two problems.

a.

a. 2 -r\- The solutions to the above problems are:

1., 1 = 1 + 1 + 1 2. 1 = 4 + 1 + 5 = 10 = 1 Rt =
111 411 8- Rt 40

Let's go over some short cuts that may help you.
Remember total resistance of a parallel circuit is always
less than that of the smallest valued resistor.

Example:

In the above circuit the total resistance wOuld have to be less
than 50 -r%-

14. Select the only possible total resistance for the circuit below.
(Circle the letter of your choice. )

12

a. 3 -r
b. 6

c. 18 -r\-.

d. 33
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When the parallel resistors are all of equal size then you canfind total resistance by dividing the value of one of the parallel
resistors by the number of equal sized resistors.

Example:

= 60 size of equal registorr number of equal resistors
Rt = 20 -CN-

15. Find the total resfstance of the-circuit below:

R 4

80

.c9.55

20

Now let's review the key points.

a. A parallel circuit is a circuit containing

units of resistance, each having a
flow.

Or

\ path of current

two more

13

separate
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b. The same voltage is applied to

in a parallel circuit.

unit of resistance

each

c. Total current in a parallel circuit among resistors

proportional to the value of the resistors.

divides inversely

Total resistance in a parallel circuit can be found by the formula.

1

1 TR + 1/112 ± l/R3

e. Total resistance in a parallel circuit is always less than the

valued resistor.

smallest

14



17. To continue our review, solve the circuits below:

RT =

a. 15 -r-

e.

E T V Els V 'E 2 = 20V

20V

E V. E 2=

d.

10y, 1011

4A

112

c. 20V, 20V

6A

A

d. 3A

e. 15A

15

2. 4 -r"-
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The total power (Pt) dissipated in a parallel DC circuit is equal to the applted
voltage times the total current.

Pt = Et It It.

The power dissipated by each individual repistor in a DC parallel circuit is
found by multiplying the voltage applied to it by the current through it.

P1 = E1 x 11 P2 = E2 x I2

19. In the circuit below find Pt, Pi, and P2.

MIMIIR1=1.!=1MIIMI!PM

Pt = W, P

T;-AA

1

120 W, 90 W, 30 W

'

18



_olving parallel circuit problems we must keep not only tht parallel
cult characteristics in mind, but should be ready to make use of

E x R, 1= E, R = E

.1 will be asked to find values as those which follow:

El _V I = A Rt =

E2 V 12 = A

It A

Pt W

PI = W

P2 = W

;re are several methods of attacking this problem. Here is one example:

E1 = E2 will equal 120V as shown by voltage characteristic.

1i = 120V = 6A, 12 = 120V = 4A obtained through use of Ohm's Law.
21) -;"

= 6A + 4A = 10A as shown by current characteristic. It could also
have been determined by Ohm's Law if Rt has been found
earlier.

R t = 120V = 12 .1-N- obtained through use of Ohm's Law. Rt also can be
10A found by use of the reciprocal formula.

It

t = 1 = 5 or 12 -1-'-
1720 1730 -6r
Pt remember power equal current times vOltage.

Pt = 10A x 120V = 1200W using
the power formula Pt = Et x It

P1 = Ei x I or 120V x 6A = 720W
P2 = E2 x 12 or 120V x 4A = 480W

17

/



19. Solve the circuit below.

E =
1

E2 = V=[
I = A
T1
L2 =
It =-

= 180V
E2 = 180 NT

= 6 A
= 3 A

9 A

Rt 20 -0%- Pt =1620 W
Pi =1080 W
P2 = 540 W

A parallel circuit with additional branches is similar in solving.

11-z6A 1 2 = 3 A

You may have to find values as these.

El = V = 6 A

E2 = 1
= 2 A

E3 = V 12 = 3 A

Et = V 13 = A

P2 W

P3 =



One approach to this problem is:

B.

E2 = 3A x 4Q.r = 120V using Ohm's Law.

Etv E1, E3 = 120V applying the voltage char-acteristic.

= 6A, Ii = 2A1 12 = 3A values given.
4.

D. 13 = 6A (2A + 3A) = lA applying the current characteristic.

E.

F.

Rt = 120V = 20.". using Ohm's Law.'

720 W.
6A

= 120V (Et) x 6A (It) =

P1 = 120V (E)) x "2A (I1) = 240 W.

P2 = 120V (E2ix 3A (I2) = 360 W.

P3 = 120V (E3) x 1A (13) = 120 W.

20. Solve the circuit below:
= 10A

Find the following values:

Ei = V It = 10 A Rt '-' _ = W

E2 = V II = A

E3 = V 12 = 2.5 A P2 W

E V 13 = 2.5 A P3 = ___ W

19
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Answer to Question 20:

E1 = 200 V It = 10 A Rt = 20 Pt = 2000 w

E2 = 200 V 11 = 5 A P1 = 1000 Ar

E3 = 200 V I22.5 A rp2 = 500 W

Et = 200 V 13 = 2.5 A P3 = 500 W

r

20
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ALTERNATING CURRENT WIRING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

To help you in learning the:

- Definition of alternating current

- Characteristics and advantages of alternating current

- Principle of oper t on of transformers

Purpose and principle of operation of various wiring systems

Principle of ope ration of motors and motor starters

INTRODUC TION

When electricity first came into use, Mr. Edison held patent rights on
the dynamos N.,(Aich were the power sources. These d.c. machines usually
served an area pf about a mile and a half radius because beyond this dis-
tance,: line loss; was too great. Since d.c. cannot be transformed, power
was erierated at the same voltage (about 110 volts) that was used in the
homes and shops.

While d.c. was in use, and the existing patent rights we.re in force,
experiments with a. c. were being performed. It was discovered that 4-ff
commercial purposes, a. c . held many advantages.

. Alternat ng current (a. c.) could be transformed - voltages
could be stepped up or stepped down by use of a transformer.

Because a. c. could be transformed, smaller transpission
lines could be used, and a. c. could be transmitted ove r
longer distances more economically than d.c.

. Most a. c . motors have no sliding contacts; therefor( , they
require little maintenance.

As patent rights expired, the use of a. c. spr(..-ad until at the present,
most of our commercial power is a. c.



FUNDAMENTALS OF. A. C.

Definition of A.C.

Alternating current may be
defined as a current which changes
direction at regular intervals. (See
filgure 1.)

It may also be defined as a
current which increases in value
at a definite rate from zero to a
maximum positive value, and again
decreasing to zero, as shown in
figure 2.

Generation of A. C.

To generate a voltage mecha-
nkcally, either a. c. or d. c. , three

r . things are needed; (I) a magnetic
field, (1) conductors, and (3) relative
motion. Combine these three, move
the conductors or magnetic field, and

voltage will be generated.

A simple a. c. generator con-
sists of a single turn coil or wire,
a permanent magnet, two sliprings,
and two brushes. Each end of the
coil of wire is connected to a slip-
ring. The two slinrings make up the
rotor and this rotor is mounted
between the poles of the magnet so
that it is free to rotate on its, axis.
External connections to the sliprings
are made by means of the brushes
that are held stationary by the insu-

c,26

Figure I. Alternating Current

S NE WAVE FORM FOR AC

lated brush holder and make contin- Figure 2. A.G. Voltage Curve
uous contact With the sliprings. (See
figure 3.)

Generators are our primary source of a. c. All Mechanical generators
generate a. c. however, d.c. generators convert a. c. to d.c through the
use of a commutator and brush assembly.

I.

.Q6164 4
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The $inpt Wave

yiu make a graph of the voltage induced in the conductor at various
points, you will obtain an interesting curve, shown in figure 4. Plot the
various points in degrees along the horizontal axis and the tkeight of the
voltage induced along the vertical axis. Use the horizontal axis as a ref-
erence' for zero voltage. Consider the voltage induced in one direction as

6positive and that in the opposite direction as negative..

Figure 3. Simple Generator

An Alternation

By studying the sine wave inre 4, an i.A.ternation might be
explained ws a generation of voltage
from zero to maximum and back to
zero in only one direction. In figure

. 4, it would be represented between
points.,A to E, or the 180 degrees
represerlt the positive alternation.
E to*A in figure 4 represents the
negative alternation.

The CyCle

W2250270°315°360°
CP 450 9,3 135 E A

Figure 4. Graph of Induced Voltage

Figure 5. .A.C. Cycle and
It.- Components

In electricity, the A. C. cycle
eis tepresente'd by the following symbol, . Again study figure 4
for an e35i1anation of the cycle. A to A (360 electrical degrees) represents
one cycle-of alternating current or voltage. A further explan4tion of the
alternation an cycle can be seen in figure 5.

3
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POSITION A

66

-4-

POSITION q

POSITION I

D

11111111110112
o 45 90 135 IsO 225 270 315 360

DEGREES OF ROTATION

Figure .6. Generation of a Sine Wave
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Friquency

The number of times each cycle occurs in a period df time is called
the frequency. -The frequency of an elgctric current or voltage specifies
the number of times a cycle recurs in one second. The. rate at which the
current changes direction of floW is twice the frequency of the alternating
current. If 120 reversals of current occur each second, the frequency of
the alternating current is 12012 or 60 cycles per second.

You have learned that current flows from negative to positive. For
d. c. this is easily shown on a graph with a straight line. Alternating
current also flows from negative to positive; however, polarity of con-
ductors in an a. c. circuit is constantly changing. With sixty cycle current,
the polarity of the conductors Will change 120 tivies per second.

Most large a. c. generators are designed so that the magnetic field
(an ele,ctromagnet) rotates, causing the lines of force to move across the
stator coils, inducing a voltage in the stator coils.

Speed of commercial alternators is very closely controlled in order to
keep the frequency cycles per second (cps) constant. Frequency of a.c. is
standardized at 60 cps in the United States. Many foreign countries use 50
cycle current.

For a picture explanatio,i of generation of a. c. sine waves, alternation,
cycle and frequency, study figure 6.

Phase of Current and Voltage

When current and voltage pass
through zero and reach maxiMum
values at the same instant, current
and voltage are said to be in phase.
(See figure 7.)

Inductive Reactance

When an alternating ?current
flows through a coil of Wire, the
rise and fall of the current flow,
first in one direction, then in another',
sets up an expanding and collapsing
magnetic field about the coil, and

5

M F

Figure ? turrent and Voltage
in Phase

4 411. k
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induces a voltage in it which is opposite in direction to the applied voltage
and a current flow that opposes any change in the alternating current. This
property of a coil to oppose any change in current flowing through it is
called inductance.

The opposition to the flow of
current which inductanceS put in a
circuit is called induc.iive reactance.
In a purely indructive circuit, the
current reaches a maximum value
later than the voltage, LAGGING the
voltage. by 90°, or 1/4 of a cycle.
(Degree of 1Sg may vary.) (See
figure S. )

Capacitive Reactance

Another important property in
a.c. circuits, besides resistance
and inductance, is capacitance.
Capacitance is represented by a
capacitor. (See figure 9.)

Ns.

E.M, F.

Figure 8. Effect of Inductance

Any two conductors separated by an instlator wilihave the property
of capacitance. In any electrical circuit, a capacitor serves as a store-
house for electricity.

When an alternating current is impressed on the circuit, the charge on
the plates constantly changes. In figure 10, the electricity must flow first
irorn Y clockwise around to X, then from X counterclockwise around to Y.

CAPACITOR

. Figure 9. Capacitor in an
A. C. Circuit

067

6

+--
AC GENERATOR

4-- -

Figure 10. Capacitor in an
A. C. Circuit



Althoogh no current flows,through
the insulator between the plates of the
capa,:itor; it is always flowing in the
remainder of the circuit between X
and Y. In a circuit in which there is
only capacitance, current LEADS the
applied voltage as contrasted with a
circuit in which there is inductance,
causing current to LAG the voltage.
See the effect of capacitance in
figure 11.

Capacitance offers resistance to
arty change in voltage. The opposition
caused by a ,capacitor is called
capacitive reactance.

Rectifiers

E.M.F

Figure 11. Effect of Capacitance

We refer to the changing of a. c. current into direct current as recti-
fication. Rectifiers are devices that act like a valve permitting current
to flow in only one direction. Copper oxide and selenium rectifiers are the
two principal types of metallic rectifiers. A selenium rectifier con-
sists of a prepared film of selenium on a metallic substance such as iron.
Both types permit current to flow more readily in one direction, from the
metal to the film. Higher output Nali.a.ge can be handled by connecting
several in series. Higher current can bel handled by arranging 'the recti-
fiers in parallel.

Using one rectifier the output will be half-wave pulsating d. c. (fig. 12).
Two rectifiers (or fo rectifiers as shown in figure 13), are re)cfuired to
obtain full-wave rect ication.

AC SOURC

INPUT TO RECTIFIER

OUTPUT FROM RECTIFIER

Figure 12. Half-Wave Rectification



AC INPUT

DC OUTPUT

(Tht#

Figure 13. Full-Wave Rectification

TRANSFORMERS AND POWER

The term "transform" means to change. An ele.:trical transformer
is used to change the electrical characteristics of voltage and current.
The use of transformers is widespread. Our everyday lives involve the
use of many transformers, most of which are never seen by us.

Transformer Operation

In studying characteristics of current, you have learned that about
any conductor carrying current, there is a magnetic field, and that three
things are required to generate voltage mechanically. They are:

I. A conductor.

2. A magnetic field.

3. Movement of the conductor across the magnetic field, or move-
ment of the magnetic field across the conductor.

These characteristics and principles make operation of a transformer
possible.



A transformer consists of three main parts (see figure 14). They are:

1. The primary coil - the coil to which voltage is applied.

The secondary coil - the coil from which the voltage is taken.

The core which may be iron or air serves to provide a'path
th'ro* whih the magnetic.c. es of force ;,ravel.:

.4

MAGNETIC FIELD
MON CORE IN IRON CORE

PRIMARY
CURRENT
10 AMPS

SECONDARY
CURRENT
200 AMP.

PRIMARY
COIL
600 TURNS

SECONDARY
COIL
30 TURNS

TURNS IN PRIMARY 600 20NATiOin
TURNS IN SECONDARY la 30 7 I

Figure 14. Transformer Construction

If an a. c. source of voltage is applied to the primary coil, a magnetic
field will build up and collapse with each alternation. The lines of force
from the magnetic aeld of the primary coil move across the secondary coil
of the transformer, inducing a voltage in this coil. (A magnetic field is
moving across a conductor.) The core provides a path for the magnetic
field to travel through, and may consist of iron or air.

A direct ratio between the number of turns of wire in the priMary
coil and turns of wire in the secondary coil exists. li there are more turns
of wire in the secondary coil thfn in the primary coil, voltage will be
increased, or stepped up. If thi secondary coil has fewer turns of wite
than the primary coil, voltage will be decreased, or stepped down. To be
more specific, if a z..;-:..-..iformer has a ratio Of one turn on the primary to
four turns. on the secondary, secondary voltage will be four times gieeer
than primary vol age.

9



The secondary coil of a trans-
former may have more than two
electriadl connections, or "taps, '

so that riiore than ,one voltage may
be obtained from one transformer,
as shown in figure 15. 4"his trans-
former is referred to as a multitap
transformer, and ri?ay be a combina-
tion step-up and step-down transformer.

The center tapped transformer
is a multitap transformer, and is
used to obtain two voltages, as shoWn
in figure 16. Center tapped trans -
forrrs are used to provide voltages
of 110 and 220 volts in our homes and
businesses.

Single-Phase Power

Frequently, we encounter the
terms "single-phase" and "three -
phase" when referring to electrical
power. To the observer, single and
three-phase transmission lines differ
little. Since electricity is an abstract
thing, the easiest way to explain
phasing of electrical power systems
is to explain the generation of power.

You have noted that, as a con-
ductor moves through a magnetic
field, a voltage is induced in that
conductor. Figure 17 shows a.single
conductor moving through a magnetic field set up by a two pole magnet. As
the conductor rotates, the maximum number of lines o' force ire cat as the
conductor passes the pole pieces of: the magnet, approaching one from the
top; the other from the bottom, -and alternating current is produced.

PRIMARY
COIL

STEP
DOWN

STEP
UP

Figure-15. Multitap Transformer

Figure 16. Center-Tap Transformer

10



A

Figure 1

The output voltage, if plotted on a 4,raph, would be the sine wave
form for a. e. (See figure 18.)

In this case, the conductor would
have to make one complete turn to
produce one complete cycle of a., e.
This single conductor moving plst
the magnetic pole pieces produces a
single wave: 7 rrn which we refer to
as single-phase a. L. Note that two
wires are required lo transmit single-
phase power.

Three -Phase Powe r

To generate three-phase power,
three conductors, spaced 120 elec-
trical degrees apart share the same,
magnetic field (see figure 19). Since
the three conductors cannot cut the
maximum number of lines of force
at the same time, three wavtforms,
or phases are kerierated.

11

.1, -...,r i

i

,
,

0 1

:

/4 .
1;2 1/4' i

;*-----T- ONE REVOLUTION -1-----4/
-4

UMW
180

Figure 18.

270 360.



Figure 20 shows sine waves for
three-phase a. c.

It would appear that six con-
ductors would be required to trans-
mit three-phase power, however,
it has been learned that phases can
be made to share conductors, and
three conductors can efficiently con-
duct three-phase power (see figure 21).

The primary reasons for using
three-phase power is for efficient
transmission of power and operation
of electrical motors. Three-phase
motors are simple, rugged, and
require little maintenance.

.Three-Phase Transformer

Practically all power in the
United Scates is generated as 60 cycle,
three-phase alternating current and
is supplied at the point of use as ,

single-phase or three-phase alterna-
ting curren.t. Voltages available at Figure 20. Output of a Three-phase
the point of use depend somewhat on
the type of 'transformer connection.

.X7

Figure 19.

PHASE A PHASE C

The transformer we are ,son-
cerned with is "WYE" connected.
The wye connection is extensively
used (figur,e 22) and is commonly
referred to" as a 3-phase, four-wire
systeM.

The neutral wire allows single-.
phase 120 volt. From the neutral
wire to any phase lead, 120 volt
single-phase is available. Across
arty .two-phast feads 208 volt single -
phase available . A cross all
three-phase leads 208 volt three -
phase is available.

e` 2

Alternator

Figure 21., Thi'ee-phase Alternator
-with Three Conductors



psi/LSE LEAp HOT WIRE)

TRANSFORMER

PHASE LEAD ( HOT W RE )

( HOT WIRE )

.mow. m.1.140
SECONDARY COIL.

Figure 22. Four-wire System

Ft.:SE 60x

Voltmeter readings with the wye connected seCondary xvould be:

A-B = 208 volts . Neutral - A = 120 volts
B-C = 208 volts Neutral - B = 120 volts
C-A = 208 volts Neutral - C = 120 volts

Note that when the neutral wire is used with any ombination of A, B,
or C, 120 er... available. Any combination of A-B, B-C, or A-C will
provide 208 volts of ,ingle phase a. c. power. Three-phase power is
obtained using A, B, and C.

Single-Phase Wiring Systems

When single-phase, 120-volt power is required, two wires will be
sufficient for power transmission. One of these wires will be a white
covered wire.: This wire is referred to as the neutral wire, and should
not 'be fused. The neutral wire should be grounded by means of a ground
rod driven in the earth, or a cold water,pipe may be used in some areas.
Grounding one conductor provides a path for lightning (static electricity)
to discharge to earth.

1
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In addition to the neutral line being grounded, the "hot" line (ungroundedconductor) will be fuseALIn most wiring systems, a fuse or circuit breakerwill be located in the main or feeder line. This master fuse or circuitbreaker will be capable of carrying the entire loid of all branch circuits,and can be used in emergencies-to turn off all electrical power. (Seefigure 23.)

FROM
OtSTRiBUTION
7RANSFORMER
/ 200 VOLTS

OMMIPO
111

NEUTRAL
NOT FUSED )

'1"+"-- AMP
FUSE

20
AMP

FIJSEANI IM

Figure 23. Fusing System
Branch circuits will be fused, or protected by circuit breakers with acapaciiy not to exceed the safe current rati.tg of the,wire in the circuit.All swiNiches and control devices should be wired in the "hot" side of thecircuit. This if; a necessary safety precaution.

Masi; homes and buildings now have a requirement for both 120 and208 voltsi Normal lighting circuits and wall outjets are 120 volts. Appli-:ances suqh as air conditioners, electric ranges, water heaters, dryers,arid sorn powe r tools reqUi re 208 volts.

14



A ,multitap transformer is used
to ,provide two voltages of single-
phase power. The center tap of the
transformer is the neutral, and is
grounded to earth. The other two
wires are "hot." wire.s, and will be
fused. (See figure 24.)

NOT (COLORED WIRE)

(COLORED WIRE)

=110

If the neutral (white) wire is in Figure 24. Multitap Transformeruse as a conductor to a motor, it is
called a neutral. Single and three-

, phase 208-volt motors do not require a neutral wire for their operation. If
the white wire is a part of the motor circuit, a separate ground (green) wire
will be used for the safety ground. The white wire should never serve a
dual purposethat of being a ground wire and a conductor to the motor.

(Cente r -tap Transforme r)

For 120-volt cirz ts, the neutral (white) wire and a hot wire (colored)
are used. Two hun red and eight-volt circuits use the two hot (colored)
wires.' Circuit breakers should be the dual type; meaning that if either hot
wire is overloaded, both circuit breakers will trip simultaneously. Dis-
connecting both hot wires will prevent possible injury to anyone servicing
the system. An equipment ground should be used on any electrical device,
unless it is specially designed.to prevent contact of any electrical conductor
to expo'sed metal or the operator.

ACROSS -THE -LINE MOTOR STARTER

Motors of 3/4 horsepower and above require an across-the-line motor
starter to provide motor protection, control starting and stopping, and
to afford remote control.

Motor circuts and protective devices (fuses, circuit breakers, etc.)
are sized sp that their capacity is 125 percent of the normal full load
amperage of a motor. Example: If a ,rnotor with a 20 ampere full load is
protected with a 25 ampere fuse and a 010 electrical wire (see wire size
chart); this.motrar could run indefinitely drawing 25 arnpires. 'Since it

15
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is designed to run at ZO amperes under full load, running at 25 amperes
would eventually burn it out or the windings would be permanently damaged.
To prevent this damage and avoid costly replacement of the larger motors,
the across-the-line motor starters are used on 3/4 horsepower and above
motors.

A motor starter consists of three or four sets of heavy contacts used
for closing the circuit to the motor, thermal switches, heateri, and an
electromagnet (coil). The contacts are operated by an electromagnet, or
solenoid referred to as a holding coil. The contacts are closed wheei volt-
age is applied to the holding coil. Usually the voltage of the holding coil
is the same as that of the motor controlled by the starter; howescer, appli-
cations where a 24-volt coil is used to control a208-volt motor are not
uncommon.

Two circuits are used in motor starters. The circuit used to energize
the holding coil is referred to a's the "control circuit." It contains a
manually Operated switch, or an automatic switch (thermostat), thermal
switch, and the holding coil. The circuit to the motor is referred to as the
"load circuit" and contains the load contacts (movable contacts), heater
or heaters, and the load (motor).

a

The heaters are special resistors installed in the load circuit. The
heat given off by these heaters is proportional to the current flow. As
current flow increases, heat from the heater increases. Located adjacent
to the heaters are "normally" closed thermal (heat operated) switches. The
thermal switches are in the control circuit. If current to the motor
increases beyond safe limits, heat from the heater causes the thermal switch
to open and the holding coil is deenergized, opening the load circuit.

The contacts of the thermal switches are usually held open by a mechan
ical catch or spring and must be closed (reset) manually.

In addition to the thermal switch or switches used in the control circuit,
an additional switch orowitches may be used to control the motor starter.
For texample, a manually operated single-pole,. Aingle-throw switch located
in theicontrok circuit can be used to erlergize, or deenergize the holding
coil of a motor starter if manual control is desired;\ In the refrigeration

A

field, single-pole, single-throw switches controlled bi pressure (pressure
controls) tor temperature (thermostlits) are Used extensively in the control
circuits of motor starters to start and stop motors (see figure 25).

go"
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Figure 25. Single-phase Across the Line Motor Starter

Sizing of the motors starter heaters is very important. -Heaters that
ha've greater current ratings than the.rnotor being ope.rated will not properly
protect the motor. Heaters that are too small will cause nuisance tripping
due to normal current flow.

To determine thy proper heater for a givLn motor starter application,
you must first determine the fuilload amperage of the motor by checking
the data plate information. Then, using the conversion table for the specific
motor starter, find the h.eater kurnber that is de.signed for the)full load
amPerage of tmotor. Usuailly, this information.is includedi in the cover
of the motor starter. Heaters from one name brand motor' sorter are
not interdhangeable with other manufacturer's products. No,attempt should
be made to interchange heaters.

Single-phase motor starters require one'heater and one thermal switch.
(See figure 25. ) Three-phase motor starters require a minimum of two
heaters and two thermal switches. (See figure 26. ).

17



Figure 26. Three-phase Across the Line Motor Starter

Many holding coils are designed'for dual voltage applications, for
example one coil may operate on 120 volti and by changing one connection
the same coil can be used on 208 volts. Actuilly, these coils iri center
tapped and when 120 volt operationds desired, only half the coil is being
energized.

k The motor siarters shown in figure 25 ana 26 apply full line v3ltage
to the motor when the load contacts close. It is :.mpbrtlint that you under-

.*-stand th.eir operation.

Maintenance, and Troubleshooting Motor Starte'rs

Maintenance and troubleshooting motor starters is pretty much limited
to, three-areasload contacts, the holding coil, and the heaters.

In the event a Motor' starter will not energize, a voltmeter check at
the hOlding coil cletermin if all corxtrol circuit switches are closed.
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If no voltage is applied 50 the coil, p sh the r'eset button, and check'the
coxItrolling switch, oi% switches (ther ostat, pressure switch, or manualch) to see-that their contacts 'are closed. If voltage is applied to thehoiing coil, but the contacts still will not close, either the contacts areheld open mechanically, or the holding coil is oPen. Gheckfor'an opencoil by turning off the power, and checking for continuity across the ter-minals being used for the holding coil. A reading of infinity with an ohm-meter indicates an open coil. Most holding coils are easily replaced.
Replace the faulty coil with a like part.

Continuity of the heaters cola rrwtor starter can be easily,cliecked byturning off the power, and checit,i.ng across the heater te'rminals with anohmmeter. Heaters should show continuity. Heaters for small motorswill show very low resistance; resistance of heaters for large motors maxnot be rheasurable. If a heater falls to show continuity, replacement is Irequired.

Tile load contacts of motor ,tarters are most susceptible to trouble,
because of heavy cuYrent, and the frequent opening and closing required.'

A voltmeter is the best trotibleshopting tool a specialist has when
se it comes to Checking load contacts. Connect the voltmeter leads inparallel to each set of contacts, and energiz theiVolding coil. A volt-

meter reading with the contacts clos_ed means that there .is resistance
across the contacts, and replacement or cleaning -fs in or4r. Repeat.
this procedure for each set of contacts.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS

An electric motor is a device used to change electrical energy to
mechanical energy. There are numerous types of electric motors in usethroughout the Air Force today and a basic understanding 'of their operat4is essential.

All electrtc motors are c-onstructed,of the same major components:

STATOR. The stationary portion of the motor which contains thestart And run windings.

ROTOR. The movable portion, cznstructed of iron or copper bars
joined by end rings and covered with an iron 'core.

END BELLS. Located at the ends of the stator, complete the fiarne
and house the bearings that allow the rotor to turn smoothly.
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The most common types of motors used today derive their naztie
from the type of rotor used, cperating principle, and their starting
mechanism. 'The major type of Motor that you will be working with
is callea the squirrel-cage induction motor. The term squirr,e1 cage
is used because the rotor looks.' like _the exercise whee! used iiiside
a squirrel cage. The term induction refers\to the principle of opera-
tion which will be studied in this section.'

To operate an induction motor, two yesui.eents must be met;
a rotating magnetic field must be set up in the stitor and a magnetic
field must be present in the rotor.

Three-Phase Motors

To explain how the magnetic
fields are created, a study of the
basic three-phase motor will
enable you to view the stepcy-
step process of starting a mag-
netic field to rotate.

-The stator of a three-phase
motor is wound with three sets
of pole-s-(windings) placed 120
electrical degrees apart (figure
27).

Phase 1 is 120 electrical
degrees from phase 2. ',Phase 2
is 120 electrical degrees from
phase 3, which is 120 electrical
,degrees from phase 1. When the
three-phase alternating current
is applied to the windings, what
appears to be rotating magnetic
field will be createci. To explain
hoZvithis Wield s created, a study
of ète three-phase a. c.Isine wave-
as current lois through the
motor and its effect is necessAry:%

20
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Figure 27 Three -phase Windings,
120 Degrees Apart
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Figure 28 shows the stator and entering cureent of three-phise power.
Note that phase 1 is at maxifitun and phases 2 and 3 are below ma:di-num
bui.equal. This condition will cause phase I and its poles 1.13 se up a strong
magnetic field, -while phaseS 2 and 3 set up weaker rnagn,etic fields.

Figure 28. Current flow.in phase 1 ; Figure 29. Current flow in phases 1
and 3. One and 3 now have ,stror4sets up strong field.

4

Figure 29 shoUrs4thi sine wave and current ;2.5 electrical degiees
later. Now phase, 1.and phare 3 are equal, but opposite and phase ; is at
zero. Phase 2 does not have a magnetic field. The magnetic ;field is now
shifted from its original position and is now between poles 1 and 3,

),
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Figure 30 shows the relationsoip after tile current shifts another 22. 5
ele-ctric-al degrees. The rnagn,qic field is now strongest in phase 3 and phase
1 and 2 are equal'but below' maximum.

14

Figure 30.- Current applied-to phase 3 Fi ure 31. Phaes 2 and 3 nbw
c reate s a strong magnetic field there. eac have current flomPand a

rna netic field.
t`Figure 31 shows another shift along the sine wave and finds that,poles

of phases 2 and 3 have set up-agd sharepa common magnetic field, while
phase 1 is at 0 with no magnetic field.

As the current continues to alternate, the magnetic field will alte mate
with it. Each change that occurs in ti.e current will create a Opiange- in the
magnetic field. When this current is applied to motor windings, it sets up
an alternating magnetic field which follow,s the changes in applied current.

22
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The alternating magnetic field in the stator will cutacross the cober
bars in the. rotor, inducing current in them. As the rotor current is

Pinducebd, a magnetic field will develtp around.the rods. The magnetic field
in the rotor reacts with the Magnetic field in the stator producing a torque,
causing the rotOr to tui-n.

-

The superb starting torque of a'thr -phase motor makes it ideal for
application on equipment that requires gh torque such as ,large fans,
compressor..s, and large pumps.

To reverse direction of rotation ,pf a thzie-phase znotox, just/reverse
any two power leads.

'Maintenance of three-phase motors is pre tty much lipited to lubrica-
ting and cleaning. ,If sealed bearings are used, only cic.ani9g is Required.
Wiping excessive oil frord-fhe motor and an occasioni.,1 blOwing out of lint
and dirt will increase motor life by _allowing/he motor to operate cooler.

The greatest enemy three-phase motor is single -phasfng.. 'This js a
conditiornhat e'dstswhe .one line of a three-phase 'system is open, Caus-

,ing the motor tb operate on single-phase power. Single phasing is evi-
deneed by loss of speed if *he motor is running.. Failure-to etat or reversal
of airectiOn of rotation may occur if a three--phatie motoz'attempts to.fstart
on single7phase power. -Single phasing catises motors,to oveNeat raPidly
and if the condition persists, the Motor will burn Out.

/ Three-phase motors can be a.hecked electrically by taking three sets
of ohlymeter readings across the motor leads (I/ to 12, 12 to 13, and
1/ to 13). All three (sets of windings shoul4 have the same resist:3nm.
Infinity readings indicate open motor windings. Low resistance readings
are quite common for large.rnotors; however, a zero ohmmeter readi4s
may indicate a shorted motortwinding. If there is reason to sudpect a
shorted winding, an operational check can be made with a clamp-oh apmeter.
Current flow in all three phases should be equal. Variation's in current flow
may be due to shorted motor wimdingi. ,

,

Grounded motor windings of three-phase motors can be checked by
placing one lead of an ohmmeter 'on the motor lead; and the otiler on tbeg )10-
frame of the iirtor. Any reading of continuity means that insulaticalias
failed, andi the motor should be repaired or replaced bef6re further -

attempting to use it.

23
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Single-Phase Motors

After attaining running speed,
the single-phase moibr operates on
the same principle as that of a three-
phase motor. Rowever, -a sirigle -
p hase -motor needs a, supplernentary
device to make the initialistart-up.

If a single -phas%.moto had
only a single set of windings in the
stator (figuq 32) and was conneded
to single -,phaNg. power, it wduldham, Figure 32.
but would not rotate. However, if
while it was huriuning, the shaft was
rotated by hand (in eitherMirection)
the'rnotor would gain speed and con-
tinue to. operate satisfactorily. Vise
turning of the shaft starts the rota-
tion of the magnetic field and e stab-
tlishes the induction in the rotor.

4

All that is necessary to make,
a sing\le-phase motor self-starting
is'to equip it with a device which vAll
start the rotation. The "induction-
start, induction-run" (spLitrphase)
and the "cailaeitor" start type motors
are made self-starting by adding a
second winding to the stator (figure
33). .Figure 33. ljiMotor with 2 Windings

fik.

10 Motor with Single
Set of Wiridings

START WINDING

1111#;
"POI It1 4411 to.

rat traum
11111K-

Induction-Start, Induction-Run (Split-ghase) Motor

In the induction-start, inductibn-run (split-phase) motor, the second'
or "stare windings contain a much greater number of turni (coils) than
are in the "run" -windings. Because of the higher inductance in. the start
windings, the current in it lags behind the current in the run winding..
When the start cUrrent lags behind the run current, the two currents are
"out-of-phase" as in the case of tke three-phase motor. This condition
produces the rotating magnetic field needed to start the motor. When therJ
motor reaches 3/4 or 75 percent of the running speed, a centrifugal switch
automatically opens the electrical *circuit in the start winaings. 'rom this
point on, the motor continues to operate by iriduction.

21t



'The use of.the inductiori-start, induction-run (split-phasemotor is
"confined to applications with light load.s. This is because the starting'
torque (initial turning ability) is not very strone Small. fans, pumps,
blowers, and refrigeration systems with capillary tubes that equalize
pres.sure when off, use this motor.

k
Capacitor-Start Motor

The "Capacitor-start" motor.has a start winding in additiobi to the
%run winding. In this type motor, there is a capacitor connected in series
'with start winding, The capacitoir produces a "leadin,g Current" which
resit_ .1 the start Wiiiding Current and magnetic field being "out-of-phase"
with tr run winding current ind magnetic field. This conditn produces
the rotating mag9,etic field needed to start the,motor. When the"motor
reaches'314 or 75..percent of the runt-slug speed, a centrifugal switch auto-,
matically opens the electrical circuit in the start windings. From this
point on, the motor continues to operate by induction.

Because the capacitor hasra greater phase-splitting capability, this
type motor hal a greater starting torque_ than the induction startmotOr and
can be used on heavier ldads. It is able to start compressors with high
loads and is user' to run medium sized blowers, pumps, and fans.:

cA I.

To reveille the direction of rotation pf either the Polit-phase" or the
If capacitor" sitart motors, reverse either the start or run winding leads.

If alcapacitor -stark motor fails to operate, it may be the c3pacitOr
which is atifaillt. To check a capacitor to determine its condition, you
must first discharge it. This discharging is accomplished by crossing
(shorting) the two terminal leads together. CAUTION: Do not touch the
bare portion of the capacieor lads.. It is advisable to always discharge

caiiacitoi with a resiitor in series with the, terminals. This prevents
any large surge of current that...could damage the capaCitor and injure you.
After,discharging the capacitoc, remove it from the unit. Obtain an
ohmmeter and serit on Rx 100 scale. Place the test leads on.the capacitor
ter= Aals. If the capacitor is good, the needle will move to an ohm
reading and then move slowly back.to infinity. If the meter reads zero
olimis, the capacitor is grounded or shorted and if the meter reads infinity,
the capacitor has an open aaci'must be replaced (figure,34).

1
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(SHORTED)

Figure 34. Saitcitor Check

Shaded-Pole Motor . `..,

The simplest single-phase motor is the shaded polti motor. A "shaded-
pole" motor is 9fte that has only a single winding in its stator. The shift of
.the magnetic field and itipaccompanying. rotation is obtained by "shading" atportion SI the pole.

,';' .

SHADED POVES

A

Figure 35. Shaded Pole Motor
26
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Vie shading coil is,.a copper loop similar io a metal ring. The shading
coil is recessed 4f-center on the pole. Magnetism.induced in this loop I.
"out-of-phase" with the mashotism accompanying the main.windings. ein
dut-of-phase shifts or.sets the magnetic field in rotation. The stluirrel-
cage rotor i.thsá dragged4rou9d by indieiction.

1 I.
%AIM

The shaded-pole motor has very little starting torque and can bp used
only on appli:ations with very light loads such as cloks) small fans, and
pumps.

.
The shaded-pole Motor 6:fines with the direction of rotation stamped

.on the hpUsing, 'this direction can onlyrbe changed bydisasiembly of the, -. ... ?"motor and is not practical;
. - .

1R

S.

SYNCI-MONOUS MQTOR. The synaironousliotor is so named because
the rotor is synchronized with the rotiting magnetic field in the stator
windings. The rotor is constructed'as'a.coMbination squirrel cage and
wound type, or inthe cse of the electric clock a small steel dilk
The magngtic field between the poles magnetizes the disk.' The pole. of
the rotor will lock in with the poles of the stator and the rotor will rotate
in step with the tafor's alternations.

The speed of v.:nation of ihe synchronous motor is determined by the
dumber of poles and the frequency of the alternating eurrent applied to.the
stator: .They corne.ir speeds ranging from four poleir(1800 RPM), to10
poles (72 RPM).

The chief advantage of the synchronous motor is its constant speed
under varying loads. This makes it suivable for operating blowers, air
compressors, centrifugal pumps, and the household clock.

Dual Vol,taie Motors

-Somernotors are designed to operate on dual voltages, for example,
120 or 208 volts. This is accomplished by bringing the leads off the coils
out of the Winding separate/1r, so-that the cdils may be wired in parallel
foy low voltage, and in series for high voltage (the voltage drop across
each individual coil is the samefor both high and low voltage operatio4).
(See figure 36.)

27
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Parallel Operation for Low Voltage
Series Operation for High Voltage .

a

TWo Pole Motor Wires for 208 Volt
- Operation

.Figtire 36. ,

High voltage operation..of dual- iroltaie motors is desirable because 4greater economy of operation may be realized in some applications. Mo-tor data prates usually show high ant low voltage connections'.
Speed of Induction Motors

The speed of induction anotors depends on two things-;;---the number ofpoles in the motor, and the frequency of tie altertiatin Current. Theiynchronous speed (speed if there irs'no magnetic slip) of a motor can be-determined, using the formulart RPe!Ail =1,47,2 x-60 f, where NP= numberof poles of a motor, and f = cycles per second. Sixty is a cOnstant,n.umber,because there are sixty seconds-per minute, and the- rped of the motor ismeasured in RPM; while frequencris me-asured in cyclea per seconds. ,
Example: How fast will a two-pole motor run on 60-cycle current?

RPM.- x x f
-Isn"

RPM =1 x 60 x 60 7200 = 3600 RPM

The synchronoUs speed qf the motor is 3'600 rpm, actualbe about 3450 rpm. spee4 would
r

/I -4Magnetic slip is necessary in order for the, mo or to develqp
28
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Some inductioti motors are designed to. operate on dual frequencies--
'50 and 60 cycle current. Operation on 50.cy&le current sresults in'a decrease
in Rpm.

.-

Instaatiort and Maintenance of Mott

Mcnors cSosen ior a specific task trlust_ke properly rated and protected
for their work. Susi'. factors as size, type of voltage, inclosure, speed.
rrio,Unting requirements, direction of tkotation, torqUe, tyPe of bearings, and
temperature must be 'considered. ,The 'fo.tridation' of the motor should be
agcurely thounted and as free as possible from vibration. They must be
aligned properly to prevent excess wlat and vibration.

When V -belts connect a motor tothe load, ene belt tension should be
from 1/Z to 3/4 of an inch deflection with one to two pounds of pressure
applied midway of the motqr and load pulleys.

f
Motors with sleeve or bushing type bearings are for light duty hori-

zontal mounting. Roller or kill typi^bearings are useclin high torque
motors ahd are suitable fipy horizontal or vertical thounting.

No .speciiic instructions can be, given for Jubrication that will apply to
all motors.- It is necessar_y for you to .coniult the attached lubrication
plate and/Or pertinent,lubrication order or technical manual pertaining to
the material of which the motOr is a part. All Lubrication fittings shOuld
be kept clean to prevent dirtirom getting iztfo the bearings. While it
important that-motor bearings have enough lubricant, too much lubricant
will also damage the motor. Excess oil and grease will get into and
damage the windings and also spill onto the floor, creating a safety hazard.

StpIMAY

Alternatingurrent is produced by a mechanical generator. Per_odic
changes in polarity of the conductors causes current to flow in one direc-
tion, stop, then flow in the opposite direction.

.A. . can be transformed, tranmitted over.long distances, produced
economically, andis ideal'far operating mdters.

AR
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Stanard frequency of current in the United States is 60 cycles per
'second. Single-phasr power is used for lighting, small motors, z..-1d
appliances. Three phase power is ideal for operation of large motors.

A coil in an a. c. circuit causes inductive reactance, a condition
where cur rent 'lag s voltage .

A capacitor in an a, c. circuit causes capacitive,reactance. Capacitive
reactance causes current to lead voltage.

An electric motor is a device u'sed to change electrical energy into
mechanical energy. Shaded-pole, split Tphase, capacitor-start, a4td synch-
ronous motors are single-phase motors used in the ref4eration field.
Three-phase motors are used for lartge refrigeration and air-conditioning
systems.

Wiring systems using two wires make only one voltage available. Three
wire systems are used to provide dual voltage, single-phase power when
attached to a center-tapped transformer. Three-wire aysterni are also
used to transmit three-phase power. Four-wire systems make voltages of
120 and 208 volts, single-phase power, and 208 volfs thrie-phase power
available. Fuses or circuit breakers are used to protect the main power
lines, as well as the branch circuits. Wire sizes should be determined
by the load placed on the circuit.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the source of a. c. ?

2. Why does the carrent periodically change direction of flow in an
a. c. circuit?

3. List three advantages of a. c.

4. What are the three_ parts of a transformer ?

5. What type transformer is used to provide dual voltages?

6. Wh.i.t is mc4nt by the term in phase?"



7. , How does a coil in an a. c.- circuit affect the relationjihipo(current,
and "voltage ?

'r

8. How does a capacitor affect the relationship of current and voltage

9. What effect of current flow makes the operatior of,rnotors,possible ?

10. Which of the singlephase motors has, the poorest starting torqu,,,,..

11. Which of ihe single-phase motors has the best starting torque

12. How is a three-phase motor reversed?.
'

(13. List !three safety practthes to observe when. working on,an a. d. s-ystetn.
114. Why a-re a. c, power lines grounded to earth?

REFERENCES

1. TO 31-3-1, ErectricalFundamentals.

Z. Textbook,'Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditicining --Althouse.and
Turnquist.

3. Textbook, Commercial and Industrial Refrigeration--Nelsckn.

4. Electrical Manuals- - Coyne.

5. Electrical Manuals --Audel.
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\OBJEC TIVE.

o help you in learning, to trace single ihd three-phase electricl
dii ams, types of electrical troubles, anditfoubleshooting procedures:

ELE TRICAL TROUBLESHOOTING

SG 3ABR54530 -II- 3
April 1975

TRODUCTION

If you will review Shicly Guide 3.A1kR56530-11-Z, you will find that
troubleshotiting is deficied as a',rneanii,of sy4ematical1ylocating faults in
an electrical system. There are usually three- kinds of troubles:.
opens, oshorts2,and low power. You will find that troubleshooting a. c. cir-
cuits is ver siziti4ar to trodbleshooting d.c. circuits. In both,cases, the
same procedu,re and samg.ltesting devices arf used. You may, however,
find that a. c. circuits are kslightly more complicate) than d.c. since 'some
a. c. circuit% are in three:-wire and four-wire systems.

Wiring Piagrams

A. C. CIRCUITS

Before.ope:rating a;circuit, you should first know the circuit. A lay-
out of the circuit can be found in wiring diagrams of the system. For ex-
ample, look at the- diagram in figure 37. By studying motor "G" circuit,
you will find that the dontacts in reay "H" mvst be i a 'closed poLition
before motor "G' will operate also, in order to close the contacts in relay
91," switch "D" must be closed toleneygize the'c6i1of re.lay "H." You can
determine from this that for motor "G" to operate; 'two circuits rnUst be
in operating condition. Such a mustipe Tade of any circuit befor4
attempting to operate it dc;troubleshoot

Figure 37. Single-phase System Diagram
33
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Studying the diagram will give you knowledgwe of how the circuit should
normally operate. An operational check should then be made to determine
if the circuit is fault-Y. For example, again refer to motor "G" circuit iri
figure 37, An operational check wriuld be performed b4 closing switch "D."

"H" should close and the motar shaft start turning. ,If anrObigg other
than this should take place, the circuit is desfective an4 ail analysis as to

firthe type of trouble and its location must-be made.

Types of Troubles

'r

In' practically all cases, the actual trouble will be one of the following
types: an open, a short, or low sower. Each one,will.be reviewed.

OPENS. An open circuit is one that has a break in any part of the
.electrical circuit between the unit of resistance and the source of Voltagtf
The effect of an open is that no current can flow so the unit is inoperative.
(In some instances, a unit might be "fed back"through another circuit.)
See the effect of an.cipen in figures 38 and 39.

In the case of figure 38, only Lz would be inoperative. In figure 39
you will see that th,e location of the open causes Li and L3 both to becoine
inoperative.

-0-- TO SOURtE

POWER LINES

A

OPEN

8

Figure 38. Open Circuit Single-phase hgure 9. Open Circuit Single -
'Two-Wire System, "Li" Out Phase System', "Lz, and L3" Out

3 r) )
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SVORTS., A short circuit -is one in which a conductor makes contact
at some piiint where it is not supposed to Take contact. Generally. speak

the're are two kinds of short circuits: diredt shorts and cross short4.

Direct Short,. A direct short is caused by a positive lead coming in
contact withll negative lead, or a blf..cklead tocichingAa white lead (in the
case of a single-phase system) and tere is not enough resistance between
therh. As you havcalreadOearned, .this type of troublecauses blown
fuses oft tripped circirit breakers. (See figure 40.)

CrossShort. A cross short is' 'contact between the positive leads of
'two independent circuits. (See figure 4E)

.....m.....,
,

BLACKi-...--.,---,.......
S.

SLACK

SHORT

Figure 40. :Direct Shoit
I.

Figure 41. Positive toPositive'Short

As you can see thisdshort causes two independent units to operate from
the same switch. In figure 41 even though Sz is open. Lz willturn. It burns
because there is a complete path for current flow from the white wire
through the lamp and to the black:wire.

A switch or control device may
be shorted. A shorted switch is one
that fails to break contact when it is
placed in the OFF position. This,
naturally leaves the circuit without a
cOntrol device. The effect of this
is that the unit operates contindously.
Figure 42 s.hows a shorted switch.

BLACK

WHITE

,I3LACK

' a

SHORT\

tok

Fir.0 re Z. Short Across a Switch
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LOW POWER. Low power causes units to .
operate improperly.. Two -1,,

effects are sluggish motors and dim lights. Besides lei,/ voltage.from the
power source, low powerdan be caused by loose, ,.dirty4, or corroded con-
nections. Use a voltmeter to determine what the cause) for.. ow voltage is.

I.(ication of Troduie

As soon as the type, of troubl has been determined fr,sim the inaication,
the next step in troubleshooting is to select the correct testing device for
the type of troubl to be lo,tated.

4
LOCATING.OPENS. OpenC

can be left ON, with a voltmeter
in a normal operating circuit.

A

may be located in circUits where power
Figure 43 sliows voltineter indications,

Figure 43. Normal Voltmeter Indications

In figure 44, the voltmeter indications show the location of the Open to
be in wire A-I. Exact location is determined.between the normal and the
abnormal indications.

A test light can be used in locating `ak-Poien, using the same procedure
as with the voltmeter. The' math difference is that. tbe test light cloes not
indicate how much voltage.

t
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Figure 44. Locating an Open with a Voltmeter

Opens may be located with,any devicri. which will show continuity such
as a continuity meter, continuity light; or ohmmeter. These testers are
used when power is OFF in the circuit. Figure 45 shows an ohmmeter
being used to locate am open in wire A-5.

Al A2 A3 44 45
15 11.

46 47 A8

Figure 45. Locating an OFen with an Ohmmeter

37
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LOCATING SHORTS. Testing devices ;which indickte tontinuity are
usually used in locating shorts. A voltmeter cannot be used to locate
crosS shorts or direct shorts. Leads being4checked for cioss shores or
direct shorts airk isolated. Figure 46 shows a direct short'being located
with ah ohmrrieter. Continuity has been found betwee-n positive wire, A-4,
and the negative lead.

Figure 46. Locating a Direct Short with an Ohmrrieter

Thiree-Phase, Four-Wire Sy Stem (0

The same procedure is used to locate types of tr.oubles in three
four-wire systems as in two-wire systems. The main point i's to isola
the circuit being tested on the wiring diagrainf 'select the correct
t sting device and proceed as in the two-wire system. For example, in)
f gure 47, let us supgose that the transformer (primary winding) is the 1

defective circuit. A voltage drop across the hne hetNyeen fuse at point "Q"
and top terminal at point "W" proves the wire to be 'open: There should
be no difference in potential across these two points.

AG
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Figure 47. 208V 60 CYcle, '3-Phase

SUMMARY.

fA. C. troubleshooting is sirnilar,to c. troubleshodting.
procedure:is used for both.'

The savte

Voltpeters, ohmmeters, conthiuity meters, continuitif and fest lights
are usedto find the exact location of the trouble.

6

of troubles are opens (preventing the flow of current), shorts
(a)lowing current to flow where it,is4not desired), and low power (causing
sluggish units).

QUESTIONS

1. What is the indication of an open circ'uit?

Z. What is a'positive to negative short called?

3. Vi-hich testing device...can be used in circuits in which the power is ON?

4. Which testing device is us'ed to locate a cross short?

5. What is file purpose of a wiring diagram?

39
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CHARACTUUSTICS OF ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE': To-be able to check alternating current circuits for power.

1. A causes inductive reactance in.an ac circuit.

2. causes ^uirent to lag voltage in a,n ac circuit.

3. Draw the symbol for a coil.
p.

4. Using a red pencil to represent-voltage, and a blue penciLto represent current,
show the relatiOnship-of current and voltage in an(inductive circuit.

What is the letter symbol for inductive reactance?

6. What is the opposition offered,by inductance in the circuit called? (Figure1)-

Figure 1

a. Total opposition is
ohms.

b. Resistance (measured) of the coil

7. oauses capacitive reactance in an ac circuit.
Ag

8, cuses current to lead voltage in an ac circuit.

9. Draw the symbol for a capacitor.

10. Using a red peneil to represent voltage, and a blue pencil to represent current,
show the relationship of 'current and voltage in capacitive circuit.'

11. What is' the letter symbol for capacitive reactance?

12. What is the opposition Offered by capacitance in the circuit called? (Figure 2)

311



Figure 2. Heater

at. Total opposition is
ohms.

.b. Re istance (measured) of the

heater is ohms

13. What is the current flow in the circuit shown? (Figure 3)

Figure 3

14. Will the current flow in this circuit (figure 4) be less

to the current flow in problem 13?

2

f) It)

Figure 4

more than, or equal

3



15. The ammeter will indicate
(figure 5).

Figure 5

amps for the circuit shown below

Figure 6

16. Will the current flow in this (figure 6) be mote than, less than, or equal to,

the current flow in problem 15?

(

.00

3

Checked by
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WB 3ABR54530-1I-2-P2
t .

. September 1974
\._ CHECKING VOI....TAGEON THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS

4
)1 1. I

OBJECTIVE: To determink types of transformer conneCtions from voltmetex:'readings
. i

1. ...

2.

ad

A - B = 120 volts
- C = 120 volts

B - C = 0 volts

Figure 7

A - B a= 120 volts
A - C = 120 volts
A - D = 120 volts

B - C = 208 volts
C - p = 208 volts
B - D = 208 Volts

.Figure 8

f4.

Which conductor is the neutral?

Which conductor is the tutral?

Checked by
Instructor
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SePtember 1974
MAKING PIGTAIL SPLICES

OBJECTIVE: To make a pigtail splice uiing a stripping tool.

1. Procure two pieces of sciap electrical wire (approximately I2-inches long).

2.. Use the stripping'to01 and remove approximately 3 inches of the insulation from
one end of each wire-.

3. Cross the wires as illustrated, in view A, figure 9.

4. Twist the wires as illusttated ai view B, figure 9.
'4.NOTE: Be sure that both wires twist arotmd each other.

- 5. Tighten the wires with a pair of
pliers.

NOTE: A pigtr.il splice should have
at least five good tight turns.

6. Bend the ends back as illustrated in
view C, figure 9.

7. Why is step 6 necessary?

8. Have the instructor check your
work.

S. Repeat"thiz project as often as time
permits.

fo.

.1

C.

Figlre 9. Pigtail Splice

Checked by
Iiistructor
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WIRING 220 VOLT, FOUR-WIRE SYSTEMS

OBJECTWE: To be able to wire.,a four-wire 220-volt system.

INSTRUCTIONS

Use instructions given below.

CAUTION: Be sure the trainer is discomfected from the electrical power supply.
All jewelry will be removed pxior to starting this projeit. Rubber mats
will be placed around trainers.

Wire 220-volt 3-phase, and 220-volt and 120-volt single-phase components.

Select wire and tools needed for job.

NOTE: Refer to figure 11 for trainer breakdown.

1. Locate the master igwitchbox and open it.

2. Remove the stovers of junction box B, K, and C.

3. Remove cover from motor starter p and J.

Install x\black and a red wire from master switchbox A through conduit to motor
starter Et\

5. Install a blue. Wire from master switchbox A to jynction box B.

6. Install a blue wire from junction box B through conduit to motor starter ID.

7. Remove lamp switch 0 and lampholder H.

8. Install a blue wire from junction box B to light switch G.

9. Install a blue wire from light switch G to lamp H.

10. Install a white wire from master switchbox A through conduit to lamp H.

11. Install a red and blue wire from master switchbox A through conduit to motor
starter J.

Conneetng the wires in master switchbox A.

1. Using wire strippers, strip 1/4 inch of insulation from the ends of each loose wire
in master switchbox A.

1
6 o 1 I.)
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Connect as follows:

a.
b.
C.
d.

Black wire
White wire
Red wires -
Blue wires

- Fuse 01
- Neutral Buss
Fuse *2

- Fuse *3

*re

Connecting the wires in junction box B.

1, Using wire strippers, strip 3 inches of insulatic2n from the ends of,each loose wire
in junction box B.

2. Pigtail the three blue wires (refer to figure 9, page 5).

3. .Tape connection.

Connecting the wires in the lamp circuit.

L Strip 1/ 4 inch of insulation from the ends of the wires at lamp switch G and lamp-
holder H.

2. Using longnose pliers, make a loop in each stripped wire end.

3. Connect one blue wire to each side of lamp switch G.

4. Connect white wire to silver terminal of lampholder. 4

5. Connect blue wire to brass terminal of lampholder.

Connecting the wires at the motor starters.

1. Strip 1/' 4 inch of insulation from the ends of the wires at motor starters D and J.

2. Connect the wires at motor starter D as follows:

a. Black wire - Ll
b. Red wire L2
c. Blue wire L3

3. Motor Starter 3

a. Red wire - Ll
b. Blue wire - L2

Checking the power supply

1

CAUTION: Remove jewelry. Stand on rubber mat. Keep hands off terminals.
Remove tools, wire, etc. from the trainer.

7 _
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I. Obtain a multimeter and set it to measure ac voltage

CAUTION: Do not connect trainer to wall receptacle unless instructor is present.

2. Connect tralner to wall receptacle.

'3. Turn the master switch on.

4. Place the voltmeter leads in the Switchbox on the wires as shown in figure 10 and
record the voltmeter readings in the blanks provided.

V2

V3

volts

volts

volts

volts

volts

Figure 10. Master Switchbox

5. What is the voltage at motor starter D?

volts Ph.

6. What is the voltage at motor starter J?

volts

volts Ph.

7. Turn on light switch G. Lamp should light?

S. Turn all switches off and disconnect the trainer from the wall receptacle.

9. Have the instructor check your voltage readings.

8

3 n
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10. Return meter and tools to storages area.

11. Return rubber mats to storage table.

12. Clean your work area.

4

9

.r

Checked by
instructor
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Figure 11. Wiring Diagram
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OBJECTIVE:

WB 3A8R54530-11-2-P5
September 1974

WIRING THE ACRC6S-THE-iINE MOTOR STARTER
V

To determine control and load circuits, to trace circuits, and to determine
correct wiring procedures:

Motor Starters .

1. What type motor starter is shown in figure 12?
(Do not list the manufacturer.),

2. Arrows, have been drawn to various items on the drawing. Identify the item by
placing its nomenclature in the blank.

3. Using your blue pencif, trace the CONTROL circuit on figure 12. Begin at Li
and trace through the coil to L.

4. Have the instructor chtick your work.

Checked by
Instructor

A

Figure 12. Single-Phase Across the Line Motor Starter
11



A

4411k

What type motor starter is shown in figure 13 ?(Do not list the manufacturer.)

NEN mo;;117'1

Mt- LI

11

2

3 if

Figure 13.. Single-Phase Across-the-Line Motor Stirter
6. Using a red pencil, trace the LOAD circuit in figure 13. Assume that the contactpoints are closed. Begin with L1 and trace through motor to L2.
7. Have the instructor check your work.

12

Checked by?
Instructor
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Lome....wap1
T 2

THERMAL
SWITCH

M.I....../0./....1.le+ .11,4NINIWW

34

I
44 t

. .Figure 14.. Single-Phase Across-the-Line Motor Starter . r .

8. Using,your red and blue pencil, in figures 14 and 15 trace the control circuit
in blue and V load circuit in red.

9. Have the instructor cheek your work.

13

Checked by
Instructor
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Figure 15. SingleLPhase Across-the-Line Motor Starter
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Three-Phase MO& Starters'

1. Use figure 16 fo complete the'following.

a. What type motor starter is shown?
(Do not list the manufacturer. )

Figure 16. Three-Phase Across the Line Motor Starteil

b. To which line is the thermostat lead connected to in the inottpr starter ?

c. Draw the symbol for the coil.

d. Which circuit (control or load) is the coil in?.

Using a red pencil., trace the load circuit. Assume that the contact points are
closed.

f. How tnany lines Must be used to have a complete load.circuit for a three-phase"

. motor?

Checked by

15'
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13

Figure 17 : Three-Phas Across-the-Line Motor Starter
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Using a blue pencil begin at Li an.:1 trace the control circuit.

Which circuit are the. heaters (overloads) in?

hich, circuit are the thermal switchs in?

Why is the use.of heaters necessary .

,k. What causes the heaters (overloads) to heat up.

How are the contacts of the thermal switches closed?

m. Have the fristructor check your work.

Checked by
Instructor

2. Using your red and blue pencil, in figure 17, draw in the control circuit in
blue and the load circuit in red.

3 Have the instructor check your work.

Checked by
Instructor
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WIRING MOTOR STXRTER CIRCUITS

INSTRUCTIONS:

Use instructions given below.

,CAUTION: Be sure the trainer is disconnected from the electrical power supply.
All jewelry will be removed prior to starting this project. Rubber mats
will be placed around trainers.

Select wire and tools required for the job.

NOTE: Refer back to figure II for trainer breakdown.

1. Remove cover from thermostat E and swftch I.

2. Install a black and a blue wire from motor starter D to thermostat E.

3. Install a blue and a red wire from switth I to motor starter J.

4. Using wire strippers, strip 1/4 inch of insulaton from both ends of the four wires
yop installed.

5. 'Using longnose pliers, make a loop in the ends of wires located at thermostat E
and switch I.

6. Connect one wire to each terminal of ,thermostat E and switch I.

7. Connect motor starter D as follows:

a. Black.wire
1

b. Blue wire right terminal of coil.

Connect motor starter J as follows:

a. Blue wire L
1

b. Red wire left terminal of coil.

9. Have instructor check your wiring.

NOTE: You have completed the first part of today's lesson. Do not put your tools
away because you will be wiring the electric motors later today.

CAUTION: Do not connect your trainer to the electrical power supply.

Checked by
Instructor



WE 3ABR54530-II-27P6
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OPERATING (4HA.RACTERISTICS 'AND WIRING
OF 'INDUCTION MOTORS

OBJECTIVE

To determine operating and electrical characteristics ot motors and Interpret
information on motor data plates and wiring,dialcrams from motor Starters.

Operating Characteristic of EleCtrical Motors

1. A four-pole motor operating on 60-cycle current.has a magnetic slip of 50 rpm.

a. What is the synchronous speed of the motor? ,

b. What is the actual speed of the motor?

How fast will the motor operate wider load on 50-cycle current?

d. Will the amperage increase or decrease?

2. How can you determine if a motor is designed,for dual voltage operation?

3. If a motor starter formerly used on 60-cycle current cuts the motor off when a

conversion to 50-cycle current is made, what should be done?

4. A multiple speed motor has two, four., and six poles. What are the synchronous
speeds of the motor when operating on 60-cycle current. Use the formula, rpm -

2fXBOX NP
5. In order to reverse the motor shown

in figure 18, change leads

and

19

Figure 18
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4.

6. Ficiw would you connect the motor for high voltage operation? (Figure 19)
Connect A, , and . NOTE: Dual voltage, single-phase

motbrs use the same start winding for
B, , both high,and low voltage operation.

0-,

RUN

FigUre 19
7. Place the following motors in sequence, starting with the motor having the poorest

starting torque; and ending with tip motor: having the best starting torque; split-
phase, synchronous,, thac*d pol. Capacitor, and three phase.
Poorest starting 'torque

Best starting torque

8. A singie-phase, 208-volt capacitor
start motor will not stark. An
ohmmeter check of the capacitor is
made, with the results, as shown
in figure 204 What should the
repairman do?

20

Checked by

Figure 20
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INTERPRETATION OF INFORMATION ON MOTOR DATA PLATE

Information: The data plate of a motor reads as follows: Voltage-- 220/440;
Frequency -60 cps; Amps -7.2/3. 6; rpm -1150; Phase 30; hp - 1/2. Unless other-
wise stated, the motor is operating on 440 volts.

1. How many poles does the motor have?

2. What is the minimum wire size for the motor ?
(Use charts on page 11 of dc study guide. )

3. What size fuses should be used?

4. How many wires w required?

5. The motor is to be cont olled by a motor starter. You are to select the proper,
heater for the motor starter. Use the following table;

Heater
No.

F. L.
Amps

Heater
No.

F. L.
Amps

Heater
No.

F. L.
Amps

Ilk
1 .2 8 6 3. 5 - 3. 9 11 7. 4 - 7. 9
2 . 9 - 1. 4 7 4. 0 4. 6 12 8. 0 -2.8. 6
3 1. 5 - 2. 0, 8 4. 7 - 5. 5 13 8. 7 - 9. 3
4 2. 1 - 2_ 7 9 5. 6 - 6.3 14 9. 4 - 9. 7
5 2. 8 3. 4 10 6. 4 7.3 15 9. 8 - 10. 0

6. The proper heater for 440-volt operation of the motor is No.

7. How many heaters are required for this application?

8. What is the proper heater number for 220-volt operation?

9. The holding coil of the motor.starter (figure 21) isb operate at the same voltage
(440 volts) as the motor.. Which terminals should be used?

10. A thermostat is to be used to con-
. trol the motor starter. The con-

tacts of thgthermostat will be
contected in the

circuit.

21

Figure 21
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11. When operating on 440 volts, the coils of the motor will be connected in (choose
one) (series) (parallel).

12. The motor starter is located in an equipment room where the ambient temperature
is quite high. The coil is connected for 440-volt operation. The motor stops ori
overload occasionally, but a recording ammeter records a maximum of 3. 5 amps.
What should be done to keep the motor operating?

Checked by
Instructor

WIRING 1 0 INDUCTION MOTORS

1. Using the data plate information and symbols available in figure 22, connect the
motor to the power supply using the across-the-line motor starter and thermostat
to tontrol the operation of the motor.

2. Connect the motor to rotate clockwise.

3. Use red pencil to draw load circuit and blue pencil to draw the control circuit.

4. What sizt .leater will be used for the motor ?
(Use tpl)le on page 21.)

5. Hoy) many hot levds are needed to operate the motor?

6. What_size wire stould be used?
(Use chart on page 11 of dc study guide.)

The coil is connected in what circuit ?
.*
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WIRING 3 J3 INDUCTION MOTOR

1. Using the information and symbols available in figure 23, connect the motor to
the power supply using the across-the-line motor starter and thermostat to con-
trol the operation of the motor.

2. Use red pencil to draw load circluit an4 blue pencil to draw the control circuit.

3. What f?ize heater will be used for the motor ?.
(Use table on page 21. )

4. How many hot leads are needed to operate the motor?

5. The coil iS connected in what circuit?

6. The direction of rotation can be changed by changing what terminal leads?

"(24,,`
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WIRING MOTOR CIRCUITS

INSTRUCTIONS

Use instructions given below.

CAUTION: Be sure the trainer is disconnected from the electrical power supply,
All jewelry will be removed prior to starting this project. dubber matswill be placed around trainers.

1.. Using wire strippers, strip I. 4 inch of insulation from the ends of the three wiresat motor starter D.
4

2. COnnect one wire to ttie outlet of each heater on motor starter D. (T1 and T3)

Connect the remaining wire to terminal T2 of motor starter D.

4. St:ip 1 4 nch of insulation from the ends of the two wires at motor starter J.
5. Connect one wire to heater outlet on motor starter J. (T1)

6. Connect the other wire to terminal T2 of motor starter J.

Check all connections with an ohmmeter to ensure no grounding of circuits.
3. Trace circuits with ohmmeter w ensure'their completiorf Have instructor checkyour work.

CAUTION: Do not plug trainers into the power supply until instructed to do so by
the instructor.

9 when directed by the instructor, plug in trainer and turn on power.

10 Check all circuits by energizing control circuits for operation of motors.
11. Check power supply in main power sumily box (TPST SW) with voltmeter set in the400V ac range. Record ri...adinp in blanks provided below:

fuses sl to 2 fuses 2 to 3 fuses 1 to 3
12 Check power supply at line side of 30 motor starter using voltmeter on 400V ac

and record readings in blanks provided:

line 1 to 2 line 2 to 3 line 1 to 3

13, Check power supply at line side of 10 motor starter using voltmeter on 400V acand record readings in blanks provided: line 1 to 2

26



14. Turn off control circuits, main power, and unplug trainer.

15. Remove all wiring from the trainer th4t you have installed.

16. Replace t;.--ol-so proper storw areaAnd clean your area by placing wire in scrap
wire container, replace rubber matj.nd sweep your traigv: area.

\s

27
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WB 3ABR54530-II-3-P1
September 1974

TROUBLESHOOTING S1NGLE-PHASE 120-VOLT CIRCUIT

OBJECTIVE:

To determine location of troubles and to analyze electrical circuits using diagrams.

Analyzing Electrical CircuitS Using a Diagram ,

1. The wires on the dia4,-,ram in figure 24 hive been numbered 1 through 7. By each
numbered wire below, list the unit by letter that would be inoperative if that
specific wire were open. (Study the diagram carefully. ) ,t

Figure 24. 120 V Singe Phase

28
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NUMBER,
.

INOPERATIVE UNITS

1

2

3
?....,....., ..

4 ,

5

6
.

.

i 7
i

Determining Location of Troubles by Use of Meters

1. Note/that the diagram you ?lave been studying is alSo the diagram of the trainer
assigned to you by the instructor.

NOTE: Use only the tmhalf, 120-volt part, of the trainer.

2. Be sure that all control devices are in the OFF position.

3. Be sure that the tronble switches at the right end of the trainer are in the OFF
position.

4. Connect the trainer to the wall receptacle.

5. Turn the switchbox at the end of the trainer ON.

6. Tuin the 120 V switchbox ON.

7. Make an operational check of all the units.

NOTE: If there is,a malfunction in the trainer, report it to the instructor.

8. Obtain a multimeter to be used in locating the trouble.

9. Start your troubleshooting by turning trouble switch No. 1 (on the right end al thetrainer) ON.

29



30. Operate all circuits to determine the defective circuit.

a. What is the type of trouble?

b. Where is it located?

c. What meter did you use to find its location?

33k1

11. Turn No. 1 OFF. Turn Vo. 2 ON. Operate all circuits. Proceed with your
troubleshooting. Fill in the blanks.

TROUBLE TYPE OF METER
SWITCH TROUBLE LOCATION USED

2

4

5

6

12. Tarn all switches OFF and disconnect trainer from wall receptacle.

30
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4

Instructor
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September 1974
TROUBLESHOOTING THREE-PHASE CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE:

To use electrical meters to determine location of trouble and analyze electrical
circuits by using diagrams

Analyzing Electrical Circuits Using a Diagram and Meters

1. The wires on the diagram in figure 25 have been numbered 1 through 5. Beside each
wire number in the spaces below, list the unit by letter that would be inoperative
LI that specific wire were open.

WIRE
NUMBER

.1.-----
.

. INOPERATIVE UNITS

1

2

3

4

5

2. Note that the diagram in figure 25 is that of the trainer assigned to you by the
instructor.

3. Be sure all control devices are in the OFF position.

4. Be sure all trouble switches at the right end af the tra ner are in the OFF position

Connect the trainer to the wall receptacle.

Turn the switch box at the end of the trainer ON.

Turn the 206 V switch box ON. (Only the bottom half of the trainer 208-V part is
to be used. )

8. Make an operational check of all the units. If there is a malfunction in the trainer,
report it to the instructor.

Obtain a multi ieter to be used in locating the troubles.

31



Figure 25. 208-V 60-Cycle, 3-Phase



33t1
10. Start your troubleshooting by turning trouble switch No. 7 (on the right end of the

trainer) ON. Operate all circuits to.determine the defective circuit.

a. What is the type of trouble?

b. Where is it located?

What meter did you usg to find its locatijin?

11. Turn switch No. 7 OFF. Turn S\vitch No. 8 ON. Operate all circuits. Proceed
with your troubleshociting. Fill in the blanks below.

TROUBLE
SWITCH

TYPES OF
TROUBLE LOCATION

METER
USED

8

9

10

11
.

12

12. Turn all switches OFF and disconnect the trainer from the wall receptacle.

Checked by

33

Instructor
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September 1974

TROUBLESHOOTING 208-VOLT SINGLE-PHASE CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE;

To use electrical meters to determine trouble in 208-volt single-phase circuits
and analyze electrical circuits by using diagraMs.

Analyzing Electrical Circuits Using a Diagram

1. The wires on the diagram in figure 26 have been numbered 1 through 12. By each
numbered wire in the spaces below, list the unit or units by letter, that would be
inoperative if that specific wire were open. (Study the diagram carefully. )

WIRE
NO INOPERATIVE UNITS

34



Figure 26. 208 V, 60-Cycle, Single-Phase Circuit
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Determining Location of 'Troubles by Use of Moors

Note that th3 diagram-you have been studying is also the diagram of the trainer-
assigned to you 6y the instructor.

NOTE: Use only the 208-V, single-phasipart of the trainer.

Be sure all control devices are in the 'OFF pOsitioni.

3. Be sure all the trouble, switches at the right end of the trainers are in the OFF
position.

4. Connect the trainer to the Nall receptacle.

5. Turn the switchbox at the end of 'the trainefON.

6 Turn the 208-V, single-phase, switch box ON.

7. Make .3.n operational check of all the Lits.

NOTE: If there is a malfunction in the trainer, report it tp the instructor.

04Lain a multimeter to be used in locating the troubles.

Start your troubleshooting by turning trouble switch No. 2 (on the right end of
the trainer) ON.

10. Operate all circuits to determine the defective circuit.

a. What is the type of trouble?

b. Where is it located?

c. What meter did you use to find its location?

36



11, Tt.um No. 2 OFF. Turn No. 3 ON. Operate all circuits. Proceed with your
troubleshooting. Fill in the blanks below.

TROUBLE
SWITCH

TYPE OF
TROUBLE LOCATION

a

METER
USED

1

2

3

111111111111111111111

1111111MM6

7

11.1111111111111
9

10

11
\

12

12. Turn all switches OFF and disconnect trainer from wall receptacle.

Checked by
Instructor

37



WB 3ABR54530-II-3 -P4
May 1975

ELECTRICAL BLUEPRINT READING AND TRQUBLE ANALYSIS
9

OBJECTIVE:

To be able to know the characteristics of voltage, current, and resistance in
circuits.

Determine voltage drops, currents, and resistances.

Use Ohm's Law to determine currents and resistances.

Review of Circuit Characteristics

I. Answer the following questions as a review of circuit characteristics taught in
Day 8. Fill in the blanks with the words. VOLTAGE, CURRENT, or RESISTANCE:

a. In a eries circuit,

b. In a parallel circuit,

c. In a parallel circuit,

d.

remains the same.

remains the same.

can be added.

causes voltage drop.

e. In a parallel circuit, total must be
smaller than that of the smallest unit.

f In a series circuit, and can be

added to find totals, but in a parallel circuit only
can be added.

g. To find total resistance in any circuit, divide total voltage by total

2. Use information in figure 27 to answer the following questions.

a. The voltage drop across the primary coil in Unit)W should be

volts.

b. Current flow through light Q is Amps.

c. Current ilow through light S is Amps

.d Voltage drop across light S is volts because it is

wired in to light R.

e. Voltage drop acrobs the coil in Unit U should be volts.

38



345
NOTE: Now that you have reviewed circuit characteristics and traced circuits in order
to answer the questions in step 2, you are ready to fill in the blanks on the next page.

SA

Figure 27. 208-V, 60-Cycle, 3-Phase

Using Ohm's Law and Circuit Characteristics to Determine Unkn-wn Factors in 208-V
3-Phase System

1, List in the apprcpriate blanks in the chart on next page, all voltages, currents, and
resistances which are given in figure 27.

2. Determine the unknown factors for each unit of resistance either by using circuit
characteristics or by using Ohm's Law.

39



3 tAll

W (Primary
Coil)

U (Coil)

Using Ohm's Law and Circuit Characteristics in 208-V, Single-Phase
1. Use information in figure 28 and circuit characteristics to answer the followingquestions.

a. Units C and G are in what type circuit? (Series, Parallel)
b. Current flow through the coil in Unit C is
c. Current flow through unit K is

d. The voltage drop across the coil in Unit C is
e. Current flow to lights 0 and P is

volts.

f. Total current flow in the 120 V system is
g. Voltage drop across unit D is

Voltage drop across unit M is

1. Resistance of coil in unit C is

40

ohms.



Figure 28. 208-V, 60-Cycle, Single-Phase Circuit

.0-
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2. Determine te -unknown factors for each unit of resistance either by using Ohm's
Law or by using circuit characteristics.

UNIT

42
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VALIDATION DATA
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Opens Shorts Grounds - and Low Power

- Learning Objectives -

After completing this unit of instruction you will be able to:

Define electrical troubleshooting.

Define four fundamental steps in troubleshooting.

41, Identify types of rectrical troubleshooting.

Match electrical t;-oubles with symptoms.

Identify test equipment used to locate electrical troubles.

Locate troles on schematics by test equipment readings.

NOTE: SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS TO INSTRUCTOR

Due to the complexity of the subject matter covered in this text, you
should pay particular attention to the following specific information.
DO NOT just hand this package to the student.

This text may he used for initial, review, and/or remedial instruction.
How and when it will be used will be determined by the student's retention
of previously taught relative information and his reading ability. Students
with poor retention of previously taught prerequisie knowledges should
be given a demonstration or review in the use of the volt and ohmmeters.

Students with poor reading ability should be given demonstrations of
troubleShooting and be allowed to perform before being given this te.d.



Trying to correct electrical troubles before knowing the type and location
is a waste of time and effort. The efficient troubleshooter analyzes the
symptoms first and then locates the trouble before any corrective action
is taken.

ELECTRICAL TROUBLESHOOTING is a process of analyzing, locating,
and correcting electrical troubles.

The FUNDAMENTAL STEPS of electrical troubleshooting are:

Perform operational check.
Determine type of trouble.
Locate trouble.
Perform corrective action.

Match the troubleshooting procedure with its fundamental step(s)
by writing the letter(s) of the step(s) in the space(s) provided.

Procedures Fundamental Steps

Analyze a. Locate trouble
b. Perform corrective action

Locate c. Perform operation check
d. Determine type of trouble

3. Correct

s-Q

Answer: I. c, d.
2. a.
3. b.

2



The basic types of troubles are: Opens, Shorts, and Grounds. There's
an open in the circuit when the conductor becomes broken or is uninten-
tionally separated. Opens can also occur in the fuse, switch, or any other
parts of a circuit. Naturally, if there is an open, there can be no current
flow. Consequently, the units will not operate.

The svm toms of an open are, inoperative circuit and protective device
not actuat . NOTE: The protective device should activate only when
the circuit is shorted or overloaded.

Study the circuit below and complete the sentences.

4. The c rcuit shows an example of a/an

5. The other part(s) of the circuit that could cause the same

type trouble is/are

6. The first of the four foundamental steps in troubleshooting is

to

Answer: 4. open
b. fuse, switch, and bulb.
6. perform operational check.

3



The location of an open can be found by using the voltmeter. You should,
first of all, understand what a voltmeter indicates in a NORMAL operating
circuit. The drawing below illustrates what a voltmeter will indicate when
connected at different points in an operating circuit.

Study the illustration below and complete the sentence.

7 A voltmeter connected positive-to-negative indicates difference
in voltage across the two points. A voltmeter connected negative-
to-negative or positive-to-positive will indicate volts.

Zero/28
The illustration below illustrates a voltmeter being used to find an open. The
open is located between the last point of source voltage and the first point of
zero voltage.

Study the illustration and complete the sentences below.

8. The open is located in wire A -
With one meter lead on wire A-land th other on wire A-6 the
meter will indicate volts.

Zero/28
10. With one meter lead on wire A-1 and the other on wire A-3, the

meter will indicate volts.
Zerol28

11. The symtoms of an open are

Auswers: 7. Zero 8. A-4 9. 28 10. zero 11. inoperative circuit
Znd proteaive device not aetuated.

4
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Opens can also be found by using the ohmmeter. Circuit must be discon-
nected from power source because the ohmmeter has its own power supply.

CAUTION: Connecting an ohmmeter to a live circuit
will damage the ohmmeter.

The ohmmeter indicates continuity (uninterrupted good connection) when
registering zero ohms ( 0 ) and infinity ( oic) unmeasurable) when circuit
is open.

When using an ohmmeter to locate an open in a circuit, the open will be
located between the last infinity (c.0) indication-and the first zero ohm
indication.

Study illustration below and complete the sentences.

12. The open is located in.wire A -

13. With one meter lead on wire A-2 and the other lead on wire
A-5, the meter will indicate ohms.

(zero/infinity)
14. With one meter lead on wire A-2 and the other on wire A-7,

the meter will indicate ohms.
(zero/infinity)

15. While using an ohmmeter the power must always be
(off/on)

16. While using a voltmeter the power must always be
(off/on)

i"

Answer: 12. A - 6.
13. zero
Iq. infinity
15. off
16. on

5



THERE ARE THREE TYPES OF ELECTRICAL SHORTS:

Direct Short
Cross Short
Shorted Control

3

SYMPTOMS OF ELECTRICAL SHORTS ARE: Circuit can't be turned off,
two circuits operating.from only one control device, and inogesative circuit

and protective device actuated.

A description of each type of short is listed below. Under each description
write the proper symptom(s).

A direct short occurs in a circuit when the positive and negative wires make
contact. The contact (direct short) provides a shortcut for current back to
the power source which bypasses the unit of resistance. As the unit of resis-
tance is bypassed, current f Av increases causing protective device to actuate.

17. SYMPTOM -

A cross shorl is caused by the positive leads of two independent circuits
making contact. The contact (cross short) causes units of both circuits to operaiA
when only one switch is placed to the closed (on) position.

18. SYMPTOM -

A shorted control is caused by the contacts of a switch or relay being welded
closed. The units will continue operating because the switch or relay will
not open the circuit.

19. SYMPTOM

Answer: 17. Inoperative circuit and protective device actuated.
18. Two circuits operating from one control device.
TT Circuit can't be turned off.

6



Study illustrations and write information in blanks blow.

20. Type of trouble: Possible Locations:

3C7

21. Type of trouble:
f 11114

Symptoms:

22. Type of trouble: Location:

23. Type of trouble: Symptoms:

Answer: 20. Cross short
T. Direct short

22. Shorted control
TS. open

(A-3 A-7) (A-4 A-8)
-....,..inoperative circuit and protective

device actuated--switch

7

inoperative circuit and protective
device not actuated



After you have performed an operational check (turned switch on), you
determine type of trouble by the symptoms.

Match the trouble with its symptom by writing the letter a, b, c, or d,
in the space by the number of the trouble.

.,!

TROUBLES

24. open

25. direct short

SYMPTOMS

a. circuit can't be turned off.

b. inoperative circuit and protective
device not actuated.

26. cross short c. two circuits operatinfiVth one
switch closed.

27. shorted control d. inoperative circuit and protective
device actuated.

NOTE: The OHMMETER is used to locate ALL types of
electrical shorts.

Match the trouble with its definition.

TROUBLES DEFINITIONS

28. open a. contacts of switch or relay will
not open.

29. direct short b. positive to negative contact.
c. positive to positive contact.

30. cross short
d. incomplete path for current flow.

31. shorted control

35-31

Answer: 24. b. 28. d
25. cl; ff. b.
M. c. Z. c.
Tr. a. T. a.

8



After you have performed the operational check and studied the symptoms
to determine the type of trouble, the next step is to locate the trouble.

ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL SHORTS WILL BE LOCATED WITH THE
OHMMETER

When symptoms indicate a direct short or cross short the positive leads
will be isolated and the resistors (light bulbs) removed from the circuit
as indicated below.

Study the drawings and complete the sentences below.

(s)

32. The short in circuit (A) is

33. The short in circuit (B) is

34. Circuit (A) illustrates a

between wires and C-.

3_r7

between wire A- and negative wire.

short.

35. Circuit (B) illustrates a short.

Answer: 32. C-3 and C-8
33. A-4

crossa direct

9



3
If the conductor in a one-wire circuit makes contact with the conduit, frame,
or any other metallic part of the wiring system, the circuit is GROUNDED.

A ground has the same symptoms as a direct short. Power bypasses the units
of resistance and goes to ground causing the protective device to actuate.

A ground can be located with an ohmmeter by isolating the one wire conductor
and resistors (lamps) in a manner similar to that illustrated for a direct short.

Study the illustration and complete the sentences below.

1-4 1-5 a--

36. The ground is located tween the frame and wire A -

'.)7. The symptoms of a ground are

38. The ground is locat( d where the ohmmeter reads
zero/infinity

Answer: 36. A-5
37. inoperative circuit and actuated protective device."

zero

)

10



Lights burning dimly, motors running sluggishly, and relays chattering
are all symptoms of LOW POWER.

Low power can be caused by a loose connection, dirty switch contacts, or
conductors too small for the load.

Illustrated below is one example of a low power condition.

.x.

39. Voltage drop across the unit of resistance in the illustration
is volts.

40. A low power condition exist.
does/does not

41. Loose connection, dirty switch contacts, and conductors too
small arc of low power.

symptoms/causes

Answer: 39. 90
RT. does
4T. causes

11



REVIEW

Write in the missing word(s).
42. List the three types of electrical shorts.

43. All types of electrical shorts can be located with an ohmmeter.

The ohmmeter reading at the location of the short will be

(Zero/In inity)

44. When two independent circuits are energized' by either of their

switcheS, the circuits have a short.

or

Two independent circuits operating when only one switch is closed

is the symptom of a short.

45. A positive and negative lead making contact and causing a protective

device to actuate are the, cause and symptom of a short.

46. Concts of a switch welded closed and the unit continuing ti) operate

with the switch OFF are the cause and symptom of a

47. The positive leads of two independent circuits makthg contact and

both circuits' units operating when one switch is closed are cause

and symptom of a short.

42. Direct Short
Cross Short
Shorted Control

43. zero
cross
cross

45. direct
46. shorted control
47. cross

12



48. Before you use the ohmmeter to locate a direct short, cross

short, or ground, you must remove the resistors (light

bulbs) and
the positive leads.

one

49. Write the name(s).of the electrical short(s) which will actuate the

protective device.

50. An actuated protective device is a symptom of a ground

ar:d a short.

51. Connecting an ohmmeter to two de-energized and isolated circuits

is the last steps in locating a short.

52. Units fail to operate and protective device NOT acluated When switch

is placed to "CLOSED" position are the symptoms of a/an

53. The symptom of a ground ts an actuated protective device.

The ohmmeter reading at the location of the trouble wtfl be

(zerordifinity)

48. isolate 51. cross

49. direct short only 52. open

50. direct 53. zero

13
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CRITERION EXAMINATION

Which of the following statements best defines electrical troubleshooting?

Determining the malfunction location.
Correcting malfunctions and preventing a second occurrence.

c. Analyzing, lo-7ating, and correcting electrical malfunctions.
d. orevention of electrical troubles.

The four fundamental steps of electrical troubleshooting are:

a. Perform operational check, determine type of trouble, locate
1-.ouble, and perform corrective action.

Select test meter, locate trouble, correct trouble, and perform
ope: ational check.

c. De-energize circuit, perform operational check, locate trouble,
and correct the trouble.

i. Isolate circuit, select meter, locate and correct trouble.

An incomplete path for current [b o. in a circuit is defined as

a. a direci thort .
b. a cross short.
C. an open.
d. a low power conditi n.

4 An open in an electrical circuit is indicated by which of the fo!1 wing
symptoms ?

a. Voltmeter reads zero across the conductors,
b. An actuated protective device.
c. The devices operate but not efficiently.
d. The devices fail to operate when the switch is closed.

14
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5, To locate an open in an electric circuit with the power ON,
you would

a. use an ohmmeter.
b. use a voltmeter.
c. isolate the circuit into segments.
d. wear insulating gloves.

6. To locate an open in an electric circuit with the power OFF,
you would

a. first check across the power source.
b. break the circuit into segments.
c. use an ohmmeter.
d. use a voltmeter.

7. A direct short occurs when

a. a positive lead contacts another positive lead.
b. a negative lead contacts another negative lead,,
c. a positive lead contacts a negative lead.
d. the contacts of a control device stick closed.

The symptom that indicates a direct short ib

a. a blown fuse.
U. an increase in voltage.
c. a decrease in current.
d. an increase in operation.

9 To locate a direct short in a circuit, you would

a. turn on the power and check with a voltmeter.
U. isolate the circuit and check with an ohmmeter.
c. replace the fuse and check for voltage drops.
d. turn the switch on and check with an ohmmeter.

15
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10. When checking a circuit for a direct shor t the short will be
located at which of the following ohmmete

i
readings?

a. Between zero and infinity reading-.
b. At the zero reading.
e. At the infinity reading.
d. High 'resistance.

11. A positive to positive contact between two circuits is called

a. a cross short
b, a direct short.
c. a.n open short.
d. shorted controls.

12. The symptom that indicates a cross short is

a. an actuatuated protective device.
b. two circuits operate from one control device.
c. the device will not operate when switch is closed.
d. the switch will not open the circuit

13. To locate a cross short between two circuits, it is necessary to

a. have both circuits energized!
b. check both circuits for voltage dro0.
c. isolate both circuits into segments and check with ohmmeter.
d. check each circuit separately for continuity.

14. A cross short will be located at which of the following meter
readings?

a. Zero ohmmeter reading.
b. Infinity ohmmeter reading.
c. Zero voltmeter reading.
d. Voltage reading on voltmeter.



15. A cross short must occur at which of the following locations in
electric circuits ?

a. Between the power 3tikurce and control device.
b. Between the control device and unit of resistance.
c. Between the unit of resistance and ground.
d. At the unit of resistance.

16 A shorted control is defined as

a. a negative lead touching a positive lead.
a switch having a jumper wire attached.
broken contacts in a switch.

d. contacts of a switch or relay welded together.

17. The symptom that indicates a shorted control is

a. two devices operate from one control.
0. an actuated protective device.
c. the switch will not open the circuit.
d. the switch will not close the circuit.

18. A shorted control device will be indicated by

a. an ohmmeter reading of zero.
b. an ohmmeter reading of infinity.
c. a voltmeter reading applied voltage.
d. high current reading on the ammeter.

19. If a conductor makes divect contact with the frame in a one-wire
systerr, the result will be

a. a cross short.
b. a direct short.
c. a ground.
d. low power.

17
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20. The symptom that indicates a ground is

a. lights burn dim.
b. protective device is actuated.
c. two circuits operate from one control.
d. circuit is inoperative, protective device not actuated.

21. When checking for a ground in a circuit the defect will be located
at the

a. zero ohmmeter reading.
b. infinity ohmmeter reading.
c. zero voltage reading.
d. voltage reading on the voltmeter.

22. U a circuit device is not getting enough voltage to operate properly
the trouble is called

a. an open.
b. a ground.
c. reverse voltage
d. low pow.er.

23. 1 he relay in a control circuit begins to chattfr when the circuit is
4energized. This trouble indicates.a

)

a. shorted circuit.
b. low power.
c, shorted contTol switch.
d. high voltage.

24. Which of the following defects would cause a low power condition in
a circuit?

a. Contacts of control device welded together.
b. Ammeter connected in parallel.
c. Relay contacts stuck open.
d. Dirty switch contacts.

18
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES AND WORKBOOKS

Study Guides and Workbooks are training publications authorized by Air Training
Command (ATC) for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit
of instruction, 'or makes assigiunents for you to read in other publications which
contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you achieve
the learning objectives of the unit of inAruction. Knowiedge acquired from
using 'the Audent study guide will help you perform the missions or exercises,
solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the workbook

THE STUDY.GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SG/W B) contains both SC and WB niatenal
under one cover. The two training publimtions may be combined when the WB
is not designed for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issted for you
to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are upchted,as nec-
essary for training purposes, but are NOT to be useo on the job as authoritative
references in preference to Technical Orders or other official publications.
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VALIDATION DA TA

his prograNmed text on Electrical Fundamentals
has beeii validatei on 8 5 students. Target popu-

lati n consisted of 22 A3C students awaiting formal
training and 63 students enrolled in A B R 5 4 3 3 0

Electrical P, wer Production.

The criterion test has a total of 3 3 responses, with
30 out ot 33 bein4- the standard of performance. Any
30 correct responses was10

The followin results indicate time taken to complete
the program and sc res obtained on the criterion
test.

Range Average

Time 59 - 160
Minutes

112
Minutes

Scores 86% - 100% 98. ro
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- Learning Objectives -

1 From a list of substances identify

a. Matter as being anything which occupies space and has weight.

Le A molecule as being the smallest particle into which a substance
can be reduced and still retain the characteristics of the substance.

c. An element as a substance which is made up of the same kind of
atoms.

d. A compound as a substance which is made up of different kinds of
atoms in chemical combination.

An atom as the smallest particle,of an element that can take part
in ordinary chemical changes.

From an illustration, identify electron, proton, and neutron as '-hree
compon-nts of the atom.

F -om an illustration, identify the charge of an atom as being either
positive, -negative, or neutral.

4 Demonstrate a knowledge of electrical current by selecting from a list
of statements the one that

defines current as being the movement of free electrons through
a conducting material.

b. identifies the unit of measure for current flow as being the ampere.

c. identifies the effects of current flow as being: heat, chemical
change, magnetism, and shock.

5 Demonstrate a knowledge of electroinotive force (EMF) by selecting
from a list o3 statements the one that defines

a. Electromotive force as the electrical pressure that causes
current flow.

b. the volt as the unit of measurement for electromotive force.



c. chemical reaction, heat, and magnetism as the sources of
electromotive force.

6. Demonstrate a knowledge of electrical resistance by selecting froma group of statements the

a. one that defines resistance as opposition to current flow.

b. one that defines ohm as the unit of measurement for resistance.

c. type of material, heq.:. length, and cross-sectional area a3
the factors affecting the resistance of a material.

7. Select from a list of statements one that defines an insulator as a
material haying extremely high resistance.

8 Select from a list of statements the one that defines a conductor as a
material having low resistance.

9 From a list of materials, classify each one as an insulator or a
conductor.

iii
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Matter is made of particles in motion.
This moving-particle theory explains
many common facts such as evaporation
of liquids, diffusion of gases, and the
flow of electrical current. However,
before you can use the moving-particle
theory to explain current flow, or why
some materials such as copper, silver,
and gold make good conductors of elec-
tricity and other materials very poor
conductors, you must identify the par-
ticles of matter that do the moving.
To obtain the answer to these questions
is the reason you are starting,the study
of electricity with a basic lesson on the
structure of matter.

1



Structure of Matter

The earth and the planets, or agything found on, around, or in them are
states of matter. It exists in millions of forms, from the clouds in the
sky and our food and clothes, to the soils, liquids, metals, woods, and
rocks of the earth.

These many forms of matter exist in three states - liquid, solid, and
gas. As you know, liquids, solids, and gases occupy space and have
weight; otherwise, we could not identify these states of matter. There-
fore, everything around us is an example of 'matter in one form or another.

Place a check ( ) by the statement that clearly defines matter.

Ei Matter is any substance that has shape and volume.

Matter is anything that has weight and occupies space.

L Matt er exists as heat, light,or sound.

L Matter exists as solids, because solids are the only state
that has weight and volume.

375-

kns w e r : Is( Matter is anything that has weight and occupies space.
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.Jong ago scientists discovered that the many forms of matter could be
Koken into smaller particlrts. One of the smallest particles to which
uktter can be broken down is the molecule.

"cientists call the smallest part of any common substance (matter) that
1111 has the properties of the substance, a molecule. The very smallest
At of glass that can still be identified as glass is a glass molecule. The
smallest bit of water ehat can be identified as water is a water molecule.
Themical methods can break down most molecules into still smaller
'articles. However, when the molecule is broken down into smaller parti-
:les, the characteristics of the original substance are destroyed.

Match the correct definition with the proper term by placing the number
of the definition in the appropriate blank.

3 7b

Matter 1. Anything which occupies space and has weight.

Molecule 2. The smallest particle into which a sub-
stance can be reduced and still retain
the characteristics of the substance.

3. Anything that can be seen and has weight.

4. Can be broken down into smaller particles
and still retain its original characteristics.

5. A substance that can not be broken down
into smaller parti-Ere-s:

nswer: Matter 1

Molecu e 2

3
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We now know that the smallest bit of water ctial contains all the properties
of water is a molecule. But, if we were to break down this molecule of
water, we would no longer have water, but instead we would have two
particles of hydrogen and one particle of oxygen. When molecules are
broken down in this way, no chemical method can separate them further.
Chemists call these particles of matter chemical elements. Chemists
also have found that every element exists as tiny particles called atoms.

U we break down an oxygen element into its smallest particle, we would
find oxygen atoms only. U we break down gcld in the same manner, we
would find gold atoms only. An element, then, is a substance made ,of one
kind of atom that can not be reduced to a simpler substance. Oxygen,
hydrogen, copper, gold, silver, iron, sulphur, aluminum, carbon,and
uranium are some of the elements known to man.

Match the correct definition with the proper term by placing the
number of the definition in the appropriate blank;

Matter 1. The smallest particle into which a
substance can be reduced and still

Molecule retain the characteristics of the
substance.

Element 2. A substance which is made up of the
same kind of atoms.

3. A substance which is made up of one
or more kinds of atoms.

4. Anything which occupies space and
has we4ght.

5. Anything composed of two or more
different atoms chemically combined.

Answer: Matter

Molecule

Element 2

4



A sUbstance which contains atoms of"ozily one kind is called'an element. By
chemical action, we can combine elements to form completely new substances
called compounds. If we break down water, we would have two.atoms of
hydrogen and one atom of okygen. Water, ttlen, is' a cort7-sind formed by
combiring the atoms of oxygen and hydrogen.. Rust is ant ,r compound. It
is produced when the atoms of the iron element and the aturns of the oxygen
element combine. Sugar, which is a compound, is composed GI the elements
of carbon, hydrogen,7 and oxygen. In ot,her words, the atoms of mobt elements
will combine with other kinds a atoms to form compounds. Salt, sugar,
*per, and water'are all examples of compounds formed by a combination of
elements.

Match the correct definition'with the proper. term by placing the
number of the definition in the appropriate blank.

Molecule 1. Anything which occupies space and has
weight.

Element

Matter

Compound

A substance which is made up of different
kinds of atoms in chemical combinations.

-,

3. A substance which is made up of the
same kind of atoms.

.e

The smallest particle into which a substance
can be, reduced an still retain the charac-
teristics of the su tance.

, .

The i`nallest particle that retains its identity
as a part of an element.

i

3 72'

Answer: Molecule 4

Element 3

Matter
Compound 2

5
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Ali matter is made up of particles called molecules. These molecules are
composed of smaller particles linked together called atoms. If the molecule
contains atoms of only one kind it iS called an element. However, b y chern-
ical action, we can combine atoms of one element with the atoms of a afferent
element to form compounds. The atonvis the sma114st partthle of an element
which can enter into chemical change. It is the combination of these atoms
that give the particular molecule, element, or compound its distinctilre r
properties.-

Match the cdrrect definition with the proper term by placing the
number of the definition in the appropriate blank.'

Molecule

Element

Matter

Compound

Atom

[=1=1.1.1.

.1=1!

1 Anything which occupies space
and has weight.

2. A substance which is made up of
different kinds of atoms in
chemical combinations.

3. A subsiance which is made up of
the sanr kind of atpms.

The smallest particle into which
subs'.A.neie can be reduced and

still retain the characteristics
of the svbstance.

The smallest particle of an element
that can take part in ordinary
chemical,áhapge.

Answer: Molecule

Element
Matter
Compotmd 2

Atom

411.1!
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Now let,us review tile information on the Structure ofMatter.
-

Scientis ts call the smallest part of any common substance that still
has the properties of the substance - a molecule. Chemieal meth* can
break down most molecules into still simpler substances) however the

4original subetance is destroyed. Cheniists call these simplest substanceselements. They also have found that every elemerit esists ,as tiny particles
called atoms. When molecules are'broken down into elements and atoms,
no chemical method can separate them 'further. The atoms of most elements
can com6ine with others of the same element,or of different elements,!form-
ing molecules; The molecules may then join in larger masses. Molecules
and larger masses Of molecules which have more' than one kind of atoln
are called compounds. Salt, sugar, paper, and water are examples. If thelarge mass hap only one kiad of atom,. it is called by the name of the element.
Iron, copper, told, and oxygen are exam.pleS.

'r

Match the definidons with the libt of terms by glazing ibe, number
of the definition in the appropriate blank. ,

Matter 1. The smallest particle of an element that
can take -part in ordiziaiy cheirocal

Mo le c ule change.

Atom 2. A substance which is made ujo of different
kinds of atoms in chemical combinations.

Element
3 A substance which is made u of the same

.'Compound kind of atoms.

Ne

4. The smallest particle...into which "a.sub-
stance can be reduced and still retain the
characteristics of the substance.

5. Anything which occupies space and has
weight.

Answer:

4

Matter
Molecule

Atom

Element
Compound

1

3

2

7
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We have discovered that molecules are composed4of very small particles
known as atoms. An atom is the smallest particle that retains:its identity
las a part of the eleinen from which it is divided. A fulther division of
'the atom would yield,pir cle t bear no relationship to the original
element from which they C. e. ow let us break down some matter and
identify the at9m.

Observe the sketch below, and identify which particles represait the'
atom by writing the word ATOM in the appropriate blank.

t Matter Compound
,

d ,----...cr,°..-0..-
164

, d eel 616
Of g 4 6-,-Oederd

1

Elements

#VD441644/ . *1)41,OX,

Ariswer:

1

or flfA'
0 %Ill0 4) (43/ 1

1 t e% Go,0'
e-e

Atom .AtOm Atom

8 r



2;1_1\ rII atoms are composed °LAW-particles.' The centermost part is 24.a.le nucleus. The nucleus of an atom may be compared "..) the sun in ourifr 3---
_ystem around which planetsrevolve. -The nucleus accounts for almost all
le weight' (mass) of the atom, and furniihes the-force dukt causveothOr particles
f the atom to spin around the nucleus in the same manner-as the planet;(moves
A orbits around the sun. In the sketch below, notice the reseznblance of 'an
tonl to our solar system.

SOLAR. SYSTEM

11.ANETS

Ii-
0\

11111D

PLANETS

. .0"
v

SUN

Mace ak (V) by eactr true statement.

Amu. 4,12 UCTURE

'fto
NUCLEUS1 I a,

\ *0
0-

/*

SPINING*

PARTICLES

E There are at least two different particles contained in an atom.

The structgre of the solar system and the atom are identical.

r: The nucleus is the force that holds the atom together.

E The planets and outer particles are both in continuous motion.

*

(

tnswer: Er,There are at least two different particles contained in
an atom. la

Ths nacleus i the force that hOlds the atom together.
g The planets and outer particles are both In continuous

motion.

9
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3
The nucleus contains h--;) f the three parts of the atom. These two parts are
known' as the proton and.the neutron. The proton will always have a positive
charge and every atom must have at leait one proton in, its aucleus. The symbol
used to iepresent the proton iS . The neutron is a aub atomic particle
found in the nucleus of the, atom. Although it has a diameter and mass approx-
imately equaLto the proton, it has no electrical charge. Hence, it cari be thought
of as one prOtonrand one electron. The neutron is required to stabilize,the
atomic structure of the more complex type atoms. Its symbol is qi)
The protons and thneutions are packed closely together tO form the nucleus
pf the atom. Since theAneutron has no eectrical charge and the proton has a
positive charge, the necleus of an atom Fill always have a positive ( + )

/charge and is theparticle that maiiitains the sta*lity of the atom.

In this nucleus, how many protons and neutrons
are there?

( ) Neutrons

( )" -2rotons

Place a (1) by each true statemeiit.

El The neutron does not affect thetability of the nucleus.

1:3 The nUcleus will always have a positive charge.

The nucleus maintains the stability of the atoni.

0 The neutron is responsible for the positive charge of the nucleus'.

.0 The atom will always have a positive charge.

Answer: ( 5 ) Neutrons

( 6 ) ProtonS

Tke nucleus will always have a positive charge.

ES The nucleus maintains the stability of the atom.

10



Tie third part of thi atom is the ,elecircrno SIsctrons ars tbliparticleil en
that circle about the nicleus al an m in_ paths called shells." There

° can be as many as seven (7) shells arotmd the micleus of an atom. Each
shell will have a number of elec* 011, orbiting in'it. The number of elec-
trona that each 'hell can hold depends upon the distance of, the shell from
the nucleus. HoweVers, the-total number of electrons orbitincili"the shells-
will be the dame at the number of protons in the nucleus. The electron
has a negative charge and the symbol is te . It is this. negatiVe charge
that helps hold the electronis in orbit around the ?nucleus. ;

In the sketch of an ,,torn shown below, identify the three pirts of tir
atom by writing the word Electron, Proton, and ;4eutron in the appro-
priate blank:

ng.,

1.

Answer:

"Pe

fr
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NOw let us review' the information on the structure of an atom.
,

Observe thesketch of the atönaown below, and answer the folio
questions. i ,

-.

55-

The "8 P" and thee N" represent the number of
protons and neutrons in the nucleus,

J
1-iow Manr shells are there in this atom?

2. Does the number of protons in the nucleus
equal. the number of orbiting electrons?

..1

3. Does the 7 neutrons have any effect on the
electrical charge of the protohs or the
electrons?

4. Can the protons and neutrons be separated?

What particle of !the atom rotates around the
neucleus ?

6. What particle accounts for almost all the
weight of the atom?

i'spe

7. Draw the symbol for a proton.

8. Draw the symbol for a neutron.
9. What two particles of the atom form the nutleus?-

10, What does the neutron add to the atom?
)

Answer: 1. 2; 2. , No: 3. No; 4. No; 5. Electrma;
L. Nucleus; 7. e

9 ,8. ® 9. Proton & Neutron;
10. Weight or Mass.

12
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One of the. fundamental laws of electricity is that like charges repel' each
other, and 'unlike charges attract' each other. This law explains the bond
that exists in the atom between the positively ( + ) charged protons of, thenucleus and the negatively ( ) charted electrons orbiting around thi nucleus.
Since the two particles (electrons and protons) have unlike charges, they willbe drawn toward each other until the positivie charge exactly balances thenegative charge. This balanced or neutral condition holcis the electrons inthe various orbits around the-nucleus. Under normal conditions the ntimberof electrons im the orbital shells of in atom will be the same as the numberof protons in the nucleus. Therefore, if the sum of the positive charges

,exactly equals the sum oi the negative charges, the atom will be neutral.
; Place a check ( NI) by tile atoms that are electrically neutral.

Answer:

13
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AIn the ngrmal atom the sum of the positive charges of the protons in the
nucleus exactly equals the sum of the negative charges of the electrons .

such an atom is neutral. If for some reason.a few electrons are torn away
from the neutral atom, -the atoni.becomes charged and is 'called a poisitive
ion. Therefore, atoms having a posititie charge are the result of an atom
losing one or more of the orbiting electrons. In other words, a positively
charged atom will have more protons in its nucleus than there are orbiting
electrohs.

Identify the ekctrical condition of each illustrated atom by writing
the word PoSitive or Neutral in the appropriate blank.

A

Answer: A. Neutral

Positive

Positive

14



if the electrons that are tozn away from the pieutral atom (4s explainedin the previous paragraph) Kather on some other netitral atom; that atombecomes negatiyely charged, and is. call&ka negative ion. It an electronmoved to an already ne9tral atom...the atom would then have an excessof electrons. Me resuk would be the atom having a negative chavge.

1 .Identify .4he electifical charge pf each inuArated atgm by writingthe word tbsitive or Negative in the appiopriate blank. /

Answer: A. Negative

B. Positive

C. Negative

15
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Now let us review the information on the electrical charges an atom may
contain. We know that an atom may have a numb: of shells with a number
Cif electrons 'orbiting in each shell, and normally ,here is one orbiting
electron for-each proton ip the nucleus: The sum of the positive chaiges
of the protons exactly equals the sum of the negative charges of the elec-
trons. In other words, under normal conditions atoms are neutral; all
atoms strive to remain electrically neutral. However, if for'some reason
a fqw electrons are torn away from a neutral atom, it has.= excess of
protons ancls now a positively charged atom. f. If the electrons that are
torn away from the neutral atom gather on some, other neutral atom, it
now has an excess of electrons and is a negatively charged atom.

Identify the electrical charke of each illustrated atom by writing
the word Positive, Negative, or Neutral in the appropriate blank.

A

®

). )\/
`o, e0_, e

Answer:, A. Neutral

B. Positive

C. Negative

16



; gqoWe oliseriiecA that someielecirons are close to the nucleus and others are
farther kwaY. the nUriber.'of shells and ;he number of electrons in each
shpll depeilds'upOn the-conaplexity of the atom..` The shell closest to the
nucteus.can hold only two electrons.. The nezt orkital shell can h'oldfrom)
me to eight electrons'. . Ilse first shell mifst be 1ille4;1 with two electrons
before any electrons can move into the secqnd shell. 4ikewise, the second
shell mdst be filled with its,- eight 'electrons bvfore any electrons appear in
the third Therefore, if'there are more than 10 electrons in the atom,
an additional orbital shell farther away from the nucleus is.required.

Obseive the sketchs below, and draw.in the correct'number of electrons
that, éach_ shell should contain.,_ Remeniber, there are the same number of
el6ctrons in orbit as.there are protons in the nucleus.

Check the back of this pagelor correct drawing.

17
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it is now apparent that the first shell can hold up to two electrons ancisthe second
shell -can hold up to eight electrons. Also, each shell (first an4.second) tnustb
filled completely before the third shell is formed. (See Table, (Page 18A). the
----equirement to fill the shell complItelrbefore the next shell is formed applis
only to the first and second shells. Continuing outward from the nucleus, the *
thixd shell can hold up to 18 electrons, the fourth shell up to 32 electrons. etc.
However, the outex shell ean hold only up to eight electrons,. The next to the "
outer shell can hold only up to 18 electrons.. When the outer shell is filIed
(8 electrons) and the next to the outer shell is filled (18 electrons4 a new shell
will be form.e when another electron is 'added to the atom. * a

"

Refer to the t eable on Electron Structure of Atoms on Page 18A, ,This Tabie
will help you accomplish the following activities. Answer the following eluestions:

1. If there are eight electrons in the seventh (7th) shell ot an
atom, how many eidctrons would the 6th shell hold?

What is the maximuth number of electrons that can be contained
in th`e first shell of any.atom?

What is the maximum number of electrons that can be contained in
the second shell,c' third shell and the fourth shell?

4. Would this atom need a third shell?

Which of the atoms sketched below contains the correct number of
shells around the nucleus and the correct number of electrons in-each shell? Place a ( 1/),by the correctly drawn atoms.

,18

13

/Qe0(3\
05X3C-"0130
oor 16,0\

o 0
(D, oa

Answers:
1. 18
2. 2
3. 8,18, 32
4.4 No
5% C. D.



.:111,ECTR61 STRUCTURE OF ATdMS.

Arum
NUMMI

ATOM..
SNELL. I ATOMIC..

ATOM
- NE I,

2 3 1111U NOM Ii 3 5

1 Hydrogen 14 1 , 50 Tin Sn 2 8 18 18
2 Helium He 2 51 Antimont Sb 2 8 8 18 5
3 Lithitim Li 2 52 Tellurium 1' 2 8 18 18 6
4 Beryllium Be 2 2 53 Iodine 1 2 8 18 18 7
5 Boron B.. 2 3 54 Xenon Xe 2 8 8 18 8
6 Carbon C 2 4 55 Cesium Cs , 2 8 18 18 3 1

Nitrogen N 2 5 56 Barium Da 2 8 18 lb 8 2
3 Oxygen' 0 2 6 57 Lanthunum La 2 8 18 18 9 2
9 Fluorine F 2 7 58 Cerium Ce 2 8 18 19 9 2

10 Neon Ne ', 2 8 59 Praseodymium Pr 2 8 18 20 9 2
11 Sodium Na 2 8 1 60 Neodymium lid 2 8 18 21 9 2
12 Magnesium Ng': 2 8 2 61 Promethium Pm 2 8 18 22 g 2
13 .Aluminum Al 21 8 3 62 Samarium Sm 2 8 18 23 9 2
14 Silicon Si 2 8 4 63 Europium Eu 2 8 18 24 9 2
15 Phosphorous P , -2 8 5 64 Gadolinium Gd 2 8 18 25 9 2
16 Sulphur S 2 8 6 65 , Terbium Tb i 2, 8 18 26 9 2
17 Chlorine Ci 2 8 7 66 Dysprosium Dy 2 8 18 27 9 2
18 Argon A 2' 8 8 67 Holmium Ho 2 8 13 28 9 2
19 Potassium K 2 8 8 1 SA Erbium Er L 8 18 29 9 2
20 Calcium Ca 2 8 8 2 69 Thulium Tm . 2 8 18 30 9 2
21 Scandium Sr 2 8 9 2 70 YtteAurn Yb 2 8 18 31 9 2
22 Titanium Ti -2 8 10; 2 71 Lutetium Lu 2 8 18 32 9 2
23 Vanadium V

"Cr
2 8 11 2 72 Hafnium Hf 2 8 18 32 10 2

24 Chromium 2 d 13 1 73 Tantalum Ta 2 8 18 32 11 2
25 Manganese Mn 2 8 13 2 74 Tungsten W 2 8 18 32 '12 2
26 Iron Fe .2 8 14 f2.. 75 Rhenium Re 8 18 32 13 2
27 Cobalt' Co 2 8 15 2 76 Osmium Os 2 8 18 32 14 2
28 Nickel Ni ,>

'

2 8 16 2 77 Iridium Ir. 2 8 18 32 15 2
29 Copper Cu 2 8 18 1 78 Platinum Pt . 2 8 18 32 16 2
30 .Zinc Zn 2 8 18 2. , 79 Gold Au 2 8 18 32 18 1
31 Gallium GI,. 2 8 18 3 80 Mercury Hi 2 8 18 32 18 2
32 Germanium Ge 2 8 18 4 81 Thaliium TI 2 8 18 32 18 3

1 33

34

Arsenic As
Selenium Se

2, 8

8

18

18

5.

6-
82

83

Lead Pb
Bismuth Si

2 8

2 8

18

18

32

32.
18

18

4

5
35 Brothine. Br 2 8 18 7 34 Polonium Po 2 8 18 32 18 6
36 Krypton. Kr 2 8 18 8 .. 85 Astitine At 21 8 1.8 32 18 7
37 Rubsidium Rb 2 8 18 8 1 86 Radon Rn 2 8 18 32 18 8
38 Strontium SI' 2 8 18 .8 '2 87 Francium Fr 2 8 18 32 18 8
39 Yttrium Y 2 8 18 9 2 88 Radium Ra 2 18 18 32 18 8 2
SO Zirconium Zr 2 8 18 10 ,2 89 Actinium Ac 2 8 18 32 18 9 2
41 Niobium Nb 2 8 18 12 1 90 Thorium Th 2 8 18 32 19 9 1
42 Molybdenum Mo 2 8 18 13 91 Protattintit Pa 2 8 18 32 20 9 2
43 Techetium Te 2 8 18. 14 1 92 Uranium U 2 18 32 21 9 2
IC Ruthenium Ru- 2 8 18 15 1 93 'Neptunium Np 2 8 18 32 22 9 2

Rhodium Rh 2 -8 18 16 1 94 Plutonium Pu 2 8 18 32 23 9 2
i6 Palladium Pd 2 8 18 18 0 95 Americium, Am 2 8 18 32 24 9 2
1/ Silver Ai 2 1 18 18 1 96 Curium Cm 2 8 18 32 25 9 2
48 Cadinnim a 2 8 18 18 2 9Z Berkelium Bk 2 8 18 32 26 9 2
49 Indium In 2 8 18, 18 3 98 Californium CI 2 8 18 32 27

"I's taw 'S 41,410 014, elimoie arta tt not comokte. Tbeve are ictu104y 106 known itiewents'

18A
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kIt is possible to ctetermine whether-a given substance will easily re,lease
electrons by noting the distance ,thi' shell is from the nucleus and the
number of electrons in each shell. The first shell (the.shell next to thenucleus) is complete and dhentically.stable when it has two electrons.
The electrons, in this case, are bound tightlY around the nucleus, anda gieat force is required to dislodge the electrons. The second shell 441-must 4ave eight lectrons before it is complete or chemically stabie.If the shell in question is complete, a superior force would also berequired to refnove the electrons.. NowN, if there are only two eleC-tronsin this second shell, it would surrender the electrons, with relative ease.The unstable cOnditipn and distance the shell is from4he nucleus permitthe electrons to be easily dislodged from the atom.

Place a ( /.) by the atoms which would more easily release iheirelectrons.

A

mg.
"%a 4.

Answer: b.
C.

19
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In other words, when the 'outermost Shell of an atom has eight (8) elec-
tronsf the shell is stable and it will refuse to give up, or take on addi-
tional eleet:rona. We know that the other shells closer to-the nucleus
are aliot:Stable and will not give up electrons.. Therefore, it iS this
outermost shell that detbrniines if electrons can be drawn away from
the atom by a Small outside force. The outermost skibil is called the
valence shell and t.h9 electrons in this/Oen are called valence ielectrons.-
When the valence :shell of In atom is more than half full (5 or more elec-
trons) the atom tends tc; take on electrons to complete its shell and will
refuse to give t4em up. If the valence shell is less than half full (3 oi
less) the atom tends to give up electrons. The less valence electrons
there aresin the valence shell, the easier it is to free them.

Place a check ( in by the atomscthat readily give up their valence
electrons.

3:(;71:61
Qicre"-e-

fc
1WL"\\ (&6 O )Ci

t\CO\ e 716°Or

\Ck e °V/

Answer:
4 1

20



Once an orbital electron ts removed from an atom,' it is called a free
electron. The valence electrons of certain.metals are so'loosely bound
to-the nucleue that a small outside force can move the eledtron from theatom The small amount of energy created by room temperatOe".can
caw:4-m electron to be moved from the atom and become a free elictron.
This free electron may move In anY diret.tion through Ihe metal in search
of a positively charged atom. In other words, there is a random move-nient of electrons among the atoms within the metal.

z

When electrons are dislodged irom their orbit =4 permitted to
drift outside the bounds of the atottto these electrons are, knownas

a. valence electrons.

b. free electrons.

c. random electrons.

d. ionized electrons.

Answer: Free electrons

21
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It is apparent that the f;ee electrons moving about.the interior of the metal
may again recombine with atoms. There is stiLl an interchange of free
electrons between atoms, but there is no-general trend in either one direc-
tion or the other. Th'etlectrons do not actually flow from one end of the
material to the other, ,unless they are forced to do so by the application of
some external force. They are not .considered as flowing in the sense that
an electric current flows. In other 'wordsto have a current flow, there
must be a constant pressure -to maintain a gteady drift of electrons and a
suitable path through which the electrons may flow.

Study the movement of the free electrons in the illustration of the copper
wire.

Answer the following questions.

1. Will there be a current flow in this copper wire?
(Yes) (No)

Is there an interchange of free electrons between atoms? ,

(Yes) (No)

3. Once the electrons are dislodged from the atom, do they remain as
free electrons or do they Tecombine with other atoms ?

4 Name two requirement'S necessary to maintain a current flow.

h.

Answers: No; 2. Yes; 3. Recombine with other atoms;
b. A suitable path to moire throug4. a. Constant pressinv.

22



If a positively charged body (havint too few electroits) and _a negttively
charged body (having an excess of lectr6ns) are placed at 'opposite ends
of the copper wire, the free' electrons in the copper wire will be attached
to the positivoly charged s,y. The force caused by the two differently
charged bodies cause all of the free electrons to move in the same ctirec:
tión through the wire. The random piovement of electrons no lo er
,prevails. The movement of these free electrons through ihe cor4iucting
cbpper wire toward the positively charged body constitutes an eltilc.
current.

t-

\

Study the illustration below.

Answer the following question's.

1. Does the movement of free electrons in the wire indicate a
current flow?

rfeiViia (No)

2. The electrons in the wire move toward the positive charge.

Answer :

(Yes) (No)

What force causes the electrons to drift through the wire?

What is the name of the electron in the outermost shell?

I. Yes; 2. Ires 3. Differently charged bodies;
4. Valence electrons

23



.Wlien a battery is applied to the yire, an excess of electrons ,is applied to
one end of the wire knd a deficiency RI electrons at the other end. The
free-electrons are 'ciused to flow or diift teward the end with a deficiency
of electrons. This'is the same condition ekplaiined in the previolks para-
graph - two alike charges. Is the general drift of electrons along a wire
parrying an electric current, gach electron Aravels only a short distance
before colliding with and becoming attached to an atom. HoweVer, this
collision knoCks off one or more electrons from the atom '..hich become
free electrons. In this manner the general drift continues throughout the
entire length of the wire. This drift of electrons thrqugh the wire is referred
to as a "FLOW OF CURRENT, V

Check ( t./) the co-trect answer beldw:

The definition of eledtrical current js the

a. flow of electrical force through a conducting material.

movementof free electrons through a conducting material.

flow of magnetic iyix around a conducting material.

d. result of ohms through a resistive ma.terial.

Answer: b.
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Now los kle review the informatipn on the theory of current flow... The tendency
of an atom to give up its electrons depends upon a characteristic called
"Chemical Siability." An atom is said to be stabl,e if its valepce'shell is
full; that is, when the valence shell contains eight valence electrons. A great
amount of force is required ,to dislodge the electrons of a chemically stable
atom. When the valence shell of an atom is more than half full, the atom
tends to take on electrons. When an atom's valence shell is less than half
full, the Atom will give up electrons. When a small amount of force is added
sto a valence electron, it will move .out of the valence dhell and become a free
electron. if the movement of electrons is controlled so that the free electrons
move in the same direction at the,sameltime through a conducting material,
we have a flow of electrons which is calred electric current.

C:yeck (1) the correct answer.

I. Identify the valence electrons of the
atom. (Place a check in the appropriate

blank)
When electrons are dislodged from an atom and
allowed to move in:any direction through the
material, these electrons are known as

a. electrical current.

b. random electrons.

c. free electrons.

d. free ions.

The definition of electrical current is the

a. movement of electrical force through a conducting material.

b. flow of magnetic flux around a conducting material.

c. movement of free electrons through a conducting material.

d. flow of chemicallyotable atoms through a conducting material.

Check tile back of this page for correct answer.
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Answer: 1. 2. C; 3. C.
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Now that we know frog electroni in the form of electrical current can.be
,moved from point to point in a conducting mateiial, the unit of measure-
ment for electrical current can be presented. The negative charge of an
electron is called an elemental charge, and it is the smallest electibical
charge wIlich has been discovered; The positive charge of a proton is also
called an elemental charge. These charges are equal and'opposite in elec-
trical strength. Since the mobile member .of the atom is the electron, it
moves this charge through the conducting material. The rate atyttich the
electzions move this 'charge through the material determines the amount of
current flow.

When we measure electrical current, we determine the

a. strength of each electrical charge.

b flow rate of the current.

. charge that is carried by the electron.

d. charge remaining on the proton.

AMA

Answer: b.
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The number of elemental charges that pass any point in a conducting
material each second is the rate of flow of electrical t urrent.. However,
the elemental charge is too sniall for practical use. This Charge is so
small that it would require several sheets of paper to record the amount
of current used in your home in one Clay. We must have a number of
elemental charges measured as a unit of current. This unit is called a
coulomb. It takes 6,250 million billion elemental charges to make one
coulomb. The coulomb is yie unit quantity, or unit charge that is com-

,puted when determining the flow rate of current.

When we measure current, the unit charge used to determine the
flow rate per second is the

a. coulomb.

b. elemental charke.

c. electron.

d. proton.

A

Answer: a.

4
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The rate at which a current of water flows through k pipe is expretised as 1-101/a certain number of gallons or cubic feet per second. In.the same way,a current of electricity may be expressed as a certain quantity of chargeflowing per second past a certain point in the conductimaitaterial. 'AS youknow we use the coulombbas the quantity of charge that goes by persecond. The rate at which the unit charge flow is measured is amperes.If one coulomb passes a point each second, the current flow would be one
4. ampere. Therefore, ampere is the number of coulgmbé passing a pointper secqnd in a conducting. material: The unit of rnêastire used to expressthe rate at which current flows is the ampere.

The unit of measure for current flow is the

a. elemental charge._

proton.

c. amp-ere.

d. electror.

Answer: c.
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Now that we know that current is the movement of electrons through a con-
ducting material, and the total amount of charge transferred by the moving
electrons is measured in amperes, let us discuss the force that causes
the movement of the electrons. You should remember that when a wire is
connected between a point with an excessive number of electrons and another
point with a deficiency of electrons, there will be a movement of the free
electrons. This movement is explained by the fact that an electrical pressure..i.exists whenever there are more electrons at one point than at.the -other. The
greater the difference in the number of electrons, the greater the electrical
pressure and the greater the amount of electron flow. This electrical pressure
between.the two points is known as a difference of potential.

Oa.

The movement of electrons through a conducting materilid is theresult of

a. the elemental charges.

b. a difference of potPntial.

c. two positively charged atoms.

d. two negatively charged atoms.

Answer: b.

4
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When two bodies have unepal charges, a difference of potential exists 13 0k)
between thein. rtis-difference of potential causes a current to-flow.
However, the drift of the electrons tend to neutralize the unequal

Icharge of the two bodies and no ;difOrence of potential will exist. There-
fore, we must have a force thattwill maintain the difference of potentil
between the two bodies. In other words, we giust have a force that willt
remove electrons from one point and; pile up electront on the other.
This force is known is electromotive force. Now, if a device that causes
a continuous electromotive force is connected betweeri two points, -a
difference of potential is maintained and a continuous current will flow.

The electrical force that causes current flow through a
conducting mgerial is called

a. eleltromotive force.

13. electron flow.

c. unequal charges.

d. coulombs.

A.nswer:

/ A
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In order to maintain a steady flow of current, we must have, a continuous
electromotive force. That is,* one end of tne wire must haVe an excess of
electrons and the other end a deficiency of electrons.
Note in the illustration to the right
that,the electrons flow away from

-one post of the battery and, &ward
the other post. The reason for
this is that a battery creates an
excess of electrons at one post
aid it .has a deficiency of elec-
trons at the other post. The
battery then is a constant source
of electromotive force.

et

The pressure or force that causes current to flow is.called

a. the elemental charge.

electromotive force.

c. elearon flow.

d. a deficiency of electrons.

Answer:
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"This electromotive force, or pressure, -is usually abbreviated "E. M. F."
This. EMF is expressed in units called Volts, The volt is a_unit of electio-
motive force and is measured with a device called a voltmeter. When the
-EMF of a batterlis mentioned, it is ra. ferred to as having a certain number
of volts. The same is true of the wall plug in your house. When we measure
the EMF of the plug, we say that there are 110 volts available.

The electrical pressure that caiases current flow through a conducting
material is called

a. an elemental charge.

a defiCiency of electrons.
(Check the correct answer)

C. electromotive force.

d. electron flow.

The unit of measurement for electromoti've force is the

a. ampere.

b. watt.

C. ohm.

d, volt.

(Check 'the correct answer)

Answer: c; d.
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To summarize: When tWo bodies have unequal Charges, a difference
of potential exists between them. This potential difference causes a current
to flow. The two bodies are maintained it a continuous difference of potenr
tial because of a constant source of electromotive force which creates an
excess of electrons at one point and a deficiency of electrons at the other
point. This electromotive force driving the current is measured in volts.
One volt, when steadily applied to a conducting material that has one unit
of resistance, will produce a current of one ampere.

- Check the correct answer -

The electrical pressure that causes current to flow through a
conducting material is called

a. electromotive force.

b. electron flow.

c. a deficiency of electrons.

d. electron force.
1

The unit of measurement for electromotive force is the

a. ampere.

b. resistance.

c. volt.

d. 'ohm.

Answer: a. C.
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In order to cause electrons to move in the same direction through a onduci- 4,1°ing material, an electroinotiv force must be available. Several m hodscan be used to supply thc.electromotNelforce. The voltaic cell is o e wayin which an electromotive force can be produced. . The cell consists of twometals, such as zinc and copPer, placed in a solution of acid and water.
The resulting chemical reaction produces an electromotive lorce betweenthe two metals. The zinc taket on a negative charge-and the copper metaltakes on a poqitive charge. Tfie metals thus become positively and negativelycharged respectively and in this case an electromotivetforce of about 1. 5volts is produced. ;The same action takes place in the common flasplightbatteror automob.i/le battery\,,

/

One method used to supply electromotive force'is by

a. chemical reaction

b. two like charges
*(Check the correct answer)

C. two unlike metals

d. a solution of acid and water

knswer: a.
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Another method used to N-od.,ce EMF is by heat. For example, a thermo-
couple is adevice which zonverts heat directly into electromotive force.
The thermocouple consists (IL two dissimilar metals in contact. The metals
can be copper and iron or any other dissimilar metals When a conducting
material connects the dissimilar metals and the point of contact of the two
is heated, an EMF is developed which causes current to/flow in the connect-
ing wire. Note that the copper gives up its free electrons

emonnvwhich flow through the connecting wire to the iron. This
Air nr SAOgives us a negative and positively ch4arged body which

causes current flow.

Two methods used to supply electromotive
force is by

a. heat and chemical reaction.

b. heat and two like charges.

c. two unlike metals and heat.

d. two unlike metals and a solution of acid.

Answer: a.
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The third method used to produie EMF is by magnetiSm. When a 'current /-442"--flows through a &inducting material a magnetic field is set up around thematerial. If we take a copper wire and form it into a coil, the magneticfield will be very strong. Now if we take another copper wire and move
it through the magnetic field we will produce an electromotive force inthe moving wire. in order to produce EMF by magnetism, we must havethree necessary fa:ctors: a magnetic field, a conducting material, andrelative motion.

The three sources of electromotive force are

a. current, voltage, and resistance.

b. magnetism, heat, and chemical reiction.

c. voltage, heat, and mechanical reaction.

d. chemical reaction, relative motion, and magnetic field.

Answer:

36
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4/ 3
Now let us review. Current 45 the movement of free electrons through a con-
ducting material. The unit charge transferred by moving electrons is exPressed
in

-1'4k

coulonabs. The rate aft which The unit charge flow is measured in amperes.
The external force or electrical pressure that caUse a continuous current flow
is known as electromotive force, and the unit of measurement for it is the volt.Thefe are three methods of producing this EMF. One method utilizes chemical
action between two different metals in a solution of acid and water. Another
method utilizes two different metals and heat. The third method involves rotatinE
conductors (wire) through A magnetic field. Each method creates more electronE
at one point than at the other - thus current flow.

(Check the:correct answers)
1. The definition of electrical current is the

a. flow of electrical forLe through a conducting material.
b. movement of free electrons through a conducting material.
c. flow of magnetic force through a conducting material.
d. result of resistance through a conducting material.

2. The unit of measure for current flow is the

a. elemental charge.
b. coulomb.
C. ampere.
d electron.

The pressure or force that causes current to flow is called

a. the elemental charge.
b. electron flow.
c. electromotive force.
d. a deficiency of electrons.

The unit of measurement for electromotive force is the

a. ampere.
b. .resistance.
C. val t.
d. ohm.

The three sources of electromotive force are'

a. current, voltage, and resistance.
b. magnetism, heat, and chemical reaction.
c. heat, light, and mechanical reaction.
d. chemical action, relative motion, and magnetic field.

Answer: 1. b; 2. c; 3. c; 4. c; 5. b, 37



'he drift of free el
To set this a

-ressure which we
dependent on mo

ining with other ato
urrent fl
orcel thro
toms whic
13n is call

trona through a 'conducting material is called curtent
ream of electrons.in motion, we must have an elestrical

1 the electromotive force; Since an electrical current
electrons, any collision with other electrons or reconi-

s for a short period of Lime will tend to oppose or resist
w in the co ducting material. In other words, when electrons are

h a conducting material, the frictionbetweenthe electronseand
form the material holds back the electron flow and "this festric-
opposition to current flow.

The restriction created by the collision of electrons as they move through
a conducting material is called

a. opposition to current- flow.

b. movemedk of free electrons.

c. opposition to proton Movement.

d. electromotive force.

Answer: a.
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The opposition to the flow of current offered by a conducting material
is called resistance. All conducting material has a certain amount of
resistance. The amount of resistance hi a material depends on the
number of valence electroAs that can be detached from the atom and
become free electrons. Materials which offer the greatest opposition
to current flow are those that will not easily give up the valence elettrons
around its atom. We say that these materials have high resistance.

The opposition to current flow in a conducting material is
known as

a. resistance.

b. electromotive force.

c. amperes.

reactance.

Answer: a.
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The,Appoeftion of a. matgrikl to steoy election flow fa called its rests.; .

tanci. The lloW of current in a material depends appn 1t molecular
structure and the ease with which electrons can,be (*tacked from the

figrs.1atom of the material. The easier it is to detach elgctrons from the
,Uoin, the rnoT'efreg electrons there.are to ,contribute to.the flow of
'ctirrent. theimdre electrons flowing the fess resistance there is in the
material.

'

The opposition to current flow in z conducting Material is
known as

a. voltage. 4

b. reactance.

c. resistance.

d. conductance.

I.

f

:Answer: C.
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The unit of measurement for resistance is called an ohm, a:nci the initru-
ment by which resistance is measured is called an ohmmeter. Just as
the volt and ampere.are unitS of meakturement, the ohm'is.a unit of .

measurement for resistance. When we measure the opposition of current
flow of a material, we express the results in ohms of resistance.

The unit of measure for resistance is the

a. volt.

ba, ampere.

e. watt.

d. ohm.

Answer: d.
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Let ug review. Experiments show that materials offer a certain oppo-sition to the passage of an electrical eurrent which we call resistance.It is necestary, therefore, to ipply an electromotive force (voltage)at the terminals of the conducting material to produce a flow of currentthrough it. It is found that the value of a steady'current produced) ina coriducting material is directly proportional to the electrical pressureapplied. The practical unit of resistance is called the ohm. The ohmis such that a conductirig material is said to have a resistance of oneohm when an applied EMF of one volt causes a current olone arnpereto flow.

The opposition to current flow in a conducting material
is known as

a. izonductor.

b. resisnce.
c reactance.

d amperes.

of measure for resistance is the

a. volt.

b watt.

C. ampere.

uhIn.

A.11. or: b.
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The opposition to the flow of current offered by a conducting material is
called resistance. Now let's talk about some of the things that affect
resistance. Different materials' have a,different resistance to the flow
of electroms. Oug lesson on Atomic Structure pointed out that some
materials gave up electrons easier than others. Materials such as
gold, silvr, copper, anthaluminum which have one, two, or three
valence electrons make the best conducting material. The valence elec-
trons of these materials can be easily removed from its atom and be-
come free electrons. If we apply an external force, we can move these
electrons in a desired direction with very little opposition. Other mater-
ials, such as wood, glass, and rubber, are composed of atoms with tightly
held electrons. These materials offer considerable resistance to the
transfer of electrons.

One factor affecting the resistance of a material is the

a. type of material.

b. applied voltage.

C. type of current.

d. proton_movement.

Answer: a.
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The type of material is probably'{he most important factor affecting the'resistance of a material. However, there are other factors. The longer
the.conducting material, the higher the resistance is going to be. The
resistance to meving -electron's depends on the number of collisions with
other electrons and atoms. Therefore, thesgreater the length of the
material, the greater will be the number of collisions, and consequently,more resistance. If a conductor one foot long has a resistance of 5 ohms,
then a conductor made of the swim material two feet long would have 10ohms resistance.

Study the illustration.

one foot long
5 ohms

copper wirev
10 ohms

two foot long

same material

Write the name of two factors afiecting resistance of a material.

1.

2.

ifd4°

Answer: 1. Type of material
2. Length
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The liext factor is the cross-sectional area (how big around it is) of thematerial. The effect of the cross-sectional area is opposite the effettcaused by the length of the material. A material' one foot long and 1/4inch in diameter has a resistance of 10 ohms. 'A conductor made -of thesame material, one foot long but 1/2 inch in diameter, uld have 2.5 ohmsresistance. The greater the cross-sectional area, the gre ter space theelectrons will have to move before bumping into other eIect.ons or atoms.Reduce the collisions between electrons and we have less re istance Theresistance of a material is directly proportional to the .length and inversely
proportional to the cross-sectional area.

Study the illitstration.

one foot long
10 ohms 1/4 inch in diameter

two feet long
- SAME MATERIAL

20 ohms 1/4 inch in
diameter

'1 4 inch in
diameter

1/2 inch in
diameter

Three factors affecting the resistance of a material are the
a. cross-sectional area, insulation, and electromotive force.
b. length, type of material, and chemical reaction.

c. temperature, voltage, and current.,

d. type of material cross-sectional area, and length.

Answer: d.i
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We have covered three of the factori.aff,ecting the resistance of a material.
They are the type; length, and cioss-sectional area o.f the material. The
fourth and last factor is the temperature: As you apply heat to a matrial,
movement of electrons increase. This increase in electron Rovement :
causes more collisions between the electrons and these collisions cause
,the resistance to increase.' If current is forced through a material that F
offers considerable opposition to the transfer (11,f electrons, thq. temperature
Will be high. current flow'in any conducting riliterial will'proce some

-heat. 'However, it is the increase of the exterilal temperature that will cause
the ,increase of resistance in a material.

The It-our factor'.i affecting the resistance of a material are
the ' a '.-

r
i r

,, \ ,a. type of
material(1

. applied 'voltage, ,proton
movement, and heat.

-*\

b. length, chemical action, .current, and insulation.

c. electrknnotive force, temperature, cross-
sectional area, and diameter.

d. type of material. cross-sectional area, length,
and temperature.

#.

Answer: d.
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In order to have current flow, the electrons must have a path to movethrough. An electrical circuit is a closed path for the flow of electrons.
The starting point is some type of device to create electzomotive foice,such as a battery. The circuit is not complete until the conducting pathcan be traced back to the starting point where the electromotive forceoriginates. This conducting path is known as a conductor.

Match the letter of each term to the appropriate definition in theleft hand column.

Definition

A unit of measurement for
Electromotive force

A unit of measurement for
current flow

3. A unit of measurement for
resistance

4. A path through which
electrouxan move

5. Opposition to current
flow

Term

a. Volt

b. Ohm

c. Amperes

d Conductor

e. Resistance
`1

Answers: 1 a
2.
3. b
4. d
5.
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41aciNow let's talk some more about the conductor. In certain-Materials,electrons are readily separated from the atom. The easier it is to detacheleciro'65 from the atom, the more free electrons there are to contributeto the ftow of current. Experiments show that in some metals there issuch a free interchange of orbitaL electrons between atoms that free elec-trons appear to- exist without an outside force being applied.' The metalseems full of free electrons. Such a material is used to make conductors.This type of material offers very little opposition to the movement ofelectrons.

Conductors are constructed from materials with

a.

b.

ca

high resistance.

low resistance.

the ability to retain its electrons.

a large number of valence electrons.

Answer: b.

4
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A conductor is constructed of material that offers small opposition to
the flow of electrons. Material of this type has valence electrons that
easily become free electrons when an electromotive force is applied.
In contrast to good conductors, some materials are composed of atoms
with tightly held valence electrons. The valence shell is almost com-
plete, and few electrons escape to become free electrons. Such materials
offer great opposition to the movement of electrons between atoms: Matei -
Ws which of fer the greatest resistance to current flow are used as insu-
lators.

Conductors are constructed from materials with

(Check (4 ) the correct answer)

a. tightly held valence electrons.

b. a large number of atoms.

c. high resistance.

d. low -resistance.

Materials with extremely high resistance are used as

a. insulators.

b. canductorsi

c. fuses.

d. ohms.

1 4

Answer: d. ; a.



Now let's review the conductor - insulator area. Substances that permit
the movement of a large number of free elecqons are called conductors.
The greater the number of electrons that can be made to move in a materialunder the application of a given electromotive force, the.better are the
conductive qualities of that material. An insulator is a substance that has fewfree electrons. Since current flow depends upon the movement of free elec-trons, the lack of free electrons in an insulator will .prevent the flow ofcr-_fent. The insulation on the electrical wiring prevents the current fromjumping to other devices or being knocked into space.

Check ( I) the correct answer

Conductors are constructed from materials with a large
number of

a. molecules.

b. atoms.

C. protons.

d. free electrons.

Materials having very few free electrons make good

a. atoms.

b. conductors.

c. molecules.

d. insulators.

Answer: d. ; d.
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We saia that a good conductor is a material that offers small opposition
to the flow of electrons (current). Actually, what we are saying is that
a good conductor will readily accept or give up its valence electrons.
Thus, a very small force or amount of energy (electromotive force) will
cr.-9e such electrons to be moved from the atom and become free elec-
trons to contribute to the flow of current. Some of the materials that
will do this for-us are coppe?s aluminum, iron, platinum, and silver.
In general all metals are good conductors.

Check (1) the true statements.

1. A good conductor will be made from copper, aluminum,
iron, silver, and platinum.

0 2 Metals can be used as conductors or as insulators.

17.1 3. A good conductor will readily accept or give up its
valence electrGns.

fl 4. A good conductor has atoms which provide very few
free electrons.

5. Copper, aluminum, iron, silver, and platinum are
used as conductors because their atoms readily accept
or give up valence electrons.

Answer: 1, 3. 5.
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We said that an insulator is a material that offers great opposition tothe m6vement of electrons. An insulator has electrons just u all
materials have, but it has practically no free electrons. The valence
electrons have enrnbined with other valence electrons to complete thevalence shell, leaving no free electrons available for current flow.
Rubber, glass, paper, dry air, mica, and bakelite are examples of
good insulating materials.

Check (4 ) the correct answer.

E I. Insulators are made of materials that offer very
little opposition to current flow.

.111

1111.

2. Conductors are made of materials that offer great
opposition to the movement of electrons.

LID-5/

3. A good conductor will be made from copper, aluminum,
iron, silver, and platinum.

4. A good insulator will be made from rubber, paper,
dry air, glass, bakelite7and mica.

Answer: 3, 4.
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It is incorrect to say that all materials are either conductors or insulators,
because there is no sharp dividing line. The best conductors are used
to carry current, and the poorest conductors are used as insulators to
prevent current flow. All sul3stance offers sot= apposition to current
flow. This opposition is called resistance. Insulators have great resis-
tance, while conductors have little resistance. The best inpulators -
that is,- the poorest conductors, are rubber, glass, paper, dry air, gas, mica,
and bakelite. The best conductors are the metals and acids.

Identify the materials that are used as insulators and the
materials used as conductors by placing an "rt,or "C" in
the appropriate t7::nk.

ll'ubber Mica

Glass Iron

Paper Platinum

Copper Silver

m.111011MWM.

Aluminum Bakelite=wwl...Ia.. 41,.111.

Dry air Gas 11wFil.m..

Materials with extremely high resistance are used as

a. conductors.

b. fuses.
e. ohms.

d. insulators.

Conductors are construced from material with

a. tightly held valence electrons.
b. a large number of atoms.
c. high resistance.

low resistance.d.

Answer: C, C, I, I, C, C, C, I, I; d. d.
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loat's review the infortiatIon on rtaistance and the factors Ofeethig
resistance. A copper wire will cif _duct current with relative ease,
but it still offers some resistance to current flow. The aniount,of
resistance in wires Will vary with the, diameter, length, temperature,and the type of material. A large.diameter wire offers less resistance
than a small diameter wire. , Iron wire has fewer free electrons than'copper wire'. Therefore, iron wire *offers more' resistance than acopper wire of the same temperature, length, and diameter. The
resistance of *most metals increases with an increase in temperature.

Check ( bi) the correct answers.

The opposition to current flow in a conductor is known as
a. reactance.

b. resistance.

c. voltige.

d. reluctance.

The unit of measure for resistance is the

a. henry.

b. watt.

c. ohm.

d. ampere.

The four factors affecting the resistance of a material are the

a. length, temperature, voltage, and insulator.
b. temperature, .cross-sectional area, insulator, and

type of material.
c. chemical structure, insulator, number of protons, and

length.
d. type of material, length, temperature, and cross-

sectional area.
Answer: b; c; d.
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By now you should be famNar with the terms - electromotive force
whicii is measured in voltS, current which is measured in amperes,
and resistance which is measured in ohms. When we speak of electro-
motive force, -we Will call it voltage. Voltage by itself does not contain
energy, and voltage by itself can ,io no work. The same is true of
current alone. To trtugulit energy and to do work, voltage and current
must act together. If voltage and current are to act together, there
must be a conductor for the current to move througNand some device
to be acted upon. The conductor must start at the source of voltage,
go to the device acted upon, and return to the source of voltage. We
have dest:ribed what is called an electrical circuit.

Use the words conductor, voltage, device acted upon,
current. and resistance - label each arrow on the
diagram.
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Answer: 1. current; 2. resittance; 3. device acted upon;
4. conductor; 5. voltage.
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Now let's discuss the effects of current flow on thecircuit ind elec-trical devices, One effect of current flow is heat. The heating
eifect of current is produced when electrons are forced to move in amaterial which has high resistance. The movement of electrons
in high resistance material produces high internal friction and resultsin the production of heat. The f ilament in lamp bulbs has such high
resistance that when electrons move through this filament it heats
to a white hot condition and gives off light. Current.flow in any con-ductor will produce asorne heat, but to take advantage of the heatingeffect, high resistance materials are used. This heating effect is used
in many places including electric stoves, heating pads, soldering irons,etc.

The product of heat in a resistor is the effect of

a. low voltage.

resistance.

c. chemical reaction.

current flow.

Answer: d
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Current produces chemical action when it flows through a liquid. Ex-
ample of this effect are the charging of a battery. The chemical
reaction causes the acid to remove electrons from one plate and
store them on the other plate. When an outside circuit is connected
between the terminals of the plate, a current will flow Ling' the
solution of acid is neutralized by the materials of the battery plate.

this state, the battery is completely discharged and will not produce
electromotive force. If a current is forced through the bat tery in an
opposite direction, the chemical effect of the current will separate
the acid elements from the plate material. The battery will be restored
to its former charged condition. Other uses of the chemical effects
of current flow include electroplating of metals, and commercial produc-
tion of hydrogen, oxygen, and chlorine gases.

Two effects caused by current flow are

a. chemical reaction and current.

o. heat and electromotive force.

C. voltage and resistance.

d. chemical reaction and heat.

Answer:
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434The magnetic effect of current flow gives us the operation of telephones,.
telegraph, lifting magnets, eleCtrical meters, motors, and transformers.This is perhaps the most used of the various effects of current flow. When

elit flows through a wire, a magnetic field is set up around the wire.The direction and strength of the magnetic field will be determined by thedirection and strength of the current producing it. The magnetic fieldaround a current carrying -wire is composed of circular lines of magneticforce. As you know; electromotive force is produced by rotating a con-ductor through the field of force. The above named devices also operatein a similar manner because of the magnetic effect caused by current flow.

The product of heat, chemical reaction, and magnetism in con-
ductors or liquids is the effect of

a. induced reaction.

b. induced resistance.

c. insulator.

d. current flow.

Answer: d
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The shock effect of current is a very undesirable effect. This shock is
caused by the passage of current through the body or a portion of the
bpdy and is causect by contact with a current-carrying conductor. The
results are burns and a paralyzing effect on the heart and chest muscles.
A current of only a fraction of an ampere flowing through the human body
is usually fatal.

The product of heat, chemical action, magnetism, and
electrical shock in a conductor or liquid is the effect of

a. ohms.

b. potential voltage.

C. resistance.

d. current flow.

just one more word on current and you are through withthe subject.

Current which flows steadily in the same direction such as
the current flow caused by a battery is called direct current,
and is abbreviated as DC. The current used in most appliances
in your home, such as irons, lights or refrigerators, does not
flow steadily in the same direction but flows first in one direc-
tion and then in the opposite direction at regular intervals. It
is produced by the magnetic field of a generator. This kind
of current is called alternating current, and it is abbreviated
as AC.

Answer: d
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\ CRITERION EAMINATION

If you miss more than 3 out of the 33 total
responses, you have not satisfactorily com-pleted the assignment.

F

1. Match tile definitions with the list of terms by placing the number of
the definit.ion in the appropriate blank.

Matter 1. The smallest particle of an element
that can take part in ordinary chem-

Molecule ical change.

Atom 2. A substance which is made up of
different kinds of atoms in chemical

Element combinations.

Compound 3. A substance which is made up of the
same kind of atoms.

4. The smallest particle into which a
substance can be reduced and still
retain the characteristics of the
substance.

Anything which occupies space and
has weight.
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2. Identify the components of the illustrated atom by placing the
number of the component in the appropriate blank.

1. E lectron

2. Nucleus

3. Neutron

4. Ion

5. Proton

Ident4y the electrical charge of each illustrated atom by writingthe word Positive, Negative,or Neutral in the appropriate blank.
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4. "1"),Le definition of electrical, cuirent is the

a. flow of applied voltage through a conductingl material.

b. movement of free electrons through a conducting material.

c. flow of magnetic flux around a conducting material.

d result of ohms through a resistive material:

5. 'The unit of measure for current flow is the

a. volt.

b. Ohm.

c. proton.

d. ampere.

6. The product of heat, chemical change, electrical shock,or,
magnetienm in cogductors or liquids is the effect of

a. potential voltage.

b. current flow.

e. resistance.

power potential.
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The electrical pressure that causes current flow through a con-ductor is called

a . electromote force.

b. henrys.

c. chemical reaction.

d. induced reaction. '

The unit of measurement for electromotive force is the
a. watt.

b. ampere.

C.

d. volt.

The three sources of elec romotive force are

a. chemical reaction, heat, and magnetism.

b. current, voltage, and resistance.

C. inductive reaction, chemical reaction, and heat reacti4n.
d. chemical reaction, heat, and current.
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10. The opposition to current flow in a DC circuit is known as

a. reactance.

b resistance.

c. voltage drop.

d. reluctance.

11. The unit of measure for resistance is the

a. henry.

b. watt.

c. ohm.

d. ampere.

12. The four factors affecting the resistance of a material are the

a. length, temperatuie, cross sectional area, and
relative resistance.

b. temperature, length, cross sect ional area, and the insulation.

e. cross sectional area, insulation, chemical structure, and
temperatur e.

d. type of material, length, temperature, and cross sectional
area.
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13. Materials with extremely high resistance are used as

a. insulators.

b. conductors.

c. fuses.

d. resistors.

14. Conductors are constructed from materials with

a. high resistaxce.

b. low resistance.

c. low permeability.

d. high permeability.

15. Identfy the materials that are used as insulators and the materials
used as conductors by placing an "I" or "C' in the appropriate blank.

Rubber Dry air

Glass Mica

Paper Iron

Copper Platinum

Aluminum Silver

Bakelite
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